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INTRODUCTION

?!t'J?O!! of the Stugy
The purpose

ot this stud7 is to deter.mine the ettect ot a series of

thirty-one tel.m.sion lessana designed to enrich and supplement pipils'

learning expariences on acb.Umment in f'Uth grade mathematics.
"!'be.. In!Ueratlon

In

1940,

Paul

c.

Walker, a IBJber

ot ?elevisim"

ot

sion, 1n his article, "The Inauguration

the Federal Cosamicatians Commis-

ot Televiaion, 0 wrote a

Few realize the iltllllmSe strides forward made 1n ver:r
recent 1'841'8 in the clewl.oprtan.t ot television. And 7et
matl1' persons in and around a fw large cities have already
had the thrill ot seeing as well as bearing their tavorite
radio programs, and 1n less than a month .trom the tim I
write, a limited ramber of television broadcaat stations will
begin regular sernce to the pu.blic • • •

Public interest has at last brought about such c:1eftlopment of the art ot television as to malm possible on Jl.111' 1 1

1941,

the !.naupration of c0Blil8rcial programs • • •

And now that television ts here, what ~ we expect
as to its de'velopaent and its significance •••

Its social mgniticance and impact on the people to be
aernd is beyond cc:ap:reherunon. However influential has
been the pr.1nted page with its da.113 account ot the news,
and the radio with tbe voice to announce the events of the
moment, and facsimile to nash the 1.'1111ges f'or 1.mmediate
reproduction cm page or screen, neither nor all ot these
combined can be of greater significance than television
a.lone J for here into the home, or the theater, is brought
a combination of all these, and one both See:3 and bears the
l

2

event in the making. The possibilities of television in
home, the school, the church and the theater a.re
beyond our 1.magination.l

too

~rtance

or Instz:uctional Telev.i.sion

A recent stud\Y' in the Oftioe or the SU.per:t.ntendant

or

Public Inst:ruction

state of Illinois, rewa.led that there are now well over one hundred UHF-VHF
Eaucational Televiai.an stations on the air.

The Federal

Coram~ cations

commission ha.a receivecl nearly that. number of requests for licenses to operate

what are knoml as Instructicm.al Television Fixed Service Stations for use by

educational institutions and school districts. In addition, there a.re
hundreds or commwnty antenna (GA.l'V') operations which are connecting schools
2
for closed-ci?ltQuit ptU'POSeS as well as open-circuit reception.
Televis_ion
In April,

~ruction,

in the Chi950 Public

1962, instruction via

Chicago Public &.:hools.

~s

closed circuit television began in the

Science, arithmetic, social stud.iea, and l.angu.age

arts programs were tl"8n8Dd.tted from the studio to awry clasarom in the Qrrd
School.

BegS.nrdng in January,

1964, closed circuit television vu cabled

from Etfrd School to the neighboring Frank:lin, Jenner, Hanierre, and Schiller

Schools.

More recently, under the Elementary and Second.a1"

21U\Y Page,

1966 ), 2.

2~duca.t1on

Act,

BditorlaJ.," Illinois Jo:n:nal of =aucaticm, LVII, No. 1~ (Hay

11

3
Project 27 of the Chicago Public schools,

cluster telev:Laion n was extended

11

to .fifty-six additional classrooms within that cluster and four new TV
3
cluaters plamed and pat terned aft.er the Byrd School operaticm.
Several Obieago schools have been equipped to receive telecasts Via the
Midwest Program for Ail"borne Television Instruct:tw (MPATI). Moat schools,

however, view telecasts frm

lr.rrw

(Channel U) and

w.n:w

{Channel 20),

operated by the Chicago Educational 'l'elevisicm AaaoaiatiOn.

For several

yea.rs, Chicago Area School Televisioo, Inc. (CAST), a um-protit orgamza.tim
awed by member schools and school distl"ict.s which pq membership fees, and
its predecessor, the M...caunty Educational Council, have

FOV1ded regultlrly

scheduled, open-circuit telecasting o! el.amentlU.7 and secaodary scbool course

to northea&tem lll1no!s counties. Then
various prcductioo.

~

c~

have been ranted .traa

either directly or through the Gnat Plains

Instructional MeV'isicn Libl"fQ7. Detel'llinatiOD ot what cauraea are to be
offered 1a ma.de by the Curriculum Ad.Yisor.r COllSd.ttee, coapri.aed ot leading

educators representing a cnusa aaction ot the public and pa.rochial schools in
During the 1967-68 school year, forty-one

the Cb.icago metropolitan area.

courses were offered b,y

CAST.4
1~

tor the ,stugz

The advent of educational television ha.I otirred the imagination of

:m.a:v

4
educators while creating cri.ticism an the pl'.l.rl of' others.
its use rai46>c

l:1\')ll1

Opinions conce.. ..!.4£

cntllUSia.stic acceptance to total rejectian.

have participated in using ·t;ho television medium

Those who

a.re rum o.f the opinion that

it will not replace the excellent oluel"OQll teacher, that the total teaching

process cannot be carried out entirel.1' by educational television, and that
educators ttrWJt find out how best. to use tbia medium as an aid to instruction.
Research s-tudi.eo

~the

educational

att~

ot

atudents taught

b3' television and traditional alus:room mt.hods have led lllalV' investigators
to conclllde that 't.no aigni.f'icant dU'ference'' a::tata betweell the two media.
Fox~

example, Schramm has stated that*

Them can no lmger be

~

doubt that studenta lea.m

em. .

cient)Jr .f'rm. instru<lticnal television. The ta.ct has been

demonstrated now in h'wldreds of' schools, tv t.bQ.lsanda or
stUdenta, in eveiy part of the United States1 and in
several ot,her countries. Schools and colleges have been
able to teai.1h Virtually eveey subject ei'fect1w]¥ by
telsl"J.m.on. b oc:mcluion ia that the average student
is llkcl.y to lea.m about u much from a W class as from
o~ cl.as8mcn methodaJ in aaae cases he will learn
nol"(.I, and in acme less, but the over-all wrdiet ha.a been
ttno signi.t.1.caait difference. n5
It has been suggested by Williama,

~r,

that the virtu.aJ. equality ot

teleVision and direct inst.ruction 1a not a tact but a result of the cancel.la-

5UUbur Sohreriltl, ii~ from Instructional. '?eleVision, 11 fteView of
Educationa;J. ::tr:~nrc11,, xmI (April, 19C2),, 156.
6

c.

Reexamination at Uo L>igDi.f'icant Dii'.ferenoe that IN
Studies Repo:ct,n ~V~ 0~9!~1-.~L.t~~ X (July, 1962), 263-65.
I!. 1Jilliams,

11

• • • the telortnon lfj.tuatian and the conwntional c).aas..
rocl'll situati.cn. both claim unique advantages in tho teachingleami.ng process, though mass comparisons tail to shat-r a
clearly identified trem favoring one approach over the
oMier in ~c achiewment.
We met recognize tb.a:t the conventional cl.usroom situa~t advantages.
The tmtructor
is in diJ:<ect contact with the learner, thereby permitting

tion cla:ims .some

or

tllo-W7 cORllltli.cation between the teacher
li>reover, such a situation would seem
to pemit greater interactim among le&men. D.1l"eCt

an easy now

and the student.

contact between teacher and learner should also permit
th.e teacher t.o know the students as in.dividuals and to
provide peraonal assistance Vi.th 1nd3.Vidual 1eerning
problems. In 'bhQ conventional claasrom sit,uation., too.,
the teaober la in a better position to be.w an intimate
lmoH·lodge of local situations in the educational. institution and the ccmnm.ity,. :lnoluding a fi.rst ...band underot..anding of the total curri.oulum ot the local inat:ttu....

tian.7

Telev:Laion,
iuztructim.

hOH'eTar,

First, it

pooseasea distinct advantages as a medium of

~

a:r:tends the reach

o:t the na.t1an 1s

best

tea.chers-teacben who are able to give moll more preparatioo time to their
TV classes than to

o~

claases. Moat schools release their N teachers

for a term or more before their actual N teaching, despite
they

~

ha:99 t.a.1.tght the aame wbjecrt. in the cluaroom

tm

fact that

tor yea.re. SeeClldJs',

experiences quite beyond the potential ot conventional modes o.f instruction,

brings au.parlor demanst.rationa into the claauroom, fumishes a cb.ange of
pace, and off'era a

8Cl8G

of timeliness in

~

ot 1ta preaentatiows.

7n. Tanner, 1 '!~ i:leaearch in Instru.ctiona.l TeJ.evision," School

.Re~~, LXI.X, No. 3

(Autumn, 1961), 3ll.

r

6
!Jlen the tlro situations are C<llBide:red in terms

ot preparation time for

planning, assistance of curriculum apecialis-t5, use of models, f"i.l.mstrips,

aueste, and other aids not available to individual oluarooa teachers, one

roDJ.izes that the telmr.lsion leaaon is more likely to be well-planned, lrellillustrated,

well~ed.

and brought to a ti.mel.7 aoncluaicm than is the

lesson ta:ugbt in a more tredittonal .fashion.
T'oo probl.em., then,

~a

one of dete:m.in:Lng how televiaicm tits into

tho total lea.ming experience, how it can beat be oambined with at.her too.cl

experleooas to ma.ks a giwn eubject matter more mear.d.Dgtu1 to the student.
AD Sohrma sqs:
Tbe pertinent ~ion ts no longer whet.her a teacher can

teach e!'£ectiwly by tel.e'viaion, bu.t ratlier how, when, tor
what subjects, and With what articulation into claesroom
activ.Lties tnat.mctiOllAl tel.eT.Lsion oan moat ettecti~
be used.a
And, according to Williams1

To lea.:rn wbetber certain • • • .tactors are un.iqu.e to one of
canmt.eatian caoditions, it. Will be necesuar:r to
experiment with telfft'1.aed and d.irect instmotion teamed in
diverse W81'8• Such experiJ'lentat.i.on aight lead to diaeo'fm7
of wuva to impl'Oft the quality of educattan.9
the two

HaHewr, the Su.bc0t1lllit.tee an Telev5.:Jion of the Oaaission on Researcl1
Service, north Central Association of Gol.1$ges and Secelldar:; Schools, notes

th.at:

8

sa1~1, _I~~~; ~.10DGJ. Research,

9
l1Ullnr1S,

~<>;V~l

Cmnupication

rm

~I

X

(April, 1962), 16;).

(Ju.11,

1962), 26J.

r

7
l~.
It pend.ta many variations
in the teaching and leaming process, but its effectiw use

:method of teaching and

is based on the same fundamental psychological principles

which appl\v to all wcCGSaful prooesses o! learning. The
attitude of the learner and the results o£ teachin.g are as
certain to be attected by the quality of instruction and.
its adaptation to the needs and :motivati<lll3 of the J.eru.uer

as in conventional 1nstruction.l0
~ated

W1lliatl.S bas

tbatr

Fa:.t.J:ure to Ul'lCOYer s1gni:tieant differences under the two
conditicms or comrmmioattm mtli' be due to the nat'UJ:'e and
scope of the evaluation • • • test;s of intomation used in

moat ot the comparative studies haw been either the multipl&-choice or the true-ta.lse 'ftt.riety.

Such teats take
info1'mta.tion-gain so ~ coooei ved u to
assess little more than the loarner•s ability to recall
specllic tacts. llhen intoma.t.ion-gain is more ~ conceived, it is also concemsd with the leamer•s recognition
ot the intGft'elaticnsbip of tact.a and With his ability to
apply his ~-acquired information to situatic:nal ~

a measure

or

ienees •••

Further, be suggests that a
~tiw data on intonation gain have been based on the
results of 'taste 1dlicb aaseased anJ¥ the learner•s ability
to :recall tacts and made no ~t of either his ability
to make 1ntel.llgent use of these facts or the concomitant
lea:mings uh1ch derived trm the leaming situation. Until

inf'ormatian

gem

:ls asse.-..:1 in a.U of these ways, the

tm11ngs of no statistioalJ3' td.gnU'icant differences are
cert~ orai to queation ..12

'!'be timing as well as the nature and scope ot the tests

?trnnams,

Aud.itV~ ~cation Re'Vi~_,

.x

(~, 1962), 26J.

lOrrroo Years ot Uiucationa.1. Mevision u The Uaes of TeleViaion in
fduc.':lj:.¥m, Prepared by the Sub-CcnDittee
!'eteviaioh Ol ihe miiiiIS"siou on
Researeli and '.'lerri.ce, lforth Central Asaociati011 of Callegsa and ~
School.a,, in Cooperaticn With the United :.tates Ot'tice o! Bducatim (Waabingt.an
D.c.: United ::t.ates Office ot P.ducation, 1961), m, 28.
llWilliam.s, &!!:io-v~ ~at!en !l!YleJ.,, x (J"ul;r, 1962), 26h.

o:i

1

l2!bid.

8
is a fact.or also to be taken in account. Tests of pureJ¥
£'z.1Ctual in.formation adiiX:l.nistered at too end oi' a given term
of inatruoticm are t.eata not onJ.¥ of the teaching involved
but BJ.so of certain contounding .f'actora. Not tb.e least
of tlleoo, e~ at the college level, is the student's
abil.it.y to do a superb job or last....r.tt.nute cramming.

The relatiftly short duration of most experimentaticn
t:hioh has been conoenied wit.b. the oomparatiw eftectiveoess
of tho two conditions of oonmmication m£\Y' be the reason
for the .find.inga of no td.gniticant differences. It is
quite possible that there a.re dif.fenmoea tn effectiveness

impossible to detect owr a period of a quarter, a aemester,

or own a yev but which over a period of five to ten years
cumulatively bllild up to a point of ooosiderable aipticance. We caDllot 1cnow whether or not there are auch d:i.ffereuoes until succesa:i.ft comparisons am made emcerntng the
aazoo groups ewer a long period.
I·t. is quite poasible that fa:il.w:'e to discover arq m.g..
nificant ditterenoe in infoanation-gain under the tvo con-

ditioWJ of DOBUd.e&tion reault.s tn:m owr-lld.mpl.i.ttcation
of t.110 p:roblal>.S eontlSCtcd with the rolG 0£ telev.lsion for

alwlBroom instruction. For ex.empl.e, it is posaible that
the potentialities ot tel.eYiBicm instruction haw not been
~ axploited. beGauaG cl~ teachers have not l"t
discovered their proper roles in connection v.1.tb this new

tool•

• • • the help proffered tJlese teachers bas usua.ll7
amounted to little more t ban suppJTJ.ng tmm with teaoher
guides. I~l.nel perf'Ol'USnCe cannot be expected ot
coopera~ing teacbera until they are giwn auistance in
discovel"'l'nf& bow beat to wse their time and talento

when the telling and showing upecte are carried an

telev:Lsicn teacber.13

In

~.

then, inatead ot

at~ing

bi the

to use teltm.aion tor total

teaching or to domon:st.rate how imJtru.ctiCllllal television is at lea&t equal to
ocnwntionciJ. modes of instruction, we nee<i to determine the ideal proportion

or balance betwem instructional television anl direct classroom teaching in

~------13--!..._b1_.g_.• _,_PP_·__2C_~i~_-0_~s_.______________________~--------~---'

'l''°-~¥~~,-----------------------------

l

I

9

I a given situation.
T'he majority ot our nation 1 s

to suppltnlnt and enrich the clasaroan progNm.

ele."llenta'r:;" schools a.re organized «i the self-contained classroom plan in

grades one through six, with each teacher responsible for inStruetion through
the entire range

o:t

possibilities for

t.ha educational spectrum.

~

Tel.evision offerrs 1'W\'Y

and enriching the educational experiences of

child nm coo.fined to tho sel.f-contained ohsaroam..

SettJ.!lh. Cl~t~ ~'t!rl Sphool
Cl.int.on Zl.etlelltaey- School,, located in lle3t Rogers Parle on the far north
side of

·l:,be

tr.Lct II.

1926

citq, is one of eleven

~

ul two high schools

The nanbership 0£ the school gNlf ~a.teer its opening in

and tvo

additional facilities, Jamieson to the sou.th and Green to the

wost, wre b.dlt to

acc~te

the childNn of the fmtdlies bu.i ld1ng h<.nea

end aparttoont buildin,,.~ in the caimunity.

school pop.ll.ation has decreued as

8'.lllO

During the put several. years, the

o£ the

~r

i'mn:Uies have l'.\'JOYeCl to

the suburba to the north and the parents ot Clinton graduates have
in the llOOl)a '!:.hey had tu~•
child.1"811

u1 Dis-

Gt~

on

At the present time a.pp~~ 800

a.re enrolled 1n kindergarten through grede eight.

Academic ac..'!Ue'Vement ts important to pa.rents and pupils alike J
opportunity to V1m1 a

re~...acll$duJ.ed

a.'1.

educat:iorJal telecast is welcomed by·

both groupo as another opport.urd.ty ten- Jae.ming.
One of tr10 CA;,'T otter!ngs tor the 1967-68 school

;vea;r, I'!e,dem f¥1th V,

Produced h-'1 the ~1ver Public ~bool.B, vas selected aa suitable for JIU'1'JOSes

or this study.

This course is rented by CA&'T fitan tbe Great P.La:ins Regiona.1.

..

U£;1,?,l"n Uat;!1....,L
'l'hese three

!!e lbiem

pre>gl"Bli'W

a.nd Uatl'ltma.tics for

A:ritbmaiiic (for GS"adea
lfodarn Hath V iB a
Cik"UU10l 20

9 •J5

A.u.

on ench

Hath VI t."Gre ottered for the first tim in 1966-67.

4, 5,

and 6), wbicb

Glfbed have repl.aced Patterns iu

lla.$

1~, t.~-mi.nute

dropped this year.
program a11"8d lklld.qo on

trun 9•55 to lOil5 A.H. cld Fri<.Uvs oo
Two

or

~ from ~r

A8

ai1

prepared by tbe

C~

ll from 9:15 to

the three groups involved in the stud;r Viewed tho ~

16, 1967,

those welw when aboenoe of puplla

viewing.

too

t~ Ma.y

tor JfM.sh

191 1968, except tor

holidqs necessitated a HandB\Y

aid for tea.chem, the T~be.£8 ~pat ttatl:i.ep,atics
~nt

2.

has beel1

of lladio and l'eleTla1on of the DetlWr Public

Schools.
Gerald J. H1l lsoa., Dintetor of the llepattment of Radio and Television

Activities, in d:i.acussing t:OO uaes of educational television 1n the

class~

says:
••• :..el&Y:taian leeaona daaigned to cmricb and supplement
a.re based on regular School
IllStruetiQlal Guidaa, wt they cannot su.bst.itute tor
rei;,"U.lar claasromit ~. Among the mD$t import.ant specific
value:iJ t'4lich ~ be realized from el.ass ~ or such leeson.s
:::i.re the tolloui.Dge
~s' l~ ~

A new approach to the topic w an interesting method of presentation
'l"hc opportunity for pupUs to see some

object or proceaa that can be ~
via tel.evision but cannot be m&le avaiJ....
able to all classes in all scllOfll..s

r~------------------~-

pmsent..ation of topics Which the
cl,'.J.Ssroam teacher finds d:i.f!'icuJ. t. to
pres-ont ettecti~.14
I~rt

Toa.chcr re.ference sheets are supplied tor each telecast to provide the
teooiler with ad.Vance intormatian as to the topics and objeotives of each
lesson.

All fifth grade pupils who enroll.Gd at Clinton in September, 1967, and
rerm.ned thrau.Ghaut the entire school 76&r were used as subjects ot the study
By a.

i~ed

procedure, these pupils were divided into the foll.awing

cl.asses required for the atuiWs

Class l (OJ.)

class was an expel"'inaltal class,
tavaht parti.aJ.J3 b.Y' television and
'l'hia

partially by the claasroom teacher.
The teacher did not ~ the cl.US
tor the telecast.a. Followi.ng the
tel.ecut, Whan the al&liW met, ~
questions Ngard.ing t.he ~were
discuased and aw.mu.red.

Claaa 3 (:82)

class was an er.qlf)l".Unental. cl.us,
taught partial.ly ~ television and
pa.rl;ially 111' tha classroom teacher.
Th1.s

'.l1le teacher p.repared the claoa for
each telecast. After the television
le$80D1 the ~ followed up w:i:~ll diaau.std.on, l'e"rJ.w, and waluatiou, taking
into account the suggestions ot the

television teacher and the auggestiaos

tor each le$SOU in
Mathematica

5.

the 'l'eachers Guide•

·------------~·---~--------··~---------------------------------------------
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li
Tho
instruction\~

c;,.....

in addition to

too

1~

usu.al daily fortq...minute period..

group reooivul instrwrtion dail,y for a fort.y-m:tnute period•
The coope1'1'A.ting teacher, Who taught the three cl.asses, ha.s served the

C:hicago l\tblic 3cllOOl system for

ma.u:r

I.raater' s dcgme in the Teaching of

~·

Recentll', she raeei\'ed a

~ii.thematics.

Sbs has conducted in-service

training vorimllops in modem ma.tbtalBtics for Chicago scllOOl teache1"B.

In the

pn.:.."t, uhe has uaed television imtftctian in mathematics a.a pa.rt of her

sta.ntord Interttedia.te II !eading Test, Fem tl
stanforo Inte~te II Read:i.na Test, Fom. x
l'UTX.t'ii:i3'l'I C

T"'~S

Jt.ani'ord In.te=adiate II Aritlatic Test., Form W
Stanford l'ntermediate II Arithmetic Test, Fom X

,Stanford Modem Mathematics Concepts Test, Fom W
stanford 110dem Mathematica Con.eept.s Test, Form X

The intelligence test and achievenwnt tests were adm:l.n:1 st.ered at. the beguitnUaJE
of ·the achool year.

The seemd

tom o.f each achievement. test was

adkiti.niutered at the close ot the aabool ~·

lJ
of thirty-one television leascms designed to an.rich and supplement pupils 1
10...ai:ning e.."ltperi.ence on achiewmDnt in fifth

f~

matbsroatics.

'J:he writer ia interested in f1nding answers to these qu.eatim:uu
(l) Hotli mgbt

~levisioo

instruction best fit into the tot.al lea.m-

ing e:q.erience, how might. it bast bo

usm,

and

tor

wllat purpooos'?

Q!:, '\that ia the ideal proportion or balance between 1nstruoti011a.l
teleVisi.on and direct cl.MsroCXlt teaching? What are the
advant~~

o:t: using television to aupplsnen;i:f and enrich alass-

1~,i Pl"Oi;.~'?

(2) :ts the virtWll eqwility in effectivuness of television and

di1"'eet inatructio.1 a fact, or does ·t.be equ..ality result froT.11 a
oaucellati0t1 of dif'fenmt facton 0£ etteatiwness re.tiler than
i'raa a sd.milanty of such factors?
si~t

(3) Is the .failure to f'ind
ment of studen"es taught
due. to ·the

~

:Ltwi·rwtient

~

nc.thmoo.tics cow:epts

d.i!ferences in the achieve-

b:f telev.i.sian and direct inat:ro.ctiCll

of existing t.esting inatJ.'Ut&lts? Would an

to .measure undei'"Standing of modem
~

a significant d!.f.ference favoring

gi"Oups roceiV':1.ng' telev:taion instruction in mo:iem mthomatics?

The i."r:i.ter Wiaboo to detenr.tne, wit.bin the l1rnits

ot the

stu~s

(l) pupil gain, in terms of acadami.c aobiEmJmOOt, as measured
u'~~ed

b.r

aritbmet.ic tests, which can be attr:U:Mted to a

liCOla_y twenty-minute telev:l.SGd. 1natbematics program v:i.eued over
n t.lu.rty-one weak periccl,

..

,

....
14
(2) pu.pil gain, in terms of academic achieW:t"Bnt, as measured. by
Bt.wJdardizoo

aritbmatic test.a, ltdch

'teOOhar-pupil

~t.ion

oml

be attributed to

and follow-up, as c~ with

toaci:t.cr-pupil follow-up prooodures u.eed with two of the classee,

(3) pupil gain, in terms at acadmic

achi~t.,

as

~ by

an

i:n.stl"Ullelt designed to masure understanding of modem
matJ:ieittatios concepts, o£ mcpel"'ia:lntal groups as oontreated w:ltb

the eontrol group.
Limitatioo ::' ot the, ,St!!1z
?he data population of this stua, wu liraited to Grade
on1'"0lled at Clintm in September, 19'57, and
end of the oohool

~

5 pupil3

at the school until the

year. All cbildftm received classroom. instruction in
teacher tor the entire school year.

mathamatics frooi tba

~

inst.ruction i'or two

t..T<11.lpS

vaa

~tad

'Which those groups vlet-1 at the

~

Cl.assroom

wi:t.h weekly television program

ti.me in their respective classrooms •

.IUl achiovansint• teat a m'ld the intelligence test were giwn
trai."Wd in test

td':i.o

DJ' a teacher

~stra.tion.

~
In the introdnoto17 chapter,. attention ha.a beel1 di:rected to the strides

made in recent yea.rs in tbs dewl.O!D8n:t. of telev"laim. The
educatia1al

~ion

reception, and the

li~ of

statima, the uae of bohll closed-and open-circuit

devel.~

o£ 0 elust.er television u to

~

the

audience of cloGed-cireuit telecuts, have increased interest and use of

educatioruu N •

traditional classroom metho:ls--has beei1 questioned b'J others who suggest that
the virt.Uti.1. equal.icy of television and direct i.nstructiao rOsults .fnn the
canoell~tian

oJ: di.tteront tact.om of e.ffecti'Wmess rat..."1er than .trcm a

similarity of such foot.ors.

dillerencett to the

Others attribute the finding of 'Uo eignif'icmit

1nadaquacy of

present

testing

meaaurmnonts.

Snme

investigators suggest that we need to determine htn·t t.ele'f18ion mt\'f bG best

cClllbined nith

other~ ~es

to make a given subject matter more

meaningi'ul to tbe student.
Tbe purpooo

o£ the

present atucW is to detormtne the ef.fect ot a series

or thirty-one television le8B011D
learning e.i::perienees

an

~

achi~

to enrich and supplenrmt. pup.Us•

in fifth grado mathematics.

Chapter II is devoted. to a nv.tew

ot

the related literature in the field

St.udios dealing with (l) &ea&ln:tc achievenm:t.

or

students taught by education

al tolevision and direct classroom pNaentatiarul 1 (2) factors contributing to

the et.fectivuneoo ot tel.evisian instruction, and (J) var:Lationis in teleVisicxi
instructional procedures are reviewed.

procedure used in the present

st.u~;

Chapter

m

is concemed with the

in.formation relating t.o the

pt.U"p08e,

instructional conditions, instructor, students, and evaluative criteria used

ia contained therein. The 1'98Ults
Chapter V is devoted to the

or

the study are stated in Chapter 'IV.

~ea.tim of

the present stu.ey.

il.'lsulta o£

the st.ud;y are discussed,, conol.usic:ms drawn, and the ill1plicat.ions of this

atucy tor f\l:t'thal" resaarch are coruddered.

i

b

...

C!L\Pl'ER II

:aEVmi OF THE REIJi:TED LITERATURE
~1troduction

In an attempt to discover the advantages and limitations of educational
televisico, hundreds of schools in the United States and in other countries
have experimented with telev.1.sed instruction. Evidence presented in reviews
l
2
J
4
by Finn, Kumata, Schramm and Stickell support the conclusion that pupils
learn efficiently from instructional television.

The average student is

likely to lea.m a.bout as much fran. a 'l'V class as .from ordinary classroom
methods; in some cases he will learn more and in some less, but the overall
verdict has been "No significant d.U'ference. 0

This review does not pretend to include all re:11earch in the area or invee
tigation.

It is concerned, first, with a survey of studies to determine the

lJames D. Finn, "Television and Education, A Review of Research," AudioVisual Communication Review, I (Spring, 195)), 106-26.

2Hideya Kuma.ta,

An

Inventor:v of Instructional Television .Research (Arm.

Arbor, Mich.: Educational

155.

'l'eie:vi n!on W !tiia!o tknter, December, 1956 ), PP• 1

3Schrarim, Review of Educational Research, XXXII (April, 1962), 156-67.

4n. w. stickell, 11A Critical Review ot the Methodology and Results of
Research Comparing Televised and Faoe-to-Faee Instruction 11 (unpublished Ed.D.
thesis, Pennsylvania State University, 1963), cited by Leslie P. Greenhill,
".Research on Instructional Television Put and Future,"
rovement of Teac
l'elevi.siou Proceedi s of the .Natiooal Conference
Msociation o 1· ca: on
. casters
16

or

t e x t onal
1

P• 18.
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relative academic achievement

or

students taught through televised. and direct

classroom presentations. As research continued and the virtual equality of
televised and direct classroom instruction was recognized, research workers
turned to a c:onaideration of factors which might account for the effectiveness
of televised inst.ruction.

A number of such studies are included.

Finally,

some of the studies to detemine the et.feet of va.r,ving the cmditions and
:methods of television instruction are described.

?z

Academic Achievement of Students Taught
Educattonal.' Telfiffiion iA1il Mrect Classroom 1'.'reaent.ations

Extensive research has indicated that if studies are grouped according to
grade lewl.J i.e., el.ementa.r.y., eecondar)", and college and university levels,

television instruction frequently shows superiority at the lower levels;

usually, "no sign.1!1cant differencesn a.re found in the results

or comparisons

of television and traditional instruction at the ncc:md.ary and uni wrsity

levels.

Farther, tel.ev.lsion instruction appears to be more auccesatul. in some

subject areas than in others.

Wilbur Schramm Nport.ed (1962) that ot 393 comparisons in schools and
colleges employing the usual tests to naasure progress ot students, 65 percent
of the studies indicated no signU'icant difference between tele'V'ised and

conventional. instructionJ 21 percent reported that students lea.med sign.Ui-

cantly more J and 14 percent reported that significantly less learning occurred
with teleVision instruction.$

L_

18
However, ::bhramn points out, when differences are found, these seem to be

better explained by conditions other than the mere fact o! TV transmission.
For example, a. great mat\'f di!ferences f'a.YOri.ng 'W studenw have appeared in

studies at the elementary school level.

Schram reported that studies of'

1nstructiona.1 television in ilr'ades 3 to 9 have shown television presentations
to be more effective in 33 percent

or the

cases; no signi.ficant differences

were found in $6 percent. and ll percent o! the cases reported television less
6
effective than conventional instruction.
On the high school level, 13 percent

ot the studies found television to

more affective, 63 percent showed no aignif'ican c diff'erence, and. 24 percent

reported television to be less e.f'.t'ective.
Kumata. also noted that if' we look at studies conducted at the grade
school, high school, and university levels, we find that N shows superiority

at the lower levels.

7

He stated that a. cursory glance at TV teaching at these

levels revealed t;b.at the lower levela were mu.ch raore interested in producing a

well-rounded total teaching effort in which television pla;yed an import.ant but
not necessarily pr:J..mary role.

Scaramm•a analyaes led him to conclude, also,, tb&t in soma subject-matter

areas, TV teaching has been more effective than in others.

Mathematics and

science have been outstandingly success:ful, a.a has oocial studies.
the huma.nit"les, and literature have been less succesaful.

!Iistory1

Language skills aa:i

7Hid.a-Ja Kuma.ta, a.a Decade or Teaching by Television, tt The ~t or
~catio~. Television, ed. Wilbur Schramm (Urbana: University~D:Iuois
sa, 19ouJ, PP• !76-92 •

...
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health and SEU."'ety have been in the middle of the range--neitber ao successful

as the most e!'fectiw stlbjects nor so ineffective as the humanities group.
Although many of the m:milers a.re too small to show up on tests oi" aigniticance
both science and social studies are still ai"1ificantly different tram the

wmanities group.

Other differences must be considered mere indications of'

There appears to be interaction of importance between subject matter and
grade level.

Televised language skills haw been i'otmd to be somewhat less

effective than other televised subjects at the earlJ' elementary aohoo1 levels,
BJ. toough still as ef.tecti ve as cla.ssroom teaching.

II.a.thematics bas been more

e!f'ectively taught in the ea.r]S gJ."ades than 1n high school.

TeleVi.sed social

studies has been somewhat leas effective in college than in the lower grades
and the humanities group also appear to haw been taught less ef'.f'ectiveq on
telev.J.sion at the higher grade levele.
The basis for acme of these generalizations will beacne apparent in the

following

m.irvey

ot studies comparing the acadmic achieV8\'l'lent of students

taught by- educational television and direct clasaroom presentations.
P_erm!Y,~~ St,a~e

'l'eleVision for ?eaahing

um.vent

~vem;)y:

tz In."!'st!gat.ion ot OJ.ose,d-:- Circu,f,t

Oourses.--sane of tbe earliest and moot

extensive research utilizing closed-circuit television tor teaching university
courses was conducted at Penn.Q'l:vania State U:uiversity' under a grant .fran the

F\md for the 1\dvanoement

bz

or

Education.

An early report (19$5) summarized

I
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research concernine ·three undergraduate courses.

8

Three cl.aasea--tb.e

second

part. of an int.roductoey course 1n c:hemistry, general psychology, and tm
psychologr of marriage--were uaed tor testing purposes.

In tho cbemistr,.r

course, student.s met tor t.wo lectures, one reeJ.tation and two laboratory per.
iods o£ three hours each per week.
were involved in TV.

~

AU sessiona

or

the two lecture periods each week

the two psychology courses were televis

(three tials per week). In the ohemist17 and general psychology courses,
control groups which did not receive 'N instruction were utilized.

'l'he

experimental group in both ot these couraes receiwd inst.Nction in one of two
~s--either

they vimmd the lectures on a receiver, or they were in the TV

originating room with 'N cameras and other equipnmt.

The psychology of

marriage course was set up so that ccaparisans could be made only betveen

those receiving instruction in the Tl originating room and tboaa receiving
instruction via TV. No control group was involved.
Three instructol"S were used in chemistry.

le;tures, appearing in rotatim.
groups.

Each took one...tbird of the TV

The aame three also taught the control

'l'wo instructors taught the course in general psychology.

One taught.

a control class while the other taught the experimental g1"01JP3. Later in the
d!\Y, the two ins·truotors et.'itched, one teaching ·t.o another set of e:rperimental
groupd

and the other to another set o! control group.a. There was only cm.e

l"or the chami.st.r,-r course, there were 240 students in the experi.w,ezrtal

z,roupa ai.'ld two control

gl"OUJ)S

of 100 students each.

1'he 240 exper:i.lns:ntala ue

apll& into l20 sub,1ect.s for TV viewing and 120 subjects for the TV
Sub~iecte

room.

origiuatiil[~

were dist.l"ibuted in the exper1l\'lental groups on the basio of

llllihougb the 120 originating roan subjects recei"lf'8d the lecture in one group,

·the 'N students t10re split into four
2ha receiver.

~

in ditfel'&nt

rooms eacb

A control group ot appl"Old.mately 150 students

was

with one

giwn the

locture at. a subsequent hour.

General psychology cl.uses were atandardieed a.t forty students each.
The television or:f.girulting roma had forty students.

There were two receiving

roOl'tla each tfi th f'orty students. Control graups were forty students and

received the lecture in another building.
The pS'Jchol(lfg of m.arr.iap course vu split into tour groups, each with

abotrt thirty students.

One group

t'1U

in the television originating room w.i.th

the ot.her three groups 1n sepa.ra.te receiving

l"OOillB.

Receivl.ng rooms !or both

the psychologr o1: m.arri.age and general psycholOl!:f courses bad two

24 11

receiv-

crs per room.
For the ob.emi.atry and general psychology courses, meas1.tl"Em1Bnt of lea.ming

was obtained through three one-hour objective tests during the semester.
Findings on the objective information tests
1.

tieNI

General chemistry-there were no significant di.tf'erences

between mean scores o.f' the control., N receiving and TV

~~~-------------~-------------........,,,._..,

'
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2.

General psychology--there were no
between

~

o£ the tests.

significa~~

differences

scores for the three types of groups on three
There was a significant dit.t:'enm.ce on the

second teat .favorl.ng the reguJ.ar lecture (control) group.
'.i'ho au:!ihors atate that this difference
beyond the

~

be due to factors

scope of control in tbe experiment and not to

differences in the DlOde of presentation •
.3. Psychology of

~ago-there

were no sit;df'ieant d1£ferences

between mean scores on the three esati'd.nationa.

Oompariaon here

tras bettMen Ttl originating and TV receiving grot-PS•

In discussing these reoults, the authors state 1

not have been appropriate enough nor eenaitive

enough

(l) the teats used

~

to pick up differences

if they rea'J.4f existed, (2) factors rlOt cmtrolled in the expert.mnt, such as
amount, of t.exl:.book reading, f ace...to-tace discussion outside of class and, in

the ohemistl'"'J course, the amount or lea.ming in the recitation and

J.abore.to~

sessions 1 mDi?' have afteoted. the outcome such th.at ditferences due to mode of

~~~vt-aion ve~
c~

Classroom. toi: ~ Gene~ P!f9.P-o*9.Q:.-atsband

the etfeetiwneas ot teaching intl"Oduct.017 general pqchology by

television with throe other teaching conditions--a studio class, a ld..nesaope

class, and two t:raditionsl. oampu.s olaasea--al.l sections having the same
i."'lst.ruotor, text and tests.

9

Teat grades at the end of the tem suggested

2)
thnli higher achievement. occurred in the

teloviaion-instructed group;

ll0tieve1..,

statistically aignii'icant dif'f'ereneee were not obtained.

Effec_t

of. Inst~!'-J.onc;l.. l!et.bpds UP..!!!

fi:.chievement. atld Attitudes in

CQI:mnmioa.tion Sldlla.-··During the academic year, 1957-58, Becker and Dollinger

compared cperimenta.lly the effectiveness

ot tllrea methods of tea.ohi.ng a

college-level coowunicatiou aldlls course integrating the teaching of reading,
writing, apeald.ng, a'l.d listmdJlg.

10

'l'b.oae n&ethods were1
~ibl.e

method, 'Which made the individual imtructor

(l} tbe ''normal"
for training the

studen:cs in all of the skills and oontent; a.mas covered in thG course; (2) the
11

bibliograpq,11 methodt designed to make the student more self-reliant by

reducing fl"'Om tour to three the number of fol."nlf'.U. clua meetings each l1Sek, and

present. iug the bu-le principles ot the

CO\ll."'M

as normaJ.11' cowred in lectures

and discussion in a bibliograptw ot usignad and optional readings; (3) the
presentation of the basic p.r'1.noipl.ea of the course by ttexpens, n through

th~

use o.1" ld.nescopea, supplemented by diacuaaion of the principles and tt.eir

application 1n performances under the guidance ot t.be classroom instructor.
The third method was called the Dkinesoopen method.

-i;he anticipated problems 0£ instructing
tionate increase in Gtaff' and the

~

diftic.'Ul~y

The study

was pranpted

by

more st.udenta without a proporin obtaining instructors

adequately prepared in all COil1il1Uicat1on skills.
In the expel"iJl:\ent the normal. and bibliograpb1' methods were ltS8d With

accelerated students

tmo

took a one-semester course.

lO&nlel L. Becltor and Carl A. Dollinger,

0

In the ma.ill ( two-oomes+-ve

'l'be Ettect of Instructional

hctnoda upon Achievement and Attitudes in COiillUllication :Jdlls,11
ilf'11~, xxvn (lm-ch, 1960),, 10-16.

~h

course,, taken by n10st freshmen, all three methods wre used.

students, distributed among thirt.y-six eections taught by thirty-six different
instructors, participating in the two-semester study. The a..ecelerated course
analyses wre baaed upon 176 mtudent.s in nine section.a taught by nine

different instructors.
E1gbt inst.ruments.....pretest and posttest naluations :measuring English
canposi tion,

~

compre.henaton, vocabulary1 liatening, principles of

CQ'll'll:llnication akills, expository writing, a.rgu.mentative speech, and attitude
t01'1lil'd

cQl'lllllUication-•re used.

.AnalTsis of variance was used to teat too

homOgeneity' of the m.ain-couree aection.s and the accelerated sections on each
of ·the

~st

measures and also m the F..ntnmce Composite Percentile Rank,

which w.s tf.'JU'lld to be a reliable maauru o:t acadeatc aptitude.

?o test. the

differencea between methods of 1natruction and betvoen sections using the saroo

method, a group-Ylthin-tJ'M.taent anaJ;ysis of covariance design, vi.th the
individual as the unit of

measu.rement, vu used. Separate ana.11'ses wre

for the a.ocelerated and. main

CO\U"88

made

and tor each crlterlon measure.

Except in those :Lnstsnces where the accelerated ooune results were

essantia.ll.7 dif'ferent or S.t aeemed important to oont:ut the results obt.ained
in the two courses, reaults of the main-course experiments were reported by
Becker and Dollinger.

Evidence supported the usumption that none ot the main-cau.rse sections
differed significantly on

sz.rr or

the pretest measures.

At the end ot the

year, signitiamt instruct.or dittenmcea were found tor all but the vocabulary
measures.

Significant diff'erenees bet.ween m&thoda of instruction were .found

f'or none of the ci'iterion measures.

..

_,,,,~ ~~-----------,-------------
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In the methods-by-level.a analysis of tho scores on the exam::! nat.iou ovor

priJ1cipl.es, no s:lgni£icant inte1•actio11 wi:w found betueen level of student
aptitude and method of instruction.

Signi.ficant d1f!erencea were i'aund

between levels of academic aptitude, favoring the bigoor levels, when scores on
tho examination over principles, the listening data, and theme data were
ana:J.yzed.

In the levels

~

ot the accelerated oou.rse data, atudenta receiVing

instruction by the normal method scored signif'icantl;y higher on the principles
post-axam:Lnation and the theme post-examination than did the students receiving
instruct.ion by the bibliograpqy method.
The authors concluded that, v.tthin the l.imitat.icns of the

stwq, the

bypOtbeaes mq be retained that students can acquire a knowlei::ge of the

principles of commnication and achieve skill in speald.ng, reading, writing,
and listening eQUal.]3 well fraa each

ot

the methods of instNction tested.

Because it permitted the saving of classroom. space and instructional time, the
bibliograpl:u method vould appear to be the most efficient, while

beirls

at

least as e.tfective as tho other methods.
Class~

TeacJ1¥W of Advert1s3

!?z ~;Le~~O!l· --!Umata bas

presented

the results ot two exper.tments with a term-long course in advertising at the
ll
colle~"C level.
Two aactions of a junior level course in a.dvertiaiD.8 wore
uood.

The morning section o£ forty-six students comprlsed the face-to-face
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group.
scores.

The afternoon session was divided into two groups on the basis of ACE

Ctlo section of thirty students became tbe studio group (live

audience) encl the othel" seotion became t.he telcVi.sion group.

Thero were no

signilicant ditferencea between the three groups.
Regular assignments, aid-term and final mmm:Jnations,, and two apeais.Uy
conntructed quizzes wro used in the anaJ.Tses.

Significant dif'i'ereuces were

found on the eighth aasignment. in the oou1'"su--tbe .face-to-.t'aee group getting

the higheat.

grade~.

No sigo.ificant ditferences appeared on the mid-tem

e."WJllin.ation but on the final

the £ace-to-race group received

~tion

significantly higher grades.
During the i'olloutng sacester the experiment was repeated to chock the

results aid to investigate the

~tbesi:;;

that the face-to-face group, vhicb

would see V'lSWlls (advertisementa) in color, would naamber a gntat deal of tbe

detmls of theoo advertiuementa as

~with

the S0..11e material in black and whi to

.)fl

the 'lV group, Which would see

a 2S" TV manitor.

.Analysis o£ six

regular a.ssignmwts, mid-term., and final grades, and £our special quizzes
yielded no signilicant differences.

OtJ.l1' 1n the final examination did a

significant F appear, supporting the 'fl1pot,hesis advanced in the second-

semostor at'U.d¥.

T?4Chi!Yi, Caloulua !?l: CJ.oae?-Cirouit

'rele'Vi~ion.-D,.er-Bennett

and others

studied the comparative &ffecti.veness ot televised and oormsm.tional first12
aom.ester cal.cul.us instruction at. Purdue University.
Large-class methods were

27
eraploycd throe periods per week for instruction

students in the control group.

or

appro:ximately ninety

The £ourth period of instruction was devoted

to sr.mll-cla.ss meetings 0£ about. twanty-f'i ve students ea.ch, under the
direction oi' a graduate a.asistant.

All students received the same examina-

tion, a.dminiatered simltaneously in experimental and control sections.

The

two principal teachers spent equal ti.me teacbi.ng conventionally (large-cl.nan)

and

by

television.

Th.e four experimental sections each numbered. apprmdmately twenty-!'ive

students wh.o mt three tiDles per week for inst.ruction by television.

A fourth

meeting utilized the same instructional. procedure and teaching personnel as

were employed tor the fourth class meeting ot the omtrol group.
Sixty-one pairs of students, matched on cwml.ative gradepoint index,
served as subjects for the compa.ri.son of achievement of students in too

experimental and ct11t:rol sections.
Ini'ormntion gathered served to support the folloving conclusions:

(l)

student achiO'VOtl'Bnt in calculus, as maoured by six classroom. tests, was very

nearly the smne tor conventional.q... and 'l'V- taught students. No atatistioally
significant d.1£.t'erences

or these groups.

WN

found when compar.lng total. semester performance

(2) There were no consistent indications that televised

instruction operated either in favor of or against students whose past
academic records were above average, awrage, or below average.
Teaching ~tal Ooncepta of Mat~ips at ~fle ,Collee Level b-t

Sloaed-Cirauit Telev}.si~.--Panoity of research conoeming the effectiveness
or teleVi.aion in teaching matbomatios at the college level prcsapted Alexander
to canpa.re lecture prosenta:l:iion.s in mathemat:i.1..10 ·ow1~ cloeed-circuit

...

b
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television with the same lecture presented in a. live classroom situa.tion. 13
Also, a comparison was made between tho use of two different instructors
d,ur.lng each cl.a.so period and the use o£ one inatru.ctor.

Sections in which the

lecturer conducted hia own follow-up were compared with those in \drl.ch a.

d.ii'feront instructor oond:u.cted the follow-up sesaion. The students involved in
the experir.lent consisted of all those who registered for a course in
tundamental mathematical concept.a at George Peabodl' College for Teachers
during two ~rs (Fall,

1960, and

~r:tng, 1961 ).

'l'he table below sunnarisu the lecture procedure for one daya
Table I
Lecture Procedure in Teaching Fundamental Conoepts of Mathematica

Ditferent Instructor

20 minutes

A. TV lecture b;r In...
structor l
Follow-up by In-

Live 30 minutes

c.

Television 30 minutes

20 minutes

structor 2

Lecture in person

b;y' Instructor )
Foll01r-up by In-

structor 4

Same Inotructor

B. TV lecture by Instnwtor l

Follow-up by Instructor l

D. Lecture in pe1:·son
by Instructor 3
Follou-up by In-

structor 3

The instructors were rotated among the four sections so that each

instruct.or spout au equal .amount of' tim in each of the .f'ou.r roleu.

This

procedure was bel.ievad necessary to control the innuE.ro.ce ot the teacher

lJF. D. lU.exancter, 11Teacbi.ng P'wldamental Concepts of Mathematica at
Co(Uege Level b~ Closed Circuit Television, n Matbema.tics Te.aoher, LVI

December, 1963) 1 627-31.
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ractor in th.a experiment.

Since the experilnont waa two weeks in length a."ld

there wre :foul." cla.63 periods per week, each instructor presented tw-o telavi-

DJ.on lectures.

A two-week study

YG.S

conducted during each of tno consecutive qu.a.rters.

J)lrinG the first quarter a pilot study was conduct.ed pr-J.marily tor the purpose

of dotemining the reliability of the achievement test. used in the e.xp::irl.m.ont
and the best. possible procedure for co-ordinating the lecture presentations,

].oeation of ea.ch section, and the utilization of the television staff. In the
second quarter, the m:per:tment wu camed out.
Alexander bad advanced the three following l\Ypotbeseo:

(l) There is no

difference in mean achievement between the sections receiving television
lectures (A and B) and the sections receiv.t.ng liw classroom lectures (c and

D); (2) There io no difference in mean achievement between sections receiving

instruction by two different instructors during each period (A and C) and the

sections receivil'lg instruction from onl;r one instructor during ea.ch period
(B and D); and (3) There is no interaction between instructors and modes o!

presentation.

Scores obtained on a ti.tty...item test wre ana.1.7zed by the two-

bf-tw .factorial design of' ane.J.ysis of variance.

Since the obtained. F was

less thml the critical value 0£ F • 95 in ewry case, tho three hn>Othesea, as

teated, were aooepted.

Within the limits of the atud1'1 the tollmdng oonol.Usiona seemed valid to
Alexander;
l.

The pb:;sical lim1tationB imposed by the use

ot closed-circuit

television apparently did not adversely af.feat the ctfectiveness of the
lecture.

b

There appeared to be gains in effectiven.eas wbioh counterba.lanoed

i

" " ' , : . : , - : - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' " " · · · .
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arq loosen incurred.

The deliwry

ot cCJIJlj)llrlJble lectures, either

or in person, seemed to produce comparable laarning.

by

teJ.cvisi~

For example, sane gains

that appeared to result from the use o£ television vere concentration of

attention on the particular point being emphasized, the necessity for preplanning in order to dete:rmine precisely the points to be presented and the
illustrations to be used, and an a.cute awarenoas on the pa.rt of the lecture1•

£or making correct and concise statements. On the other hand, loases seemed t
occur due to the absence of student interaction in determi.ning the pace

or

the

lecture J that is, 1n ascerta.1 ni.ng the need for oupplementar,,r explanations or
accelora.tion 1n presenting the material under conaideration.
The non-significant atat.iatical d1£fereuces obta.inetl in ccapa.r.Lng the

modes of instruction presented a difficult probla of interpretation.
possible e.Yplmatiana for these results were the following:

Some

(a) Actual

differences in mod.es of instru.otion might exist but the test might not have

been sufi'icientl.7 refined to detect these ditterences in spite ot its high

reliability; (b) Sources of information available to students otber than the
lecture presentations and the olaearoom instruction poasib]¥ reduced the
probability of obtaini.ng Bi.grd.f'icent di.ff'erences.

There

was no wrq to evaluat

the in.fon.oa.tion gained f'1'0tl1 the textbook, library, and informal out-o.f-class
discussions between students from different sections.
2.

There was no partdoular advantap gained, i'r<D the standpoint 0£

student o.chiewment, in using two d.itferont instructors during a given

period.

The fact that during the follow-up period a di.fferant instructor

111.ght prcoont other approa.cboa to the mathematical topic at hand than those

Preseutod in the lecture did not signi.fioantly alter the achiewment obtainod

b

!

-.Sfll-~,W-(f-
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!

when the lecturer conducted his mm i'ollow-up session.

3.

There was no particular combination of mode ot instruction, closed.-

circuit television or live lectures, and the use

or

one or two inatructors in

each class period, vhioh facilitated student aobievement in lecming
mathamuticu.
~structional !!i!riJllent in,

!kh Sc lpo}.

fll!le~.-In

1958, Engelhart,

Schwachtgen, and ?lee studied the value of 162 hal..f-hour films for teaching
high school

~sics

by televiaioo.

14

Six hundred ninety-two students in

twenty-rive <Jlicago high schools wre taught Ptvsics I using traditional

instructional. methcda.
understanding of
Oil

A 140..ita teat was used to measure knowledge and

~ios

principles and their application.

the basis of Otis intelligence scores.

Groups were matched

Three h1mdred eleven students

enrolled in Pbysics II were taught by television onl.T·
The

average score for students taught

~cs

II through t.elevisicm filliw

was 72 compared With 66. 7 ior students taught by traditional methods. llhen
equated for intelligence, the average score was almost equa.1. !or each group.
The scores .for the Pl\Ysics

n

course ranked the students in the 78th national

percentile.
~nt,i ve ,St~

of the Etfecti venesa pf Lessons op the Slide Rul,!

!Xesented Via Television and in
Person.--Five classes o:t high school
*
P

II •

IOphomores, ranging in lltUlber

b

$

tram 21

to 26, took part in a TV experiment

The inwstl.gatore

"'""''ed

to~

1
TV

st.ruction on oortai.n computational skills with the slide rule with the
rd;lnru:7

classroom method.

Each student

was given the Galii'ornia. Test of

Ment

,Jaturity and Stan.ford Acbie'V'Slflnt Test on Advanced Arithmetic before the class

tarted. Unknoun to the students, two matched groups wre selected on tho

a.sis o! scores on the teats.

There were

rls in the non-TV group and

24

hl

in each group,

23 boys and 18

boys and 17 girls in the TV group.

Six one-half hour programs were prepared and given over a si.x-veek period.

'fV group reoei.ved inatruot1oa seated in their regular classrooms in the
ming.

Later that ds¥1 the same inatructor

rtq to the non-TV groups.

rogra.m.

iQ.ft

h1a lesson in the normal

A i'iw-item test was given at the end of each

The sixth program in the serJ.ea was to be devoted to a review.

As it

urned out 1 the results of the test on the first lesson were so low that this
esson

was repeated

in lieu of the reYiew.

after the aeries ended.

A final exam.I.nation was g:i:ven the

It consisted of the items from all five tests

tolhen the final examna.ticn scores for the 1'V and non-TV IJJ'OUPS were
onpared.1 there

va.s no signitiomit difference.

~rt.her

anaJJrsis revealed no

it;nti'icant dii'i"erences when the tvo fP"OUPG wre broken down by sex or grouped

zr

intelligence teat scores.

llone of the groups acoreci

a.a

high aa )0 percent

orreot on the f'inal examination of twenty-five item.a.

l5a. R.

Anderson and A. W• VanderMeer,

A Comparative stucb' of the

11

i'fectivonoss of Lessoru; on the Slide Rule Presented Vin. Televioiou and in
raon," 1'11!9 M&t~ics Teacher, XLVII (1954), 323-27.

I

JJ
c.~l?~~:vp '§ffe?·t.i.~.e0!3.

P!. .Inst.rpctJ:!!l•.W- fy~:;i,?I~;__T?1evi,t?,ipn

~o~a.z. p.nd_Oop~':?;t;,t,01¥:!,@asa~ ~~~~.• --Rock,

used.

nav

Duva, a.ud Ibrrey

trainees in testing tbe e.ffectiwneoo of' telev-laion, telovisi.on

recordings, and conveni>ionel ela.saroom instruction.

16

Comp.;'U"isona indioa.t,ed

thnt television taatnict,ion ws as good or bet.ter than conventiom:U.

:tn:.:;truction.

Hmsver, no significant difi"eret1ces in the results of teoohint;

by the three metbods were noted.
WJ1::*~t.m C~t.z.gl~ed:-9i~t Tel~:rt.s.~ ~Ject.--In the five-rear

H.'Whingl;on Oount.y, Maryland, Closed-Circui. t Television Project, aohieveman:t in

1nathema.tico uw3 ooleated far earliest study because ot tbe objectivity of the
sub~jeot

matter.
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In Grades J t.o 61 those recetri.ng television arlthtl'letic lesaoua b.a.d

higher medians at eY&l"'J grade level than students iu conventionally taught
clnsses.

Sixth graders with an average IQ o:r 99, who received television

~------.-.--------------------------------------------------_._.,..,_..-

m."'.LtlWlBtic,
f."l'Ct:r

~do

5 r:ionth.u.

an average t;rotrth o.r ll months whil.a tbe non-television group
In o. belmi-awrage group, the television atudents gained ll

1;io1:Jths, while the grauth of the non-television group waa 7 months.

A group of

a,bove...avel"Ob:fG ail:t:h g.ra.dera progreaood 10 months vhile 'the non-telev-:1.ilion

pupils gained 9 months.
Pup:Ua in Gnules J to 8 were divided into tvo ranges of ability-those

with IQ' s of 90 to llO mld thooe with IQ' s of 1ll to

149. Those

in the

average ability range (90 to 110) 'Who viewed televised arithmetic grew an
average o:r 12 months While

too

nan-television group showed a growth

or

9

saw teleVision arithmetic gailwd l3

months.

The higb-abiliJ.:.y students who

months.

Those who dia not view television gained 12 months.

In a. pilot study involv1ng 268 pupils With an average IQ of 101 wbo

i"Oooi'ftld. televiaod a.ri thmetic in Grade

5,

the st.udents moved in me school

year trcn a. nedian achievemm1t in artthmetio concepts or 4.5, fiw months
below too

norm, to 6.4, five mont.rus above the rw.tionnl. nom. When they

eontimted with their' televised arithmetic in Grade 6, the children continued
their growth by addi.ne ll more lllOnt.l'w to their previous status, b1":ing1.'ng the
modi.Jn to

?.!:>.

Duritlg the two..,"ear period, they had made a median growt.h of

Among students studying pla.ne geometry the average uoaled score of those
not receiving teleViaed i.Qatru.ction was

receiving televised instruction

W&fl

46, while

the average o£ the student

52. This difference or 6 scaled scores on

the Cooperatiw Plane Geometry Test mprosented 22 percentile units in .favor
of the ma.t>ched gl"OUp which receiftd telev:Lsed lessons.

...,.,.~.·--------------------------

~.~~Et ·t.illl 1Jfl.G. of_.~le,!;!.,sJ.J??!...!!!

,!i!ie Public Scbools.--The

e::tensiw report of Ute National PJ:o(w.rem in tile Uao of 'l'elevision in the Public

-Schools

~

that of 2$1 comparisons, 165 comparisons favored TV students

and 86 favored the control students.
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In 90 case:s the dif.f'erences in

achieve.~

mont were stntistically significant; in 69 cases the dil'f'erences favored the
TV classes and in 21 the diif'erences favored the control classes.

Amonc the

schools involwd wre the tolltm.lngt
~., ~t.Za., Florid&r

P1.tt.b and sixth grade pupils worked in am.all

classes f'or one-halt ot the dq while lea.ming the three R' a J the remainder o!

the

dev

they were taught in large classes (l50-16o pupils), utilizing televi-

sion instruction i.u

mu.m.c,

social studies and ecisnoe.

art, conwrsatio11al Spanish, health

and safety,

Junior high school pupils used television as a.

resource in science,, history, and civioss class size in ea.ch receiving room
ranged tram JOO to 600.

Senior h1gb schools used television as a resource in

I:llglish, biologr, histOJ'Y, and driver educ a:!:.ion.

Class size averaged JOO.

ot

19 oompariaons, lJ favored tele'riaion instruotionJ l of these di.f'f'erenees at
ea.oh lewl was statiat1call¥ signU'icant •
.-,~ersop ~~b~ ~en~u29;--0rea~~.~~e.

Areat

Elementary school.a

were operated on the St<:ld<.lard Plant art, mu.sic, plV'sical oducatiot1 and televi-

sion cluaes in ocience, social studies, and conversational Spanish were bii:,
clriss areao, 'While all other subjects were taught in srl.WJ.l cl.asses.

circuit t.el.a'ri.aion was used i.'or general aoienoe, J!Dglish

n,

Open-

and A:mertcan

36

History at the high school level with classes ranging in size from 90 to 432.
Three of 6 comparisons favoring televised instruction were statistically
significant J 2 of 6 comparisons favoring conventional instruction were
statistically significant.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin:

Six elementary school classes combined for a thirt

minute weekly television class in science, health and safety supervised by one
or two teachers, thus freeing others for a preparation period.

At the high

school level, tenth grade biology, eleventh grade United States History, and
ninth grade general science were taught by television with as many as 200
pupils vie·wing television instruction at one time.
Comparisons at the elementary school level were statistically significant
and favored television instruction.

At the high school level, the differences

in results favoring science instruction

by'

television was slight.

In the

other areas, however, results of achievement tests favored televised
instruction by statistically significant differences.
Norfolk, Virginia:

At the elementary school level, science and conversa-

tional Spanish were taught to groups of 200 to 250 pupils in fifth and sixth
grade.

Pretesting and posttesting of experimental and control groups

indicated little difference in achievement between television and traditional
instruction.

Of 9 comparisons made, 2 of 6 comparisons were statistically

significant and favored television instructionJ l of 3 comparisons was
statistically significant and favored the regular instructional program.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania1

Approximately 5,000 students in three

elementary, eight junior high schools, and three senior high schools participated in the study'.

Fifth grade science, sixth grade language art.a, ninth

~"f~"""'-'""""---------------------------------------.,
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grade science, 7B and 8A mathematics, tenth grade ma.thematics, and tenth grade ,
biology were taught by television.

Standardized achievement tests in ea.oh

subject ware given to 5,262 matched pairs of students.

Of 10 different compar-

isons of television and conventional. instruction, 8 tavored television and 2
conventional instruction.

In

4 cases (fifth grade science, eighth grade

science, 7B and 8A mathematics (concepts and skills) and tenth grade biology)
differences in achievement were atatistieal.17 signi.f'icant and .favored television instruction.

Sixth grade language arts and 7B and 6A mathematics

(arithmetic reaaoning) favored conventional classes but the differences were
negligible.
"Patterns in Arithmetic" stu& in the Milwaukee F\lblic Schools.--During
the school yea.rs 1960-61, 1961-62, and 1962-6.3, the Wisconsin School of the
Air undertook a three-7ear stud;r, using the program, "Pattems in Arithmetic, 11
(l) to determine whether a new approach to arithmetic could be effectively

taught to pupils using television a.a the major reaouroe and (2) to determine
whether or not in-service education could be provided aimu.ltaneously tor
teachers to equip them to tea.eh the new approach without the use of television

in the tuture.

19

Ten schools in which the experiment was to be conducted. were matched with
comparison schools, using the Lorp-l'b.omdike Intelligence Test and the
composite mean

or

scores on the Iowa Test

or Basic

Skills.

Relevant socio-

economic f actora were determined and judged through obeerYation.

After each

Pattems in Arithmetic, A Three-Year Report,"
Arithmetic Teacher, XII (April, 1965), 291-93.
l9J. F. Weaver,

11

_,.,______,
38
year of instruction a Postteat was administered to both experblental and com-

parlson schools.

l

I

statistical. anaJ.7sis involved ten elementary Bohools, with a

total of J60 pupils in classes using "Patterns in Arithmetictt (the experiment
group).

The oampar:i.son (corrt.rol) g:roup consisted of thirteen elementa:ry achoo s

with a total of 341 pupils.

Only

test scores ot those pupils who participated

throughout the entire three years were used.

There was no significant difference between t.he two groups as measured by

intelligence test scores, compoaite scores of achievement, or pretest in
arithmetic.

There were no significant differences between the two groups at the end o
the three-year experiment. The experimental group lea.med the traditional
arithmetic as well as the comparison group.

In addition, the experimental

group was taught new mathematical content which comprised apprcmimatel)r thirty
weeks of study over the three-year period. 'l'bis included such topics as sets,
numbers and operations, number systems, mneration systems, CCJlllPUtation,
problem solving, measurement, informal geomet%"1', rate-pairs (ratios), and
elemeutary number theory.

20

Weawr concluded, alao, th.at it is possible to provide in-service educa-

tion training for teachers at the amae time the children are taught a new
approach to arithmetic.
U~e

of Instructional. l'eleYision tor

El~ntal7

Science.--In the Spring

~. Glenadine Gibb, F.ditor, Arithmetic Teacher, noted, at the conclusion
of this report., that the advantages o? tTJiiOdimH programs are not renected in
evaluation inatruments and techniques comm.only used in the past and that new
instruments and techniques must be devised to renect those learnings not
measured by "convention.al. n tests.
2

~~~,

i

semester, 1962-63, 'l'urcban studied the effectiveness of elementary science
t.elecasta of the Midwest Program of Airbome television Instruction (MPATI)
as utilized in selected schools ot the School City of Gary, Indiana. 21 Turch

wished to determine the relative etrect on learning when the MPATI telecasts

were used tor selected units of instruction as compared to conventional. classroom instruction in terms of acquisition and retention of science facts,
understanding and application of science generalizations and principles, and
science vocabulary growth.

He also wished to determine lii.ether there were arJ'3'

differences in achievement for students of different le'V8ls of ability taught
by the tvo methods.

Other purposes related to teacher attitude, pu.pil

attitude, and feelings ot cantldenee about teaching science

or

those teachers

using instructional telecasts and those using conventional classroom nethods.
Six classes ot .t:lfth graders, using t.he MPA'l'I science aeries, "Exploring
ldth Science," were compared with f'ive classes of similar background taught by

conventional methods.

Student achievement vu evaluated on a seven-weeks unit

"magnetism and Electricity, n taught to both groups.

The achicrvement tests for

pretesting and post.testing were prepared by Tu.rcban.
Five classes of third grad.era, newing the MPATI series, "'l'he Science
Corner, n were compared to six oamparable cl.asses taught by conventional.
methods.

A seven-weeks unit, ''Young Ani'Mls and Plants and Animals" was used

for the study.

Here again, the achievement test for evaluation purposes were

21
.Norman R. l'urchan, "An &cperimental Evaluation of the Use ot Instruc-

tional Television for Elementar,y Science," (me-blished Ed.D. dissertation,
Loyola University, 1965), PP• 1-228.
'

I
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prepared by the investigator.
The TV groups at both the fifth and third grade levels achieved higher

mean scores on the California Test of' Mental Maturity and the pretest.
The conventional. classJ"'OOm groups received higher mean scores on the
posttest. Th.e F value indicated dif'f'erences .f'avorlng the conventional ola.saes
significant at the 1% level. Anal¥sis by individual teacher-class groups
indicated significant dU'terences in poattest scores achieved by classes of

dif.ferent teachers, auggeating that sign1.f'icant di.ttereuces in achievement can
be attributed to factors other than those of 111ethod.

D:U'terences were judged

to be related to teacher differences.
A methods-by-levels ana.l.1'sis of variance of the fifth grade data in which
students were matched on the basis of initial Cali!'omia Test

or Mental

Maturity scores indicated aohie'Ye1'Dlilnt scores tor the conventional. group were
superior to the television group at the 1% level for students with California

Test

or Mental

Maturity scores between 91...uo.

No significant ditfenmces we

found for the two groups with scores lll and above or 90 and below.
At the third grade level, a siDl:f.lar met.hods-by-levels analysis of varianc
indicated that the means for conventional classroom group were superior to the

television group at the 1$ level tor students at all lewls ot ability (90 and
below, 91-llO, and lll and above) as meuured by the Califomia Test

or

Mental Maturity.

Factors ContributY!g to Etf'eoti wmeas of f'eleYisi.on Instructi,on

The use ot television as a formal educational tool has been suggested u
necessary to a more effective educational system, if the two problems facing
schools tocUzy'--an increasing need for competent teachers and the shortage of

classrooms--are to be met satisfactorily.
Several already-cited studies are representative of efforts to determine

the relative effectiveness of closed-circuit television and conventional class
room instruction at the college level.

Results more .favorable to teleVision

instruction have been obtained in studies comparing TV home instruction with
ordinary classroom teaching.

Of 32 such studies in five areas (mathematics,

science, social studies, lm.manities, and language skills) swmnarized by
Schramm, 10 showed TV to be more effective and 1 less effective; in 21 studies
no significant difference between classroom teaching and home instruction was
22
23
found.
Schramm based his report on studies at Chicago City Junior College
and the

San

Francisco State College stu<tr.

24

High Motivation of the Voluntary TeleVi sion Student
As

early as 1953, Western Reserve University has experimented with a

program of .formal. college-credit courses taught by- teleVision exclusively.

25

John F. White, Vice-President in Charge of Development, reported that 1

22

a

Schramm, Review of Educational Research, XXXII (April, 1962 ), 159.

23
c. a. Erickson and H. M. Chausow, Chic~o's TV Collefe--Final Report of
Three-Year Experiment (Chicagoi Chicago Jiiti or College, 966), pp. 1-98.

25John F. White, 11TV or Not TV?" National Education Association Journal,
XLII (January, 1953), P• 34.

As a result of our experiment, we do know that formal college-credit
courses can be proaented successfully over televisiori. We knou, too,
that the students who enroll in such courses do as well and learn as
much as the typical atudent in the cl.aasroom.26
Chic~

City; Junior Oollee st.u&.--'l'he Chica.go City Junior College study

reported by Erickson and Chausow indicated that offering college courses for

credit on open-circuit teleTieion in a metropolitan area Will find a receptive
audience of credit students older and more bigbly' mot1 vat.eel than normal colleg. ~
age students. 27 In the first year of the three-year experiment, achievement

comparisons were made tor three groups of students: the at-home teleTision
students receiving thirt17-mimlte telecasts, the conventional classroom. student
receiving fifty-minute ccnventional. lessons, and the classroom students
receiving thirty minutes by telecast and twenty minutes of follow-up instruction.

In a.U subjects taught--Engllsh, biology, social science, political

science, and ma.thematics--the telev.tsion expel"iJIJental group showed higher

achievement. In biology, the sign:lticance wu at the !5 percent level, favoritll
the TV student.

In the other subjects, there were no s1go.1.f1cant differences

among the groups.

In the second year, a.chiewmttt comparisons were made primarily between

TV-at-home aud evening adult oonwntiooally-taught students. In accaunt:Lng,
English, soo:Lal sotence, pqohology1 and shorthand, there were no significant
differences between the control and the 1!V groups.

Significant differences
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·ware found favoring the 'N group in humanities, biology, and, in one instance,
physical science.

It was belieYed that thee difterences might be explained. it

part by type of course, population invol'Ved., and di.fterences in instructors.
In the third year, variations were found in the comparisons of N-at-

home, TV-in-class, and cmtrol classes.
p~sical

-

Conventional ccmtl'Ol groups in

Soieuce 101 and Hwnanities 202 were favored over TV-tn-olass groups

at the $ percent and 1 percent levels, respectively'.

:F\1.ndamental.s of SJ?!!!?!!

;t:.W:,

and Mathematica 10~, (College Algebra), TV-at-

home groups were favored at the

5 percent, l percent,

respectively, in comparisons with the control gl"OUJ>fJ•
~ties

201, and SJ!!eeh

In ppud PmholoQ: 2<1'/,

~,

&1d l percent levala,

In

~ial

Science 102_,

'.l'V'-in-class and cmventional dq groups did not

differ signU.i.cant:Qr.

Advanced Placement V1a f'i tor Gifted Students.--one ot the promiaing side
effects ot the Chicago 'N College program vaa in the area ot bi.gh school

advanced plaoe1llellt-peftllitting gifted high school seniors to register in the
TV College raatbamatiaa course (College .Algebra) tor college credit.
On the recammendaticm

or

28

their principal. and counsel.on, a total of 54

students were enrolled in Chicago junior college branches tor the pilot

project during the Winter 1963 trimester.

1'heae students, like other TV

students, were expected to follow the directions laid out in the study guide,
submi·~

required assi~ts, and report for mcam.tnatious as indicated in the

28a. l!. Cbausow and J. J. Zigerell, 11Advanced Placement v.t.a. TV !or Gifted
StudentaJ Jfigh Sohool students Eam College Ha.thematics Credit," Chioyo
§9hools Jouma;J.., XLV (Januarr, 1964), 181-8;.>.
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c:redit student information bulletin.
to-face and telephme conferences.
6:JO P.M., three times a week.
o:f t;he term.

The 'IV inatructor was available for .f'a.oe
The evening lesson

was aired f'ram 6100 to

Forty-fiw lesaons were telecast in the course

The 38 Northside students were required to report once a week

tor an extra hour's discussion under the guidance of the TV instructor.

l'o

t.eat the value of the follow...up di.scwssion, the S:>uthside pupils we.re
restricted to Viewing te.lecasta 1m.ly and attending the voluntar,y conterences

scheduled for all

rv

students.

Thirty-nine high school students (72 percent of those origin&J.lY
enrolled) completed the course; 92 percent
earned

.~' s

or B's as final gradea.

ot those completing the course

An anal.3'sis of f"irml results abowed no

significant difference in perfomanoe between the Northside and .'lNthside

group, despite the
weeklJ' session..

~

advantage at.forded pu.pila attending tho extra

The gifted youngster 8PP$ared to tn like the wel.1-moti va.ted

student o:t mature J"ear&•

The 'N 11.lstnictor reported that the t;il"ted pupils

raised iaauca ol more general mathematical intereat in the supplemental cl.assroom session and only a small part of the discussion had to do With requests
for clar.U'ication

or materials

presented on the air.

When the pertomanoo o£ the .l9 bigh school students was compared with a

like number o:f home viewers selected at random,, the latter group scored 66
percent A's and B•s.

The median i'llStructionaJ. score

or these

home viewers

was

a half letter.. grade lower than that made by the g:t..f'ted high school seniors.

Thi:; di.tterence takes on added i.•sardng when it is recalled that home viewers

scored, consistently a halt-letter grade higher than average college students
on campus.

?iature oi" the Audience

the nature

or

the audience, itself.

_!9lav.1.si~. Util~~m.tion 1n A1:3f T~J·--As early as 19$2, radio elec-

tronic students at Fort Monmouth were divided into high and lou aptitude
29
groups and some o.f ea.eh grmp were taught by TV.
Fritz found no significal:lt
difference in scores of the N and non-TV group when equated for abilit.y.
Kamler split both 'lV and non-TV (f'ace-to-1'aoe)

gl"OU.pa

of basic trainees

at Camp Gordon into high and low aptitude groups. JO Ue :found no ditterence
between television and regular inatruction tor high-aptitude groups.

Jimong

lcn:-aptit.ude grwps, 7 of the 17 teats ahowd no signiticant dittenmce in
comparisons of mean aoores. For 10 of t.be 17 tests, sigrd.ticant differences
appeared.

In each i.nstance, television

Teacp!9J Advert.151!1 at

t~

was ouperi.or to regular instruction.

um.xeni!':Z of Migbien.--Kumata was unable to

reporduce Kamler'a £:tmUngs of' superiority of W instruction for low ability
31
students 1n adwrt.:i.aing CO\U"'IOS at the Um:vemty of Michigan.
Neither of
two studies conducted by Kum.a.ta. supported Kanner•s .f'iudinga.

29:.t. F. Fritz et al,
•
Ileport SDC SJ0-01-l (Pii-t
an, •• , •• 1
c
ces
ver, 9;)2
cited by Wilbur Schrazln, '*'What We Know About. Learning tram Instruction.al 1.'V, 11
Educational lVs The liaxt; 'l'en Ye&I"$ (Stanford University Institute tor Communi-

cation ResearcliJ S£iiiloi=d, dill?.; Stantord University Press, 1962, pp. "52-76.

30J. H. Ka:aner, R. P. Hl.u'q'on, and o. Desidarato, Television in ~ Train
: Evaluation of Television in
Be.sic Tra
(Wasraiiiton, Ii •• • lliiiiiii
· source:s i. ·searc
ce,
rge NU ngton
versity, 'l'ecl:mical Report Uo.
14, 1954), cited by Rlde,ya Kumata, 11A Decade of Teacbi:ng by Television, u The
iifi;ct 0£ Educat1one5 Television~ ed. Wilbur :Cb.rarmn {U:rbaruu University o.r-

inois i'riss,

195 , pp. 175=9 •

calf\
tfd ~ •
sa

10

StuditJ~ ~~~&~era•'P'"~i:gn;n6r ~-~
-

6.

J'~._""-''·r.p,c,~------------------------------,

Tolevia.i_9!1 ...~.nstructf..on...11~ ,Coll!i!: ~:1:,sJ!_ .fP!!J?.2~,i:tiop .~..C!,oJ.]..e_g~,~s~
Hat,h.emat1ca. --Seibert studied the effect of televised instruction in collet:.,:rc
32
English composition.
rte found that the Purdue University low ability TV
students comps.rod less .favorably w:.lt.b the control group than did high ability
"fV

studmlta.

Houewr, a comparable study

ot

Purdue Univerait.7 students in

freshraan mathematics revealed no important interaction between mental ability
33
&'ld mthod of h·struction.
t:eachi!Jl Sy; TV, Bv.dio, Le!=ture, ~ ~~!!S Aatrl.i!!!!+tp.-Wben Willia.mt~

taught:. four groups of students at the Uniwrsity

ot Toronto

by TV, radio,

lecture, and reading usigmoents, respee·t;i:vely, ha found 'N instruction to be
superior to the lecture niethod

tor both

high and low ability groups, but equal.

to other methods for students in tbe average groups.
Tele;rtsion and

Con~tional teac~

.34

at l;~ U:qiwm~z.--Maccnber and

Siegel used liiami Uniwrsity students in educational payohology, eaonomics,

plr,ysiology, zoology, and gcmtrrment au their subjeots. 35 Breaking both TV and
control gmupa by quartiles on mental ability, they f'OWld l Bigo:ii'icant

33w. F. Seibert, An Evaluation of' MeYision !nstl"UCtion iu Collet.iu Fresh
man Hatbmna.tica,, Teiev!i!on 'PJ?Ci3ect Sport'.' Ro. () ('Giit ti?a7et.te, tiit. a Piii'Oiie'
UniverBlty, 19'>8}, cited by llideya Kuwt.ta, "A Decade of Teaching by Television '
The~t of Educat.ioual. Te:.l~aion, ed. Wilbur SclU'allm (Urba.ruu University

o"!:ia p;;;;ss, ~t;(Jj,

34n. c.

PP• 176-~.

Williams, "Hass l-iedia. and Learning-An Experiment, 11 ~orations.a

XIII (1954), 7:1-82.

-

-- .• -·

35F. G. Hooomber and L. Siegel, F1na.l Re~ or the ~ri.illental St~ in
!a.stl"!-!ction,a;!....~..'!!. (Ox.ford, Ohio a 'm.mniniwreity,o), pp. 1-"97 ''
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L.

diffe1"'0noe out o:f

in tr.le top quar!;ile f'a.vored the 'JN group.

qua;·:.ile :favored tho TV group.

cant differences out o!

In the bottom

In the bottom quartile, they found 2 signifi-

4 in favor o! TV,

l in favor or the control group.

Bren.k:Ulg the group by halves on mental abili'ty, they found no signL..,.ca.nt
•

dii'forences out of 10 in the upper- hal..f, 2 signi.ticaut ditterences out oi" 10
in t.he lmmr half.

Puai!S

~

Both of these w:re in favor

pz AbUitz

~1.--.m

ezperiment

ot tho control group.
~d by

Jacobs am

Bollenba.cher repreaented the tint use o! instructional televiaion in the
teaching or mathematics in tbe Cincimlati PW>lic Scbools.36 An attaupt uas
made (1) to o~ telenatan instruction wi:th mathsatio s instruction in the

conventional classroom, ( 2) to determine whether or not there was a differential in the et.tectiwneas of teleT.i.sion instruct.ion upon varying levels o!
pu:,:::.1 ability, and (l) ~o measure tea.oh.er growth.

A tull year of instruction by television was otf'ered..

Live presentations

were presented cm Monday1 Wednesday, cld Frid.ey ot each week for a period of

twenty minutes.
discussion.

On a

Each telecast was toll.owed by
~

30 mwtes of foll0\1-Up and

basis, 60 mwtea of television :tnstruoti.on vas

presented in addition to l.90 minutG.s of regular classroom instruction.
lH.na schools,, rep>."Gaentatiw of the total 0£ fifteen school.a iu which

seventh grade mathematics was t.aught 1 were selected to participate in the
experiment.

Since cJAsaes were sectioned on the bui.a

or pupil

ability,

'" '"' «---------------------------------,
.
0

1+u

principals uoro usked to select three classes udjacout to we another on a
:i:r.r.tlwd list as representing an averat,."16 of their school population.

The three olasaes trl.tbin ea.oh of the nine schools were desc1"'1..bed as
follOHSI

Clasa l (E1 )1

Class 2

(~)1

These cl.wssea were experimental. classes represented
by pupils taught partially by teleVisiou along uit.h
a elassrocm. teacher.

'1.'beae cla.aaes were contl"Ol elaases represented by
pupils

'Wi10

did not view television but imo were

taught. by the same teacher sel"'V'ing

Class 3 (~)a

Bi•

Theoo cls.aaes wre coutrol cl.assets represented h"iJ
pupils who did not v.iew television and who were
tauf~bt by some teacher other than the E:J.Ci teacher.

three trentment clD.SSii'ica.tions; 1.e.,

E:a,, c1 , or C2• 'l"ne E1Ci teacher and

the C2 teacher ·were matched on the basis or teaching ability by the superviThe a.a.me instructional. content uas .f'ollouod by both

sors o.f mathematics.

experimental and coucrol groups.
J\tter all ol.."l.SSGs in tho expe.riilalt wel"e assigned, the mean IQ of all

threo classes Uithin each ot tbe nine achools vas computed.
with the highest mean IQ' s were pooled and

average in ability.

arbitrari~

'l'be three schools with

~he

Tbe three schools

classified as .J.loW

next highest mean IQ 1 s vmre

pooled and arbitrarily classified as average in ability.

The remaining three

schools were arb:itraril.y desigrui.ted as below awl"Se""e in ability.
Tbe

~que:ntia!.

Test of Educational Progress, Mathematics, I.awl )A. was

used as the final criterion measure of achievement.

!lent.al

abili~y

as

renected by intelligence teat scores ser'\()d a.a a basis tor the uae of' the
COva.riance technique.

The intelligence

test~

used was the uu.•ge-Thorndike

,<··,··'"""'-----------------------------~

;rnt;olligence Test, Verb...'U, J,,ovel )A.
The met.hods of cova.rl;.mce analysis were applied to the daca in order to

acljust for initial levelu of mental ability.

The cova.riablc or

~ntBl.

ability

tro.n studied al.so in order to determine tbe re1ationmrl.p betlieet1 montal.

ablli'~y

nnd i;he effootiveneas of the methods of instruot1ati.
Inspection of the IQ means indicated the basis for the three ability leve

cla.saifications; the mean IQ'a tor the above-average, &ftrage, and bul.fnjIt ir..is a

average ability lewls were 110.81, 103.00 and 9).21, respactivel.;r.

chance var.iation in sampling that the abow-avere.ge
the average

£i

group.

While the IQ means diff'e:red

Bi had a
~<trliat

lcmer

IQ thm:

meai1

Within levels and

uithin the methods classifications, there were no a pl'1.oJ.1. reasons for believing that

a bias due to 1m0ontrolled variables existed.

Regresoion coefficients were computed tor each of the nine treatment
cluoif'ication:J.
tenable.

The lvJ>otbeaiB of homogmieous regression was accepted as

The tv'Potbeai.a o£ no significant interaction effects wu tested and

subsequently' rejecmed at the 5 percent level or aignit"icance.
The adjusted means wre adjusted at the mean IQ ot all groups (IQ 102.
AU o~satw were made holding mental ability constant.

69 ).
of' the

meat1

differer.ices pointed up cleai•ly that the

Bi vs Ci and

Inspection
the

comparisons represented the sources ot the aignitieant interaction.

E:t,

vs

c2

The

between the c1 and c2 oomparisous were not only similar but la.eked
significance as far as overall ditteNnoe was conoemed.. Tho latter cOJltXU'"i, ...
d.iff ere:ncea

sons indicated a lack of' significant in-uervicc teacher growth as reflected by
llUPil a.cbievanant.

In datenid.n:tng the significance of difference in mean diffenmees, the

involved I1_ in the comparison. Furthemore, all di.f'feroocea were soon to occu

in the above average and average ability level ole.ss1£iaations.
These data indicated tha.t both contml methods

or

instruction were

significantly more affective tbml the televisim method or instruction for
cla::wes of above-aw rage &b1llty.

Ccm.veraely, the tel.eYision method of

instruction uas seer1 to be significant]¥ a.ore effective than the control
~·t;hods

ot instruction tor clasHa ot average ability. A'v below-average abill

ty, differences lacked aignif1ca:noe at the 5 percent leftl.
Jacobs and Dol.lenbacbel" noted that the lewl of instruction by teleVision
in tbia

axpe~t

a.ge ability.

obYiou.slT wu not directed toward the pupil 0£ above-a.ver-

Siuoe teleYision inst.Notion was directed towud and bmletited

moat the average-ability pupil and appeared to be too slow for the abo'lfe...
average ability pu.p.U,
the teleV'.Lsion method

one~

tiaa

question 'wtw the results did not indicate that

not too tut tor

One possible ezplanation tor this

too

~tr.y

below-average ability pupil.

was that the above-average a.bill ty

pu.pil mq have been lllOre sensitive to Taried methods

or instructiou.

'l'he lack

ot significant ditference betwen the c1 and c2 comparisons at eo.cb of the
abill ty leftls should not be interpreted as necossal'ily meaning a. total
absence ot classroom teacher growth as a re8Ult or viaw:l.ng the series or
telecasts.

It ia possible, tor example, that bettor t.eaohing resulted 11itbout

being reflected through pupil achievement on the ariteri.Cll test.

J?erhsps it i

necessary ror t.eaclJera to be exposed to television tor more than one year
betore a si(:."nificant amount of in-service teacher grouth is refiected in highe

Jlfl/"1'<fo:::'•~·-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

pupil achievement.
Jacobs and Dollenbacher concluded thats

(l) Significant interaction effects were to be noted between levels of
puvll ability and methods of instruction,

(2) At the high ability level, pertormam:e l'raa significantly in favor of
the conwnt.ianal classroom method of instruction, while at the averaee a.bill ty

level, peri'orwmce ims tdgnil'icantly in ts.vor of the teleVision me·tliod of
iti.st:ructiou.

At the below-a:wrage ability level, no aignU'ioa.nt. difference

bet.\roen methods of inalil"Uction

lm.B

found.

(3) ?hero nu no significant ditterenae at &7¥ of the tllrea abilit.y level'
ar.irog

ptipils taught tr.; tecchel"G who did and did not View television.

pupil a.alU.evarwn'!i

a.a

Uaine

tbe cri.tel"ion, the?"efore, it, appeared that there

lTM

no

siguificant 1I1-oomco teacher growth noted u a reault 0£ teachers vieuing

the televised lessons.
(4) ibe absolute di.ti"erence betweeri met.hods of inatruc·tion were greater
from the average to the

above-averat,~

ability classification.a th.a.n they were

fran the belal'1-a.wrage to average ability classU'1cations, indicating
asyr.JOOli~

in teJ.WJ

ot the relationship

be~

the etfcctiwnesa of mothods of

instruction and lovels or P"Pil abili:ty.
'fyMYiaion a.pd Cou:v~1tional ii:eac~

tro&ra:m Deoi.ff!ep.

J..n. ·0he

t~ I~ G~

introduction to a

~ of

Cinc,innati Pu_~ic: Schoolf.!,:

Delow-,Aw!!i!

fuEi!s.--In

tbe

tea.ohi.ng seventh grade ma.thematics by television

to hn.'l'!Dgeneously grouped belmt-a.Yerage

PlP'lls, Jaooba, Bollenba.oher and

Keiff'o1• called a.tten:t.ion to other Gtncinnr.lti experiments eonoemed with the
offoct; of telev.i.sion instruction on pupils of varied ability, noting th.ct a

_______________________________

"""''''''

z.;inglc telocourae &"Cnera.ily does not meet the needs of all pupils.

37

In one

JJ
ability pupilo achieved al.gnificmit,17 batt.er tbrough conventional instruction.

A t.elecourue in dr.Lwr eduoa.tian also shotf'ed high ability pupil.a achieved

s-lgnificantly better by televisim. 39 In a third experi.?i8nt, houever, televised instruct.ion in saience tor stxth graders was

significant~

effective tlu.:1u conventional. iuatruct.iou for above-average and
ability pupils.

less

below-a~--e

1,t.O

In the present study, the investigaton hypotheaiztld that telev:t.aion

instruction

er ae, is

average, average,

Ol."'

not intrinsically more effective for pupila oi' abovo-

below-average a.bilitT.

The particular ability lowl

J7James N. Jacobs, Joan ll'Jllenbaohe:r, and Mildred Keiffer, t'Tcaohtng
Seventh-Grade Mathematics to Hmogeueous)¥ ~ Below-J\Wnl{.'e Pllplls, n
llathernatics Teacher, LIV (November, 1961.), S~1 ...55.

38JIDSs H. Jacobs and Jo&l Bollmbaoher, "An Bxperimantal Study of the
Ef'i.'ectiwneGs of Television Versus Classroom Instruction in S1xt;h Grade
Science in the CiUCiutlAti Public Schools, 1956-57I II JOUl"lla.J. Of Educational
Re!*>~fl· LII (January, l.959), lSl-89.
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James N. Jacobs, Joan Bollonbaaher, and Mildred Keif'fer, ntea.ehing Seventh-

h'<J

Grade liathemntics to J:lamogeneousl.1' Grouped BGlow-Average PupUs, 11 Uathematica
Tu~.h.o.:r-' LIV (November, 1961), !>$1-;>S.
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11hich

seems to benefit f'rom television :tnatruotion is simply that ability le

to 1ihich the television instruction is aimed.

ously

am

It pupils a.re grouped homogene-

tho telev:tsioo instruction adjusted to the coo;>etencies ot the

particular group, television instruction should be aignil'icantly more effecti
than conventional inst.ruction u measured by a standardized

instrument.

The Ea;periment

oohi~t

was d.eaigned to teat, this }\ypothesia With belw-

avera,,,."'e, homogeneousl.1 grouped., seventh-grade pupils, with televised instruc-

tion

to pupils one and one-bal.1 to two and one-balt yea.rs retardod in

f~

arithmetic achievement.
The S!:.antord Intennediate Achiewment Teat, Fom K, given routinely in

was

Grade 6,
between

4.5

used to identii)' pupils With a.r:L thmetic grade-equival.ants

and

5.5.

i'hr9e junior high schools selected for the mcper:fJimt

were able to provide toor such cl.Asses vith a.pprax:l.mn'cely thirty pupils in
ea.ch

claaa. Pupils were assigned randCJllib' to one of the tour olaaaea in eacl1

buildini:;.

Two ot ·these tour classes received tel.evision instruction and the

remaining two conventional instruction.

iWo aewnth grade teachers in each

school wre assigned one class to be taught by television and one clua to be
taught iu the conventional manner.

Comparisons were to be made between

classes taught within the same school
The

ancl by

the sem.e teacher.

telecourse covered one full year or inatruction, although the criter:t

on instrument waa admi.nistel'ad 1n March.

Telocaats were presented each Hond.8\{

Wednesda;r, and Fridi\Y tor a period ot twenty minutes and represented approximately

24 percent or

the total instructional time devoted to seventh grade

non-t.elevision groups on the Computa:t.ion and Problem Jol ving and Concept.a wbteats of tho IIet.ropoli tan Intermediate Arithmetic Achievement. Teet, Fom

nm..

Of ti ve diff.'eroi:icea between the television U.."ld non-teleVision claaaes, .fau.

encc fo.voring conventional instruction.
&"iL'uificant.

uon.

~

tin:> 0£ these five differoncec ire

These tlm W.gntficant differences both favored television i.nstruc

'l'he l\Y]:>othesia that televised inutruation would be more eff'eotive th<'.ll1

convautioncl. instruction under conditions of' hc.wogen,eaas b'TOU.ping and spocia:L-

ized imitruotion 1m.s rejected.

These results, bouevar, caJllU>t be interpreted

to mear1 that hmlogoneou.s grouping is imftectiva, since both di.f1'e1"ellces tmich

were fJtatistica.lly signJ.f'icant were in favor of the teleVised Ine'thod.
~ n1ng

'l'lw

three di.fterenceo showed neither the teleT'lsed nor the conventional

method to be superior.
The fact tllat the teleY.laed ::wt.hod did not ahmr consistent super:toi"ityprobabzy reflectAd the va.ryirig abilit;r o:f claasroom teaebero

telecasts to the ongoing instructional program.

to adapt the

The cluaroom teacher' 3 in-

struction in the television olaaoes cannot be oftrlooked, since approx:Lmat.ely
three-fourths of the total infitrnotional. time was giwn by too classroom
teacher and only one-fourth de'fot,ed to televised inat:ruction.

Under such con-

d.i tions, the pcmer of televised 1natructiou lmuld have to be great in order to

be renootecl in uignifioant di.ff'eNr1ces in aohievem.ent test scores.
The investigators ccncluded,

tion tras

a~

then, that toleviaed and con:ventiorw.l instruc

effective in imparting computational skills in seventh gre.de

lllntho:r:iatics to p>.pils initial.l,y below norm 111 achievument and grouped homogene-

ouafy. With

l"OOpGcrt. to

achievement in problm.1 aol.ving and concepts, a

cL:nii'icant into.rao:.iou bet.t1ec.m met.hods and taachers oocu1Ted and resulted in

The following are illustrative of au increasing number of. >."ese&'"Ch
:;t,udies to deto1'11line the effect of vaeying tbe condition::; mld methods of

P2!!!&.lvatda [J~tp. Uqi V'!Jl"'Sitz ~vest.1i!!l:i~a. ,of Closed-Circuit Televis:\~

!,_or

Te~ Unive.~t.l ~rses.-Carpenter

re.ferenoe has been made, conducted further

and

~hill,

to whom prt."Vioua

~tation

to d&termine the
11
e£i'octs on achievemc.mt of varl.atiOWJ and ada.pt;.a.tiona in teleViaion cOUl"aea. ·
Their research indicated the .following•

l. Variations iu tho composition of television classes in psycholoa of

distributed classes

u1

introduction to ed.uaation. ooul"'De-none.

none.

J. Rotat.1ng atudents

4. Different

~s

t~~

N and direct inatructian--none.

of providing opportunities .tor diaauasion and

quostion-and-anmier exchanges--none, but pupils preferred disauasion.

:5. D1fte1-u1.t

1dnds of out-of'-olus independent stuey- opportunities ruld.

--

stud~;

in

p~..ncipleu

oi' eeoncrlli.cs course i"avo:t'Od those attou.Jing problcm-solvin[

sessions.

-

tiona.-The object

or

an experiment b'.t Ulrich was to find out whether eighth

g raders retained more from a kinescope ot a

strai~t

lecture, the same lecture

v.tth visual aids handled by the lecturer, or the same lecture With visual aids
fl«.shed on the screen.

42

'l'he topic choaen was °Food «saources of' Atrica. 11 1"h£

TV lecture was baaed on nineteen test it.ems which discriminated bet.1«*m those

wo !mew and those Who d:ld 'OOt know the materials.
Three ld.nescopes 1:ere made with lectUl"e content and words identical.,
varying only in the l!Wlner ot presentation.

A liUlmple or forty eighth grade

cl.o.ssea in the Ohicago school system waa picked.
ru&Gignod :randomly to the four

co11lJcrol.

Each of t.he olsases lma

groups, the three experimental treatments and on<

Tests t:rere administered i.Jmnediatezy e.tter v:Lew:t.ng to the QX,per.ilnenta.

later.

groups on both the iDBJ.1ate and dela,ed test.s.

AU three experimental. groups

did better than the control group tor both tesea.

_____________..._.__________________._._____________________________~....
42J. H. Ulrich, "..i\n Experimental Stuct; o! the Acquisition of Infonrm.tim
frooi Three Typea of Rocorded Television PreoontatJ..ons, u ,D!§Se}:t-.<!-tior:
~, Y:r/ (195.'5 ), 2346.
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the immediate posttest but not on the deleved test. The straight lecture

versioa was significant]¥ di!ferent in comparison with each
aids versions in favor of the latter groups.

the two visual aid.a versiona.

or

the V'isual

There was no dif't'enmce between

These ditferences were erased on the delqed

test.
Relatiw E.ffectJ:veness ot Lecture, Inteniw, md Discussion Methods ot

presenting

Factual.

Infomatim

~

Te1evµ,1on.--In an experimellt reported. b7

Brandon 1 nine programs of ten minutes each wre kinescoped. 43 Three speakers

each presented a different program topic three times, once as a lecturer, once
as an expert being intemewd, and once u an expert participating 1n a panel
discussiou with a second expert. and moderator.

The nine programs were spliced

together in eighteen a.rrangaamta ot three programs each in auch a way that
each one-half hour arrangement contained one lecture, one intem.ow, and one
discussion program.

Further, each al'T8Qg81lent had one progrs ot each topic

and each ot the three speakers.
SUbjects for the experi.Jrlent were seTenty-two male and seYenty-two female

college students.
ments.

Four men and fCRlr women vi.wed one of the eighteen arrange-

Each subject made an information posttest and an interest posttest

score tor the three topics.

The inteniew and discussion method.a were found to be signitieantl,y more
interesting than the lecture method. Woam expressed uniforml.1' low interest in

43J. n. Brandon, ''The Relati't'e Effectiveness ot Leat.ure, Interview, and
Discussion Methods o! Presenting Factual Infomation by Television," §2!!ch
~onogr9hs, mn (1956), 118. (Abstract)
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all of the lecture programs while men expressed more interest in all of the

lecture programs while men expressed more interest in at least one lecture
than they did in its interview or discussion count.erpart.

l'bere was no significant difference, however, in the amount of information cCllllDllnicated by the three methods. WGlllen acored aignlticantly higher on
the information poattests than did men.

Brandon says that it is likely that

women knew more about the information in the programs prior to the experiment
than did the men.

Men and women did not differ signifiaantl.1' in the amount of interest over
the whole experiment. 'l'bere were no signi.fioant differences between them on
amount ot interest in the lecture, interview or discussion programs, nor in thE
amourrc learned tram the three •thods.

For both men and women, the least was learned in the first ten minutes
and the most lea.l"DGd in the middle ten minutes of' the half-hour program.

TherE

was a low correlation between inteNst and 1.ntormation acquired from the

program.
Information and

gy

V~

Acbiewment from Teach;U!i of Natural Science

Televiaim.--Iratt investigated the comparative effectiveness of various

methods used in conjunction with instructional teleViaion tor teaching natural
science to firth grade pupils.Lh Gains 1n information and Yocabular,y

hhi4a.r.r Elizabeth Kratt,

"A

Stwtr of

Information and Vooabular.r Achievement

from t.he Teaching of Natural Science by Telniaion in the Fifth Grade,"
~sse,t;.ation Abatrac;ts, rm (1961), 1097.
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acb:icvament. under the different experimental

condit·~

ans ;.:ere measured by

t11>""0

tests constructed for the study and correlated wi:t.h the teleVision program;

tes·t;s were administered in

~pt.ember,

December, and May.

The teleVision serie

conaisted of thirty one-half' hour natural science programs, produced by th.e

Massachusetts Audubon Society and viewed during the 1959-1960 school year.
1'he tollowing methods were examined as to their effects on achievement in

science:
1.

Preparator.v training ot teachers in science and television workshops

as com.pared to no training
2.

Use

or

teleViaion program to initiate and to terminate classroom

instruction on a topic
3.

Use by teacher of a cau.prehensi:ve stuq guide or a brief outline o:t

program in canjuncticm with the teleYiaiou 1eriea

4.

Participation of pupils throagb. indiv:l.dual project ot special intere

and through commm class assignments.

Ninety 0£ 300 f1tth gre.de clusea in eaatem Musachwsetta--sixty from
towns and thirty from citiea--wre rando:mJ¥ chosen tor participation in the
study.

Eighteen of the 90 classes newed the natural aoience teleVlsicm

series with a DdniJ!IW'll

control.

or

ot follow-up instl"Uction. 'l'bis

group constituted the

the J"8Jlldning 72 classes, 24 teachers were given training in

~ Elizabeth Kraf't, "A stuq ot Information and Vocabul.ary Achievemen
from the Teaching or Natural Science b;y Tel.ertsion in the Fifth Grade, "
Dissertation Abstracts, XXII (1961), 10')7.

science teaching,

24
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teachers were given training 1n television utilization,

Ckle haJ.f of the teachers or each train-

and 24 were given no special training.
ing

classification used television to initiate the units of instruction, one

half used television to terminate or conclude the units of instruction.

Wit

each of these two divisions, one half were gi.:ven study guides while one half
directed learning independent]¥. Within each ot these sub-divisians,, one hall'
encouraged. the pupils to work on individual aasignments, while one half gave

common assignments to all clua members.

Kratt reported the following
1.

ti.ndings1

All combinations ot the expe1"!1.19Dtal 'W'&rl.atione proved more effective

than teleYision alone (control) aa

tar aa gains 1n achievement were ooncemed.

2. Each IQ group in the experimental classes ab.owed a grea.ter gain than

equivalent control group and a greater rate

or gain.

J.

Experimental cluaes showed a mch greater range than control in gain

4.

Within experimental groups, with respect to the science information

made.

test, (a) those classes whose classroom work preceded the television program

attained higher gains in science infomatim when they wre given a cOllDOll
assignment J ( b) those classes who did their claaswork aft.er the,y newed the

tele'V'ision program. made greater gains b.r individual assignment.

This was true

at mid-year and end-ot-7ear testing.

5.

Gains in vocabulary were not dependent on arq specific experimental.

treatment or combination thereof.

6.

A sign:Lt:lcant relationship between leftl of intelligence and

differences in achiewment was round.

The more able tended to leam more

science than the less academ:t.call.7 talented in both u::perimental and control

61

7. Ge.ins in science in.formation were not. related to sex or parental
occupation of subjects.

Kraf't omcluded that a passive introduction ot the televieion program wit
cursory follow-up does not yield learning that occurs when tele'Viaiao leaaOD8

are supported by strong classroom acti'Vit7.

The task of total teaching cannot

be delegated to the telev.lsiao teacher alone.

V!1:fins Clasaroca Tea.gPAAI Techniques Following Television Presentations. A stucb' by WUUama repreaents controlled research into classroom
procedures which might be used to follow up teleY:lsion presentations given by

45

a "master teacher."

A. fJtudl' 1 Which waa conducted during the w.lnter quarter,

1962, at George Peabod;r College for Teachers, vu performed 1D conjunction w.lt

a required general educaticn course 1n mathematics.
a week for a fifty-minute period.

The cau.:rae met tour times

Ea.ob of the three clasaea im'olved in the

experiment received. the same twenty-five minute televised preaentation, af'tor
which a twenty-five minute follow-up aeaaion-. held in each 0£ the olassl"001U8
Each class was taught by one of the .following method.as

littbod Is The tele'Visian lecturer rmnained on teleY:lsion tor the second
half of the period.

The instruction was 1111Ch more informal. and personalized

during these sessiOD8.

The pel"iod was devoted to gi:n.ng illustratiw examples

45aorace E. Williama, "Stud:,f of the Ettectiveneas of Clueroom Teaching
Techniques Following a Closed-Circuit 'l'elev:lsian Presentatim in M&thems.ties, 11
Ma.thematics Teacher. LVI (February, 1963) 1 94-91.
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"'-orking sample problems, and discussing student questions.

No new material. w

presented.
The instructor in the claasroam. served as a liaison man between the olass

end the studio. He was tumished with a hand microphone and during the period
he circulated arouud the l"OOll.1 aasessi?Jg student reactions and giVing
individual help.

Questions were rel.qed to the studio owr the lldcrophone

system.
1-i!Jthod II:

studento.

The classroom inatNctor anawered questions posed by the

The students, by asking questions, indicated those points on which

their camprehenm.aa was hazy or incomplete.
mean:1ng.f'ul

answers to

au

The instructor attempted to give

pert.iDent queaticas asked.

Method III: The instNotor used the aeccmd halt ot the period to give a

new slant or difterent approach t.o the ideas cOWJ."Gd. in the 'fV lectures. '.l'bus,
the time vu devoted to au.pplementiug the concepts preaented Oftr teleYi.aion.

The instructor used lecturea, illustrations, and probing queations to
u:compliah this objectiw.
The three

methods produced appro:id.mately the aaae relative effectiveness

and appronmate]¥ the

same :retention patterns. Tb.ere was some indication that

Method ill might induce better short-term. retention. There was acme indication
that Method III lld.ght induce better short-term retention.

There wa.s

S0111e

indication that Method II would be the least desirable o! the three t.o be used

46Rl\Y Skinner, 11An &:perimental ~u<Q' ot the Ef'tecta ot Different
Combinations ot Television Preaentation and Clasaroom Teacher Follow-Up on the
Achievement and Interest in Science ot Fittb Graders," Dissert,ation Abstracts,
XXVI (1966), 2975.

______________________________
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in totality as a follow-up procedure.

The three methods were apprmd.mately the same for all student abUit;y
ievels in t.b1s stua;r.
Ettacts of Different Combinations ot 'l'elev.1Bian Presentation and Olassroon
Teacher Follow-Up m the Acbicuwut and Interest in Science of ruth Grad.era.· ..
The objective ot a study conducted by tinner vu to experiment. with

combinations ot tvo types

or

tour

telft1.11ian l.esaana and two methods ot clauroom

teacher tollow-up to identit)' bow combtnatic:ma of treatment attected pu.pil

achieftlllitUt and 1.ntereat in science. 46
The study

we.a concluctecl in a sutmrban public achool 8,J'etem

or

Ohio, and irm>lved JS fifth grade claaaea--a total of 888 JRlPila.
was rand.ar:l17 aasiped to one of the tour treatamt groups.
two television science lessons each week tor toar weeks.

"Earth• s Forces, •t l1"'CD the titt.h grade
exper:lmeDt.

Treatmrmt consisted of

COU.1'88

twr

Cleveland,
Each school

Each gnmp viewed
A geology unit,

ot stu.d1'1 was used for the

combination.a of two types

or televisic n

presentat10D8 and tw t,nes of teacher-direct.ed tollow..up disouasiona.
Each televiaion lessan was recorded in two wmons.

One version

identified a problera and poeed MD1' questiona not answered in the lesson and
very little direct explanatian vaa included..
many- unanswered questions.
1n science.

The

pu.J1>088

The papils were contronted. by

was to arowse c:urioaity and interest

The second vemcn preaented the eame aubetanti ve material u

46aq Skinner, "An Experimental. Stud¥ of the E:ffacts ot Dit!ereut
Combinations ot Television Presentation and Cluarocm Teacher Follow-up on the
Achievement and Interest in Science ot Fifth Graders," illssertatton Abstracts,
XXVI (l.966), 2975.

..
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the first version but in a direct exposttor,y manner with few questions.

The

same visuals, slides, f'ilm clips, models, charts, specimens, and superimpositions were used in both versions.
Two types

ot classroom teacher follow-up were used:

(l) a. modified

"inquir.1 session" and a (2) "tnioal discusstou. n Dul'i.ng the ''inquir,y session'
pupils asked questions to procure data to aid them in f'orming l\vpotheses con-

cerning problems presented in the telft'is1an

portion

or the leuon.

Pupils

inqUired by aaJd.Dg questians which might be annend ''Tes 11 or 'tno. " The

"typical diSCWlsian" waa characterized by the interaction that nomal.ly takes
place after showing a film or other suppl.ement.ar,y •terials.

Pupils asked

questions, related penonal u:perienou, and CGll8lted aa materials presented
cm tel.eVision.

A science achiernment test and interest inventor,y were adainistered.
before and after the four-week period.

Pupils who viewed "Unanawered. 11

questions on telev.lsion-regardlesa ot teacher !'ollow-up--achieved sign1ficanL
ly better than pupils vho Yiewed. "explanation" on television.

di.fferonaea between boys and

No significant

girls and uo aip.1.ficant intera.ct:tan between

treatment and sex on acbie'l'ellent data wu neted.
The "Novelty'" Factor and Achie'ftlllmt

Several studies in the area ot instructional teleYision haft been
ccncerned. \d.th the "noveltytt :f'actor and its ettect on achievement.

Those

studios oonducted by Jackson, Macomber and Siegel, VanderUeer, and

~ta

are

reported below.
~am1nf'1

F,rcn K:ineso9Pff and FUIU!·--Jaokson conducted an experiment

in

-,~-----------------------------------------------------------
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'i'!bich matched groups Viewed the same ld.neseope.

4·1

One group

were loolcing at. a kinescope, an uncO!llJDl experience.

was told that the

The other group -;.ras told

that theT were loold.ne at a training f'illl, a common e:x:peri.enoe.

A second pair

of matched gl'Wps viewed the same tn.1.niug film following identical Viewing

wtructions.

In both caaes, the le&m:1ng scores of the subjects who were

told that they were Vi.Wing a kineacope were

significant~

higher than those

the subjeots who wre told that they were viewing a tnd.ni.ng film.

The

results ot the esper!ment suggest the probability that a. new educational tool
iS

more effective than the conwntional tool,

simplT

because it is new and

unusual.
E.tf'~ct

ot

~Vi!"i!i

Praat1ce

OD ~

tnn. :tnet:uctional Fil.mB.--

'tV transm:t saion llUV' have a def1nite effect in the increased at.tentim on the
part of students because ot the

novelty o:t the situaucm. Hacanber and Siegel

found that TV studtmta did less well than the convmt1mal}7-taught students
1n the aeccnd eemester
1n the f'ira.t

or a year-long sequence

vb.ere no d.Uference was found

semtu1ter. h8

An experiment coa.Wcted by' Vandel'Heer 1ndicated. that the students who had
had practice in le&l"'ll1.ng t'f'OIA tilma were superior to the students who had had

66

no practice when both atudente were subsequently taught by the same film

method•

49

It would appear that a deorea.ae in lea.ming due to a loss of the novelty
e.ffeot IJlfl' be balanced by an increment in leaming due to practice in vit:ndng.

'.[he restriction inherent in the comparison

or educational televiaion with

another medium, such as conwnticmal. claaaJ'OCD. instructimi, is absent in this
experi:mntal design which in'YOl'Nd the CQll>&rison

or

television with itself.

Kumata. .tound. that there vu no dif.terence in intorma.tion gain between

students who had bad a prior course by tel.e'ri.sion and those who vere getting it

tor the tiM tillict.

50

Homwer1 be found tha.t students wbo had prenous N

e.xper:tonoe were aignifi.oantly more favorable ill their attitudes towani
instruction by teleYi.sion.

Kwiat& coucluded that "It is quite apparent. by the

large muaber ot tind1uga ot no &d.gnift.oant di!'.f'erencea in achieYelllent that U

a novelt7 .factor is opGrating, one echool term ie not

enough

to aace:rtain its

effects. ,,51
Mivat ion and Achie'YaJlBlt

Most peracms who have done reaearch in connection with tnstru.otiona.1
television have felt that aoti vation 1a close)¥ related to the resulta they

67
}W.VC

obtained.

Erickson and Chausow, for ex.ample, thought lack of motivation

probab]T explained the lower results of students who were assigned to television aeotions, juat as high motivation explained the very good results in

teaching students by television.

;;2

Schre.m discounted such comparisons bee

of the negatiw attitude of clun-oom N students, otten arbitrarJ.l.y assigned
to tlle experimental sectian and deprJ.Tad of the personal contact which
resident studenta haft With the 1natNOtor.

SJ

Reaults have been equ1Y'Oeal in caaea when m.otiTation baa been measured

Effect

·°'

Mop.!!!!Z

~

on Retention., ~ao~.--ltallin motivated some

eleventh-graders by ortertng a monetar7 reward tor a high exandnation score.

;14

He found tha:t. the motivated st,udents, YiW!.ng the progl"811l at home, learned mo
than the

unmotivat«~

classroca students :tram a epeoially produced television

program., "Expl.oration in Space." Mull in concluded. that clusroom v:lJmtng of
programs ls

probabJT superior to homs

"f1end.ng of BU'Ch prognms, eepecia.UT £or

the unmotivated student.a 1 :lnaamach u the classroom teacher is frequentl.T abJ.e

to take care o:t indi.v.ldual leam1Dg probl.as
!illlin found neither

and thus

raise motivation.

ot the two emi.ronmenta (heme or school} to be

Ctlt'1Sistent in its apparent el'f'ect en both motivated and unmotivated TV

!!.ar

52Er1ckson and Chausow, cpic!IPta '!J College--:nna;J. RsJ?<?rt of a Three-

~r:t.ment, PP•

53Scbrmla_

1-98.

~vi-

of Eduoat1onal Research,

rm

(April, 1962),

159.
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rl,crr!ng TV at home, irdght learn more than too unm.otivated student in the class-

room, he concluded that educational. televlaian in the hom.e m.'l1' be effective as
part of the solution to tbe
~ }..nvolvement

incre~

m10%""'...age of teachers and classrooms.

in ~nstructi~al Talev,i~ion tesaons.--Tbe ~e of cme

of a number of telavision e:cper.tmnts in the 01ncinna.t1 Public Schools was to

cClllP8-re the e.ttocttveneu of imrtru.cticmal tel.m.aion under oowUtiolla
conducive to higher pxp1l invol'9'9111mt and undar other conditions conducive to

loner pupil in'vol:vement. $$ 'l'be ef'tactivaneaa ot the two methods was judged on

the basis or pupil
CA-pcriroent.

achi~t

on tests administered at the end of the

Techniques UHd were a.imed at st1.mlating plvsioal :response or

highly' covert mental ~a o:r both.

waa that

One

ot the moat connon methods used

of Wlking direct question:s and. allowing au.tticient time for pu.plle; to

respond oral]Jr or to tbmuel:res.

In another technique the telev1sion teadler

asked pu.pU.3 to tala:i part in oertain aetiVi.tiea with her; e.g., write key
words or phraaea, pertoni sir.q>le

~ta, recite~'

read certain

pasaagoa in tbe textbook. Pupils were encmraged to bring to el.a.as ooience
ma.terial.s to use in the lesson.

~tary

SU.bject matter was fcund to influence the

books tor pu.pil use trere

t)"Pe

and number

ot techniques

used for pupil involvement. Some leeams in the science unit, "Energy,"

-------------------------------------------------------------1
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cctUd be dcwloped to elicit more involvement than others.

For tllG otW:W, tbirty schools in the Cinci.nnati pu.blic school system troro

oeleoted at rand.am.

One i"itth grade class in each

or

fifteen schools

l-10.t;I

soleoted to recei w telev1sion instructicm Wlde1• oonditiC'.113 o£ higher ?J.pil
inVOlVGmentJ coe class ill each

ot tho remaining fifteen schools vu to receive

televiaim inatructim und.f.n.• conditions of lower pupil involV8ll11mt.

experiment was carried on in the
series for a tour-week period.

~

'I'b.e

ot the filth-grade science televiai

Teachers performed no teaching 1\ulction after

tlle telecast other than to an.aver direct questions and to aupemse actiVities

initiated by the pupils.
Each

ot the fifteen claasea representing a llethoda

group

waa d1'9'1.ded into

thirds on the baaia of the average mtell.igence quotient of each class. 'rbe
three a.b:Uit;r level.a., each repreanted by five clasaea, ware
the use

ot a two-'W81' cl.aa8ificat1on

of methods and levels.

~ed through

Average scores on

the criterion tens for each of the thirty clasaea vwe uaed in the ano.\Ysia

data.

Covariance teolmiquaa

exper:Lnmt and to
levels

~

Wl"e

applied to increase the precision of the

the ef.f'ectiwness of the methoda in nlat.ion to pupil.a'

ot ability.

'1\To criterion instrwmmte were wads

a meaaw:oe of pu.pil achievement and

questionnaire that l.lea&Ured pupils' attitude toward.a the telEW:Lsion series.

The

a.chieW!lmlt test

administered at the end ot the exper:L.mont was a multiple-

choice test of forty-five items--n.ve items on each or tbe td.ne telecasts. The
items reflected the subject matter prennted in both high- and low-involventent

telecasts.

In addition to total test score, separate sub-test ooorea

l:iero

obt.uined to detennine whether high- and 101-involwment teleoast,s sbGled a
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difference.

Iuapectim of the total average in&elligence quotient, as well a.a the
average ini;elligence quotient for each ability
low-involvement. groupa

wen~

grot.tp1 showed

matched in mental ability.

achievement scores for high- and low-invol:vement
same.

ot the

Analysis

g1"0Upfj 'f&B

th.at high- and
The total

apprmd..1.Ylately the

nine subtests indicated no significant ditferenoe in

ioothods average.
Puplla 1 attitudes, u

with achiewmant.

ma.au.red by the questionnaire, were not cOQSiatent

F1nd1ngs could re.tleot low tut validity or test

sensitivity 1n discr1m:l.nation. Most ot the negative attitudes tCJWal"d.s high
inVOlwmnt were registered by- pupils &bow

a~

or awrage in ability matr

haVe been bored end resisted. inVol'nmlmt activity used in the telecasts.

Sf,fect.

ot

~cond

Ji!!'i:!!i pn

N ;raamws. --Itow much will a second newtng

of a TV lesson :l.ncreaae le&miug? This wu one of sGftral questions for which
llWJ'WGra were sought 1n the Dem9r- ~ord Project on the Context of

Instruct.iaoal ?elevi.aim.'6 The project was cODaemed with teaching Spanish
to fifth and sixth grads pupil.a in the Denver Public SchoolsJ its baaio
instructienal medium was a fitt.een-minute open-circuit telecast 'Viewed during

regulru.• school hours.

Instruction vas e:ntirel.T audiol.1ngualJ i.e., pupils

hear and speak Spanish but do not read or write.

7l
I::xact repetition bas received considerable attention in research on
111atructional. .films and other aud:l.09'1.sual dertcesJ it has al.moat al.Wl\fs been

round. to increase

learning.

Prior studies, however, failed to detend.ne

wnether exact repetition increases lea.ming more than varied repetition.
carpenter bad suggested that the tilne required
might be more profitabl.T inwsted

u1

ror the

second viewing of a

a ftl"ied rather than an exact repetition.

Va.riaticms operate to 8llSt&in attention, to tnstip.te :lntereat, but
also to broaden the pattern of le&n'l:lng. Fu.rt.hermoN, variations
ot stimlatim in all probabilit;,r &id student.a to ~ralize and
~ more wide'.b' and. surel1' 'Rhat they haw leamed.S7
Appraximatel.1'

6,000 pupils each year (l96o-61 and 1961-62) in 192 fi.tth

grade Spanish classes were subjects

or the

renarch. Two ltmgU&ge skills,

understandi.ng or spoken Spo.nish and ability to speak Spanish, wre measured.
Information collected tor control and matching purposes included IQ, gradepoint a.Yerage in academic subjects, and the paragraph meaning score from the

Stantord Achie1mmnt Test.

A second Yiev.tng

or

~sh

1.V leesona; i.e., exact repetition, was

evaluated under these oonditicma • compared to a eingle Yiev.1.ng arid no other

practices compared to a single Viewing and. teacher-directed ola.ssl'00\1l
practice (varied repetitiao)J and, as an addition to a single viewing and
classroom practice, compared to the same conditions 'With evening viewing.
Exact repetition was found to significant]1' increase learning when there
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""-ao no other practice.

It was not as effective as teacher-directed classroom

practice, however, and ite ability to increase learning when add.ed to class
practice varied inversely vlth the training and experience ot the claurocn

teacher.

Exact repetitim in educatimal television ia, therefore, a potent

variable, but it is not aa potent as a ald.llfully presented varied repetition.
Preaent St3; in ,RelatiauhiJ? to Put Reaear<:h
In the present chapter an attent>t baa been made (1) to SUr¥'ff7 studies

designed to determine the relative aoadeaic aohievmnent ot students taught by
television and direct clasa:room preaentatians, ( 2) to examine studies which

have been concerned with taoton accounting for the effectiveness of televised
instruction, and (3) to NY.S.ew studio designed. to detennine the effect of
varying the oonditians and methods of telniaim 1.natruction.
One of the research studies conducted by tbe Cincinnati Public Schools

appears to be related in •thodology1 subject-matter content 1 and grade level
to the present atud;r• .$S

Similar!ties I

(l) In both studies, graQ.ps wre taught partial.17 by television
along vlth :l.natru.otian b7 a replar teacher.
(2) In both studies, control groups were represented by pupils
who did not view television but were taught by the claasroom teacher nrring an experiJlleutal groap.
Dif'f'erenoea1

58Jacobs

and Bollenbaoher, "Teaching SeTGnth Grade Mathematics by

TeleVision, n Mathematics Teacher, LIII (November, 1960), $4.3-47.

~,.,,~:1-'"_,:<<l';lll' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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(l) The Cincinnati study' provided a third control group, c2 , taught
by someone other than the 1.c teacher. Tb.is group din not
1
view teleTision. In the present stud;r, the third group viewed
television program but instruction .following TV viewing was
limited to class questions. The regular me.thematics instructional. program WU used; thus, TV viewing supplemented the
instructional program.
(2) In the present stud,y, the three groups were taught by a single
teacher. The instructional pl"Ogl"'fm tor two of the groups wu
supplemented by' the instruction ot the television teacher.
( J) In the present study, the pu.pila were grouped randcnlT tor
instructional purposes. The Cincirmati stud.Y was concemed
with the effect1ftl1GH ot traditiaoal. and TV 1natruction in

mathematics tor groups of pupils
above-average a.bilit7.

or below-average,

average, and

(4) The mathematics television program used in the Cincinnati st~
was viewd each Mondq, Wedneadq, SDi Fridq tor a period of
20 lld.nutea throughout the acb.ool year. Modern Math V1 producod
b.r the Denwr Public Scboola, was preaented tor a single, 20minut.e period wekl.7 tor thirty-one weeks. The program vu
repeated week]¥ on a second Chicago channel.
(5)

Stanford Modem Mathematics Coccepta Test, Intermediate II,
Forms Wand I, waa uaed in addition t.o the Stan.ford ?ntermediate
II Aritht::et1o Teat, Forms W and x. A teat to measure modem
mathematics concepts vu not used in the Cinoinna.ti st;udy'.

Chapter II h&s been devoted to a review of studies designed to determine
(l) the relative academia achievement ot students taught by television and
direct classroom instruction, (2) the tactoru accounting for the ef.f'ectivenesa
of televised instmction, and (3) the effect ot var,ytng the conditicm.s and
methods ot television instruction.

Academic Achievament
Ea.l"l.y

studies 1n the field

or

teleTision instruction ha.Ye indicated that

the average st.ud.ent is likel.1' to learn about u much from a 'N class as fl'Ull

,,,,,,,

_____________________________
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ordinru:y classroom methods; in some cases he wlll leam more and in some less,
bUt the overall verdict has been ''no aignifi.cant difference. u Hovever, when
studies are grouped according to grade level 1 television instructiCll frequent
bB.8 shown superiority at the elementar,r school levelJ

~

no significant

difference in results bas been found at the secClldar:Y, college and uni.varsity
ievels.

Collef{ and Univeraity Levela.--~ive research by Carpenter et al
failed toac10fj8 aiiillicant Cl!lterences 1n academic achievement of N
and non-TV instnction groups in cb.emistr;y1 general psychology and
psyoholOQ' of marriage,59 while Huband found that higher acbieTement occurred in a television-instructed lftNP in pneral.PBJ'Chology, but statiaticalJ.T signiticant ditteJ"GUCes were not obtaineci.60 ,

Decker and Dollinger found Wtructor ditferencea but no significant
d.1.f'terences between mthods of inst.ruction in a stu<J.y 9t three methods of
tea.obing a college-level conu>~ cation skills course. 6l
Inveatigationa in tbf teaching of calculus by closed-circuit television at i\l:rdue Uni1'el"Sit1°2 and the teaob:l.ng of tundamcmtal concepts ot
mathematics at George Peabocb' Oollep tor '.L'flaebers tailed to indicate the
superlor1t7 of live classroom lecturH over N presentatiClllS.63
ICur&ata' s investigation of claaaroc.n teaching

ot

&dYert.ising, however,

1nd1cated that face-to-face grouped. achieved si.gniticantly higher grad.e,s than
did television groups aa. one &aaigmmt aad on the fillal exllldnation.64 vJben

the experiment was repeated, the f ace-to-.t"ace group did no better than the TV
group on six aaaigmtenta, t.be mid-tem 81'.Ddnation, or final grades. However,
the fact-to-face grwp, who Viewed Visuals in color, did significantly better
on the final ex&ld.nation than did the 'tV gro11p.

59carpenter and Greenhill, An Invelltif!!tion of Closed-Circuit Television
tor ,Teach?I Uni.venij;z Courses, pp. J:-lIO.
'

60auaband, Apaarican P!f!pol,ppat. II (1954), 181-83.

6lnecar

and

Dollinger, ~h Mon!fP!Eb!, XXVII (March, 1960), 70-76.

62n.rer-Bennett et al;, American Mathematical MontpJ.y, U.V (June-July, 1950
430-39.
• •
1

-

63AJ.exander, Uatbema.tics, 'l'eaohe;r, LVI (December, 1963), 627-Jl.
64K'umata, Tbe X!J!!ct of ~ucational Television, PP• 1$1-$6.

__________________________
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Naif Traineea.--A comparison by 1Wck et al of the e.f.fectiwmess of telm
sion, toev:tSTori recordings, and con:venttoiii.f'Ciassroom instruction indicated
TV instruction to be as good as conYentional class instruction.65

!!!Ji!! School ~.--The average scores tor Chicago p.iblic high school
groups taught ~cs
through tale'V'l.oion films and by traditional films
was al.moat equaJ.,66 and .f'i%lal ex.am.nation scores or 'N and non-TV rule
revealed no significant difference between the two groups.

n

However, high school gemaetry atudenta participating in the Washington
(Maryland) Closed Circuit Telni.Sion Project and recei1'1ng telertsion
1.nStruction scored 22 Pgrcentile pointa higher than those not receiving
televisimi instruction. 7 The Cooperatiw Plane Geometry Test was wsed to

county

measure achievement.

The report ot the National Progra in the Use ot TeleViai.an in the ~blic
Schools revealed that of 251 qomi>ariaom, J.65 .favored N students and 86
favored the cmtrol atudents.68 - In 90 cases the ditterences were statistic&
signif'icantJ in 69 cues the d.itterenaee f'uorect the TV claans and in 21 the
dif.ferenoes favored the control cla.aaea. At the senior high school level
telertsian instl'Uet:lon waa giftn in general aoience, mathemat1ca, English,,

biology, histmy and driYer education. At the junior high school level,
televisiC11 was used as a resource in science, history, and civics.
Bl.e.man~..SChool Le'Vel.--In the W&abingtou Count7 (:Marfland) Closed
CircU{t M
on Miject, mathematics was selected for earliest study. 69
gains f'avored the 'N groups. Gains were eta.tad :ln tenu of months ot growth,

as measured by the scores on standardized tests.

The National Program in the Use ot TeleVisian utilized television
instru.cticm in DIWJio, an,, COJmlnation&l Spanish& health and saf'et7, social
studies, science, language arts, and mathematics. tO Most cmparisona .favored
television instruotion aver con-nmtional instru.ctim. As stated above, of 251

65Rock et al, ~

~J.hart. et

al,,

!?Y TeleY1Si"!l••••••

PP• J-9.

~o-Viaual C~oation Revi"!, VI (1958), 157.

67llagerstown Board ot Education, ¥as!p.nstan Countz Closed-Circuit

Televiaiop Project, Program Report.

68Ford Foundation, Te~ ,bz relevi;si~••••• , pp. 4o-66.

,, ~ , . ~9~rstown Board ot Education, W!!?!!iPi,1:on Countz Closed-C_!re.ui,t. .~levi
Program Report.

!.~..:,i .cJ"?.}8Ct 1

Television•••••

• 40-66.

:·¥>'~,,.,.,¢"- _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Ot these 90
0 omparisons, 90 differences were statistically significant.
differences, 69 favored the TV classes and 21 favored the control claases.

The three-year

11

Pattems in Arithmetic" studT 1n the !K.ilwaukee Public
schools failed to indicate art:/' si~oant differences in achievement of the
experimental P.nd comparison schools. 71 However, the experimental group
ieamed "new tna.th" content in addition to the traditional mathematics content
at each grade ln'el.

Turchan studied the use of instructional teleT.laim tor elementar.r scien
at both the fi.tt.h and third grade l.eftla.72 Although the TV grouped achieved
higher mean scores on the CalU'omia Test or Maatal Maturity and pretests, the
conventicmal. clasa?"OOm groups received higher •an scores cm the poattests.

The F values :tndicated differences f'avol"ing the conventional classes
significant at the 1% level. Because ot the significant ditterences in posttest scores ot cluaes ot different teachers, 'lurohan suggested that
dif'terenoes in aobie'l\1lllent mq be related to teacher dit!erences.

Factors Accounting for the E.ttectivenesa of Teleri.sed Instructim
While oompal"i.sms of cloaed-cirouit 'IV vith conftntional. classl'OG'll

instruction at the college level ban usual.17 yielded findings ot "no

significant dil'ference," results more favorable to tele'tision instruction at
the adult level have been obtained in studiea comparing TV home inotruot:lon
with o1"ii:na.ry classroca teaching.

!!,gh Motivation ot the Yolunta?Z felevisim Student.--'l'he successful
experiences Of Yeitem Lserre t1iiiverati7'fj in ottering formal college-credit
courses taught excluaiveJ.7 by television were reaffirmed 1n the Chicago City
Junior College study, which indicated that open-circuit educational television
will find a receptive audience of credit students older and more highly
motivated than the usual college-age atudent.74

7lweaver, Arithmetic Teacher, XII (April, 196$), 291-9).
72Turcha.n, (UUJ?!!blisbed Ed.D. dissertation, Lqyola University, 1965),

PP• 1-228.

34.

7.3wbtte, National Education Association Joumal, XLll (J&nuat71 1953 ),
Chica22•s TV

CoUee--nnaJ. Report of a

'l'bree-
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A sid.e-effeet of the Chicago 'rl Collage progrmn was in the &Na of high
sc)iool ~"'d·;;aneed pla.cement--pemi tting gifted high school sertiON to register

tor college oredit. 7S
f'a·i/'orahly with the wll-mtivated

the Y'i College matb.eutics oCN1"38 (College Algebra)

~r:rormanee or these gifted pupils
,tlJien t of ma tuft years.

CG!lpU'ed

Un. tUl'U Of the Audience .-...Using

~ tz *' 1'Qiind.

~

radio electronic st;w:lente as subjects,

no sr@iU'!aan"[ di.f.terance in the per:tmmanee or .TV mid non-f'!l
students eqwited as to abil1ty-. 7u Saanhat later, Karmsr et. al i'OW7d that

sea.res o£ basic t.rain9es in low abil1 ty' groups given Tl insv;;ticm wre
sigrrl.!ioantJ.y superior to thDt.le who received regt.1.1.ar instrw:tion. 77 lo
differences wre f'cmnd. between television and :regular 1Mt.ruotion fm." high
aptitude grogps.

Kumat.a, in two studies at the ttd.vemty or Mlohigan, was unable t.o
reproduce Kanner 1 s findings of npel"'torl.tq of 'N imW\ttlt.ion for law ability
studenta. 78 Dor did eitber' ot t.1rrO studiaa b7 Seibert support ltamer' a
fi.Ddings. 79 W!ll,mna, houever, found 'N inatruct.ion superior to the lecture
•thod rw both high am l s ability ~·SO F1rr.t1uga o:t studies at Miami
'(ld.1ersi ty also .failed to 8UppOl' t. lCauiil:r.
It 1s

~t

th:.t these stmtee Jurire produced !Id.ad r.iuJUl. ts.

explan..'ltion lies in the

~billty

One

ot audiences. Kanner ·a nbjeots were

b<ls1e tra!mes; thclsa low-ablli tq subjects cannot be eqwated vi th low--abUi ty

79s.tbert.,

176-92.

!1e !s?!st

o~ :m.tucat109;of Televisian, ed. WU'bv Sohl'anll, pp.

~isms, &e••t;S;~' rm
~facor:ber

and Siegel, Final

t.:l.onal Prooedures, pp. 1-96.

(l9S4), 'r.)-82.

~t

'

of the S>!ril•mtal S!!!z

'

o.r Instruc'

78

1.0

oi"'~'eNd

f:l<Ttter

in the Cineinna.ti study in which tho level of di.ffioulty of subjec

and in.."i·t.ruetor tn.tatment aN ei.ted as possible deto~ faetars. 82

~nt

'!'he.; t"

is tJlat bollogeneous ab11i tq level groupings should be used. and

tli;il; "t'l lessons should be pitched t,o that level to avoid losing either high.

or low- abiltty students when heterogeneous

gJ'OUpS

are used.

It ma:r well be that both the brightA1u1tt and the slowest stw!ents may
der:i.ve sOlne differential bam.f.'1 t f'rom ·t;elevised teaching-·the former, because

th.e:r leam rapidly r:myway anr1 television oan theoretically offer them a great
~1ber

and ·"arioty of responses to le.am; the latter, because television

coneentrat.cs their attention as tluJ olassroom does not.

ltowever, the relation

o.::· ment..U abili t:Ji.r to differential learning fl'om television is ae 19t not el.ear

An examination of :UNest.igations to deter.mine the effect of vnryi.ng tM

con:litions and methods of telension imtruo·tion indicates that, when

Colle,e and Uniwm1 f£ !..owls. --scner.tl experiments by Carpent..er am.

Grcanli!trfii!:rca &;a' 'mat

no

'sl;i!.f'ieazre differences in aehiew•nt were .t"ound
td!en (1) the mal'lber of men and women in a psychology of marring& course was
'llll:".i.ad, (2) m.sm.td classes were c~d with i7tstrlbu:ted classes, (3)
Sllpel'"'ns1on oi' YI l"'OOmS vu varied, (li) students vere rotated ~ T'J and
d:i.:roi::t

..........,_

inst..ru,ct,ion, (5') opportunities

...

.

WN

provided for discussion and

19

question-and-answer exah~es,, and (6) opportunities for out-of-cl.ass independent study were provided.SJ
Brandon, comparing the lecture, interview, and discussion methods of
presenting tactual mater1.al on television, tound. 1.utem.ew and discussion
methoda to be more interesting to the subject.as however, there were no significant differences 1u the amount of information OO'Ulni cated.84

Williama varied a twenty-five minute period ot classroom teaching, followtwenty-five mimltea deYOted to a television presentation, as follows: (l)
the lecturer, with classroom instructor serving as a liaison between the class
and studio, relqed questions by morophone to the studio, (2) the classroom
teacher answered questions posed by students, and (J) the instructor gs.ft a. new
slant or different approach to the material.a covered 1n the 'I'V lectures.85
The three met.hods produced approximatel.7 the same relative et.fectiveness.
ing

Elemen~ LeYeJ..--UJ.rich tound that three t.n>es of recorded television
preseuta.£1ofurk!ii8acope ot lecture, sam lecture w.tth visual aids handled by

lecturer, and same lecture With vieual a1da f'laabed an the screen) were
auperior to the straight lecture presentation, in terms of t.eat performance. 86

An investigation of the oampe.ratiw et"teotiwnesa ot various methods used
in conjunction w1th instruct.ional teleYiaion led Kratt to conclude that a
passive introduction of the telev:lsion progl'mll with cursory follow-up by the
teacher does not yield lea.rniug that occurs when telenaion lessons are
supported by strong classroom activ.l.ty.87
Sld.Dner 's tindinga, that pu.plla who 1'1.wed "Una.nawered questiorus tt in a
ttproblema" approach to a geology unit for fifth grade pupils, achieved
signi.fioantl;r better than did pupils who Yi.awed a direct expositol'Y wraion of'
the
with few questions raised, supports the f1nd.ings of Ulr.toh and
Kratt.

lTs,

83carpenter and Greenhill, An lm'eat~ation of Closed-Circuit Television
for Teac!!i!Ja Uniwrstty Courses, PP• f-ll •
"

84sraudon ~h Mon9i!!Eb!• XXIll (1956), U8.
1
1
85tdlllems, Mathematics Teacher, LVI (February, 196.3), 94-97.
86uirioh, f?issert..~tion Abstracts, IV (1955), 2346.

87Kratt, Disa~rf:.ation Abstracts, mI (1961), lC1J7.
88Sld.nner, Dissertation Abstracts,

%XVI (1966),

2975.
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The Novelty; Factor: .and AchieTemellt--A few studies, concerned with the
novelty factor and its effect on achievement, may be considered to be types of
variations in television instructional procedures.

JackaQn conducted an experiment in which matched groups viewed the same
kinescope.tl9 The group which vu told that it wu viewing a ld.nescope, an
uncOlllllCll experience, achieved significantly higher scores tbs.n did the subject
who were told that tbq were Viewing a training film. The results of
Jackson's experiment suggest that a new educational tool~ be more effective
than a cmventianal tool, s1q>ly because it is new and unusual.
Ma.comber and Siegel found that

rv

students did less well than the

conventional:IT-taught students in the second aemaater ot a year-long sequence,
where no d.U'terences were found the first semester.90
Kumata, however, found no difference in information gain between students
who had had a previou.s oou.rse by television and those who were getting
television instruction tor the first ti:m.e.91
Motivation and Achievement.-Results ha.ft been eQW.wcal in oases where
motivltiOti hD bien liDtiNd at* CGDtrolled. For examp"le, Mullin found that
eleventh-graders, ottered a monetary reward tor a high uandnation acore,
leamed more than others fl"Cll a special.l;y produced. telniaion program. 92 However, an attempt to motivate pupils through both high and low inVolvement in
television lessons tailed to indicate significant dittenmces in mthods
averagea.9.3

While research on f':llJu and other instructional devices has indicated that
exact repetition increases lea.ming, a atud7 by Hapaan and Johnson was designed
to determine whether exact repetition increues lea.ming more than Tar:i.ed
repetition.94 Results of the studT indicated that a second viewing was less
effective than a sld.ll.i'Ul.lJ" presented, varied repetition.

89Jackson, Leaming trcn Kin,esc2a and FUns, PP• ll-14.
9'11acomber and Siegel, &merlmental. 3i!1fi: in InstJ:'\lOtianal. Pl"OCedurea.
91ItuJnata, The Ime!gt of Educational Telertsion, ed. Wilbur Schram., PP•

157-74.

92rtintn,

SJ?!!Cb

Monog!!J?hs• mv

(Maroh,

1957),

n-J8.

93Jacobs et al, Element!& School Joumal,, LXIII (February, 1963), 248-54.
9hua,ymand and Johnson, Audio-Visual Conamication Review, XI (July, 1963),

96-103.

I
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Chapter

n

concludes With a comparison o£ the methodo1Qf3 1 subject-matter

content, and grade level or one of the Cincinnati Public School teleTisiau

studies to the present study.
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CHAP1'ER III

METIDDS OF PROCEDURE AND SOURCES OF DATA
Pu!:J?!!t!I

Informatim in a number ot research atud1ea relating to the use

or

telavi-

sian tor instructional purposes Stlgpsts that teleYisim instruction will not
replace the excel.lent olaasroart teacher and that further investigation to
determine the most effective use ot telev:l.aion instructicm to supplement
traditional class1"'00l11 instruction is needed.
1'he purpose

ot this study was to deter.ad.De

the e:tf'ect of a series of thirt

one television lessons designed to enri.oh and supplement JNpils' learning
experiences on achievement in tittb grade arithmetic. The teleeourse used for

the experiment was Modem Math V, pl"OCl.Uoed b,y the ller.rnr Public Schools, broad·
cast locally over Channels ll and 20.

l'mrtruotionaJ. ConditiODS
Chicago Public

~hool

children at the titth grade level are noma.J.4r

taught in a self-contained clual"0011l, v:lth one teacher respanaible tor the
instruction of a group ot ptpUa assigned. to the teacher tor the school year.
The aemcea of a teacher-librarian, p!\yaical education teacher, and adjustment
teacher are proVided to supplement instru.ction by the classroom teacher. For
this stuey, however, the usual procedure wu not followed.

<he teacher taught

lllathematics to the three fifth grade classes. A second teacher taught reading,
while a third taught writing to the three tU'th grade groups.

82
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8)
By

a. randomized procedureJ i.e., the use, as described, of a table of

rondom numbers, all .fifth grade pupils enrolled in the DeWitt Clinton S:mool in
September, 1967, were diVided into three equal-aized groups for instructional.
1
purposes. Grouping preceded testing. For the purposes of this stu~, the

groups were described as follows•
Class l (c )
1

This cl.ass was a control class, taught
by the teacher serving the E1 and ~

groups, also.

This group did not view

the telecasts.
Class 2 (Jl:i)

This cl.us was an experimental class,
taught varcia.Uy by television and
part;iall7 by the olusroma teacher. The
teacher did not prepare the class tor
the telecasts. Fo1l.ow1ng each telecast,
when the class met, arv questions regarding the program were anstNrs and

discuased.

This claea was an experi.mental. class,
taught partially by television and
partially by the classroom teacher.
The teacher prepared the class tor
each telecut.

Alter the TeJ.evisioc

lesson, the teacher followed up with
discussion, l"e't'iew, and walua.tion,
tald.ng into account the suggestions
or the television teacher and the
suggestions tor each lesson in the
Teachers Guide: Mathematics

z.2

At the begirm:i ng o£ the school year, the number ot boys and girls in each

lTable I from M. G. Kendall and B. B. Smith, ''Randomness and Random
Sampling llwabera," Journal of the ~al st,atistical Society,. CI (1938 ), 147-66,
lY.r permission of the &;at m;a.UO:st<r socGt;r, repFOdliceain Allen L. FA.wards,
.istical Methods tor the Behavioral Sciences (New Yorlu Rinehart, and
. an.y, fiic., 195tJ ,, PP• ~!iO:~~. @-76.
2nenwr Board 0£ Education, Teachers Qiidet Mathematica

of Education, 1965), pp. 1-31.

2 (Danvers

Board
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group was as follows:
Table II
Humber of Pupils (Grouped by Sex) 1n Control and Experimental Cl.asses in
Fifth Grade Mathematics Television Experiment: September, 1967

Class

Boys

Girls

Total

0:1.

13

28

E1

lS
lS

13

28

E2

l4

14

28

Total

44

40

64

Only those filth grade pupils who remained at Clinton School throughout the

entire school year were used as subjects of the studl'.

At the close or the

school year, the mmber ot boys and girls in each group

was a.a

f'ollows:

Table III
Number of Pupils (Grouped by Sex) :tn Control and Experimental Classes 1n
Fifth Grade Mathematics Television Experiment: Mlq, 1968

Class

Beys

Girls

Total

OJ.

15

12

27

Ei

15

12

27

~

14

13

27

Total

44

37

81

As indicated above, one teacher taught mathematics to the three fifth
grade el.asses.

The Chicago Board of' Fducation recommends that a JJSin1mu1l'l of 15C

85
Jllinutes and a maximum of 22$ minutes be devoted weekly to instruction in this
3
area.
In this st~, ea.ch class :m.et f'1ve times ea.ch week tor a forty-minute
period-a total of 200 minutes per week.

In addition to the regul.arly-

scheduled period or instruction, Class 2 (E1) and Class 3 (E2) received twenty
JlrlJmtes o:r televised 1nstl'Uotion weekly.

Class l (C1) receiftd regular class-

room instruction daily tor a forty-minute period.

No telmsion instruction

wa

provided for this group.
The hour ot the olaas meeting for mathematics instruction was varied tor

eaoh class to otf'aet

an:r

SY'atem&tic difference which might be present if one

class met ear]Jr or late regularly.

The

hour of the clue meeting tor mathemat-

ics instruction (9:40-10120, 10135-llal.5, llal5-Ua5$) was rotated on an llntr:t.ng a thirt.y...f'our week period, thirty...

(or 12-) wek baais for each clue.

one broadcasts were telev.l.aed. No leuons wre telev.l.aed November 24, 1967,
December 22, 1967, or April 12, 1966.

1'be schedule was as follows:

Table IV
tor a, , E,, and. &., Classes in FUth Grade ?'JS.thematics
Tele'Yi.sion &x:perimBta 'S&ptembe!o ll, 19671 to Mq 17, 1968

Hour of Cl.ass liieting

j

~
j

11:15-11:55

Class

9:40-10120

Ci

sept. 11 to
NOY. 24

Feb. 16

Mq

Ei

Feb. 19 to
Mq 17

sept. l l to

Nov. 27 to

E2

tiov. 27 to
Feb. 16

Feb. 19 to

Sept. l l to

Nov.

27 to

Nov. 24

Feb. 19 to

17

Feb. 16

Nov. 24
I
!------------------------------------------------------------.. . . .
~17

~
3chicago Board or Education, Teacher's Leason Plan Book for
. Schools (Chica.go: Board of Education, i9l>Ji,, P• 8.

r

Elemen~

r
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rrom.

Class :.:]_ and Class E2 viewed the teleoourse, Modem Math V, ea.ch Fridq
9:15 to 9:35 on Channel ll. Because of pupil absence on religious h.oli-

dqs (October 6, 20, and 27), pupils Tiewed the telecasts on the!~
preceding each of these three dates on Channel 20.

Each ot the two classrooms

contained an ordinar:r 24-inch televisicm receiver mow.lted on a moveable ca.rt
designed f'or such use.

The claasl"OOl!l teacher was present to supervised the

television classes.
The following instructional materials were used by the teacher in her work

with the three classes.
Courae of Stuc\Y 1

Guidelines tor Mathematics 1 Inte:r.mediat.e Levels
{dh!cago1 Chicago !Oi.U=d of liucation, !W);j, PP• 1·225.
(See Appendix A. )

Textbook I
E. T. Mcswain et al, Aritbaeti~
(River Forest, M.1 Li!dl&W Dliers, 1963), PP• 1-336.
Teachep•s atitian.
(See Appendix B. )

Workbook
Lola J. ~, Element;ri: Mathematics 41 &iriebment

(New Yorks HariJOUA, l'ace and
t>P• 1-96. Teacber•s Edition.
{See Appendix

~lir!a;

fiic., i§Mj,

c. )

The pupils used the following materials.
'1.'axtbooks

E. T. Mc~ et al, Arithmet~

(River Forest, M.a taLliawhers, 1963), PP• l-JJ6.

Pupil ts Iifil.t1on.
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Workbook
Lola J. I~,

E.:l.emen.

Mathematics lu Enrichment
(New York: llw:'Coui=E;race ana f:Yor1Cl, fie., D66),

PP• 1-96.

Pupil's

Edition.

In addition, the following teacber•s guide was used with Class 2 (F.:t_) and
Ola.BB

3 (E2 )a

Denver Boa.rd of Education, Teachers Guide1 Mathematics
(Denver: Denver Board ot Ediicat!on, ~ ), PP• 1-3f.
Reproduced by Chicago Area School Television, Inc.
The l'ephere Qui.de 1 ~thematics

2 consists

z

ot thirty-me teacher re.t"erenoe

sheets, providing advance information aa to the topics and objectives ot each
lesson. Each reference aheet contains an outline of the understandings to be
developed, a vocabulary liat ot new words, and auggut.ed actiYitiea to help

motivate the follow-up lesson. The reference sheets are not intended to be
all-inclusive, but otter suggestion• and pouible direction tor teachers and

classes

'Viewing

the lessons. Three teacher reterance sheetsJ i.e., Leason

The Number Line, Lesson

15-Factors and C!!es1te Numf.>ers,

Iptroduction to Decimala, are reproduced in Appendix
Classes

Bi and 32 viewed the

and

Lesson 2$-

r.

tel.ecourse, Modem Math V, produced by the

Denver PU.blic Schools. The course, combining the modem and trad:i.tional
appro« ,oh in the preaentaticm ot mathematics, treated the tollcnd.ng topics:

Title
l
2

3

4
5
6, 7
8

9
10

$-:

our Humber System and Its Origin
'?he Language ot Mathematics
Place Value and the ~ :~.:rstem
Rcnan Numerals
The Number Line

Set Notation
Mathematical Sentences
Equations
Addition of Whole Numbers

88
12

SUbtraction of Whole INmbers
Multi:oUoation of Whole !limbers

l.3

Divi•~-=

16

15

Factors and Campoaite Numbers
Primes, Divisibility Teat and Cauplete

17

Factorization
Addition of Fractions
SUbtraction of Fractions

ll

14

ot

Whole Numbers

Introduction to Fractions

18
19, 20
21

Weights and Measures

The National. Bureau of standards
Seta of Points

22, 2.3

24
25

Area, Perimeter and Forrmlaa

Introduction to Decima:l..s
Decimal.a, Addition and su.btraction

26
27
28

Graphs

Estima.tion and Rounding-off Hmlbers
Introduction to 1tlltiplication or Fractions
Zero and Nine

29

30
31

Probability

The instru.oticnal.

program, then, 1JtB¥ be suma.rized as follows:

Class l (C1) a The te£;.cher followed the Chicago Public Scboola publica-

tions, fS>J?lement to the Teaching OUide for Matheutics1 Grades
Guidelines for Mathematics 1 Intermediate LeYels.

4,

?•

and 6 and

Teacher and pupil edi.tiona

of the textbook, E. T. McSWain et al, Aritm.tic $, and the workbook, Lola J.

l'laiY'a Elementaiz Mathematica

41

Enrichment, were used tor instructional pur-

poses, al.so.

Class 2 (Bi,) t

Ci

group.

This group followed the aame instructional procedure as the

In addition, the

Bi

group viewed the telecounse,

Mode~

Math

y,

produced b)" the Denver Public Schoolei, tor a tventy4inute period weekly.

At

the class meeting following the telecast, the teacher answered questions
relating to the program.

Cl.ass 3 (E2)1
the F'l group.
telecast.

Questions were those raised by the pup.Us.

This class followed. the instructional procedure used with

In addition, the clasarocm teacher prepared the group tor each

A.t'ter the television lesson, the teacher followed up with

discussion, review, and evaJ.uat1on1 taking into account the suggestions tor
each lesson in the Teachel"f! Guide, Mathematics

?, prepared

by the Denver Public

Schools, and those of the television teacher.

Instructor
The teacher selected to inst:ruct the pupils was well qua.l.itied for the

taak and interested in the problem, aa posed. She received a Master's degree
in the TeachiDg of Mathematics fl'01ll llllnois Teachers College, Nort;h, in
and baa taught in the Chicago Public School.a

1967,

tor twenty-five years. In

addition to her work 1n mathematics at Il.linois Teachers College, Nort.h, she

has participated u a student and teacher in the in•eel"Vice training progr"am 1n
mathematics made anilable to teachers of the Chicago Pu.blic School.a.
Previous]¥1 aha taught classes in u.thematica vi.th and without the use of
television enrichment lessons.

Student.a
The bqys and girls included in the
remained at

8tud7 were f U'th-grade pupils who

the Clinton School for tbe entire 1967-68 school year.

At the

beg:i.nni.Dg of the school .,.ear, a randomized procedure was used to divlde all

fifth grade papUs into three equal-sized gl"OUpB tor inatructicmal purposes.
Two pupils transferred to other schools during the cc:Rlrse of the school year,
a boy in the

Ci,

group and a girl in the

entered the United Sta.tea tl'Qll Israel,
by a language handicap,

Bi

and

grtmp.

One pupil, who had recently

whose acores were ma.rkedl.T a.t'tected

wu dropped t:ran the

study'.

Therefore, the study is

based on test l'9Cord.s for pupils u indicated in Table III.

Criteria
stud!nt achievement vas measured by three teats administered in
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September, 196?, at the beginning of the school ;rear and before classroom and
television instruction in mathematics and instruction in reading began.

first

F~

The

television b:;·oadcas<. in the course, Modem Math V, was viewed

September 15, 1967.

Comparable forms ot the tests were administered at the

close of the school year, after the television series had been concluded on

Hay 17, 1968. In addition1 a group intelligence test was administered t.o each
pipil at the beginning of t.be school year.

All teats ware given by a teacher

trained in test adainistration.
The following tests were administered to each of the pupils to secure the

data. noted.

Before the telect:rUJ"Se !J!ep•
Qt.is Quick S:soring J.tental Ability Teat, Beta Test, Form

Grades 4-9.
Meazl IQ 1 median IQ, and

:an,

SD tor each ot the three groups.

Stanford Jhtermediate II Arithmetic 'l'est, Fonn. w.
Mean and median grade level, SD, tor each poup tor each
of the three parts of tbe test. Three tests measure

ar:lthmetic computation, concepts, and applications.

Stanford Modem Mathematics Cc:mcept.s Teat, Intermediate II,
Fom w.
Mean, median., and 5V ot each of the three groups.
Teat gives coverage of concept.a related t.o number qstems
and numeration, geometr:r and meaaurement, operatione
and nuni:>er properties, matb111111atioal sentences, factors
and primes, seta, logic, 8111bols and de.tinitions, graphs
and tables, probability and statistics.
st.anford Intermediate II Reading Test, ?om w.
Mean and median grade lwel, SD, tor each grou.p for
each o:! the two parts o! the test. 1'wo tests measure
WOl'd meaning and paragraph meaning.
At the conclusion of the telecourae 1

Stanford Inter.madi£'3:.e II Arithmetic Test~ Form X.
Hean and median grade level, SD, for each group for
each of the three parts of the test. Three tests
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measure arithmetic amputation, concepts, and applications.
Analysis of Variance and t Tests.
for analysis of variance.

Two-way classification

Stanford Modem Mathematics Concepts Test, Intennediate II,
Fom. X.
Mean, median, and SD of each of the three groups •
.Analysis of Variance and t Tests.
for analysis of variance.

One-way classification

stanford Intennediate II Reading Test, Form x.
Mean and median grade level, SD, for each group for each
of the two parts of the test. Two tests measure word meaning
and paragraph meaning.

Analysis of Variance and t Tests.
analysis of variance.

One-way classification for

The hypotheses to be tested were:

(l)

There is no difference in mean achievement of the three groups in

arithmetic computation, knowledge of concepts, and applications as measured by
the st;an.ford Inte:nnediate II Arithmetic Test, Fom.

x.

Separate scores are

obtained :f'or arithmetic compu.tation, knowledge of concepts, and applications.
( 2) There is no interaotit>n variance between the three methods of teaching and arithmetic computation, knowledge of concepts, and applications as

measured by the stanford Intermediate II Arithmetic Test, Fom.

x.

The table

on page 92 indicates the experimental. design for this portion of the study.
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'!'able

V

Experimental Desig;n :for Stud¥ing the Influence of' Three DU'.ferent Method.a
of Instruction upon 'l'hree Kinds of Achievement

A:

Type of
Achievement

B: Method ot Inst.Nction
2. Exper. l
J. EY.per. 2

l. Control l

(C1)

(E2)

(BJ.)

l. Computation

A1Bi

A182

A1B3

Al

2. Concepts

"213i

'21!2

¥3

~

A3B.J.

AJ~

A3B_;

A3

IrJ:

12

""··'3

..

.,

Applica:'.;ions

(3) There is no difference in mean achievement of' the three groups as
:measured by the St.an.ford Modern Matbema.ties Concepts Test, Intermediate II,
Fom

x.
The F ratio, with a

.05 level of significance,

was used to determine

Instrwn.ents designed to meuure learning outcomes a.re ineapa.ble
fying less tangible dimensions of learning.

teacher to determine reasons

for~

or

identi-

Subjective evaluation by the

significant di.fferenoes in mathematics

achievement found at the end of the echool year was p1anned.

The pu1wposes of Chapter III were twofold:

(l) to describe the methods of

procedure used in the study, and (2) to indicate the evaluative instrumants
used a.s sources of data. and the ld.nd.s of inf'ormation to be obtained.
1

Information relative to the instNctional aondit:toa basic to the study;

i
L~·e., grouping of pupils, teaching procedure, instructional :materials, the

9.3
1m:;truotor, and student body, ia described in some detail.
inst~1ts

The evaluative

used for pretesting and poatteBting are indicated.

Tho chapter concludes with a. statement

or tbe

hypotheses to be tested in

thi:J atwfy' or the effect of a series ot thirty-me television lessons,
desiened to enrich and supplemant pupils' leam.illg experiences, on achievement
in fifth grade mathomaties.

CHAPl'ER IV
IBSULTS OF TIC STUDY

Introduction
As indicated in Chapter III, all fifth grade pupils enrolled 1n the DeWitt

Clinton School in sept.ember,
tfl.e

1967, and

who remained in atteradance throughout

school year, sened as subjects tor this study.

A random method was used

for gmuping into the control (Ci,) and two experimental. classes
preceding testing.

(Bi

and

32)

The OJ.group did not viet.r the teleoourse, ?biem Ma.th

v,

but

.followed the oou.roo of stud;r prescribed. for fifth grade pupils in the Chicago

PUblic ·Schools. The

E1.

and ~ groups viewed the

telecourse (twenty minutes

weekly) in ad.dit:l.an to fallowi.ng the prescribed course of atudy.

Tbe E group

2

was prepared to1, and pa:rtia1pated in, discussions both before and after the
telecasts.

The olaasrocn teacher, Who taught all three gl"WP8 1 11:mited cla.ss-

roan discussion ot the N lessons vith the

Bi gl'OUP to

questiona raised by the

pupils a.ft.er the telecasts.

Ftndinp
llll fi!'tll grade pupils were given the Otis Quick-Scoring :Mental Ability
Teat, Beta Test, Fonn .tin., in September, 1967.

The mean and median IQ and the

standard deviatioo of the IQ for ea.oh group ic given in Table VI.

Table VI
IQ Scores Derived from the Otis Quick-3corl...ng Hent.al Ability
·rest, Beta Test, Fom Em, for the Control and Experiloontal
Classes in the Fif'th Grade Ha.thetlatics Television Experiment,

Septem:>er, 1967

-

-

IQ
T<,:Jt

Ei

ll

Ci

27

10}.~'J.

-

Mean

Methods Averages
H

27

110.0

Medi en

109.U

107.635

11.32

SD

9.560

Total Group
N

F'2

27 106.>5

N

Average

81

ioc;.ns

ia>.o
6.227

mean IQ for the c1, E1, and ~ groups were 109.Sl, 109.ll, and 10855,
respect:i.vely. The average IQ tor the group of 81 pupils was 109. QS. Twenty-

The

seve11 pipils were in each of the three graupa involved. in the stuey-.
The fil"St atep in the anal.1'sia

ot achievement test data was to determine

the mean and median aoorea and standard deviation of the scores for each group
on each test.

Form U of the Stanf'ord Rea.ding Test, Intermediate II, 3tan:f.'ord

f'.rit,hmetic Test, Inten'ilOdiate II, and Stanford Modern Mathematics Concepts

Teat, Int.emedia.te :CI bad been administered at the beginni.ng of the school. At
the close ot the year, Form I of each ot theae tests was given to all filth
grade pupils.

(See Appendix E.)

The primary responsibility for read.ing instruction lq with a teacher

other than the one wo taught mathematioa to the three groups involved in the

l

study.

'1'he results

or

the test in :r&ading g1wn at the beginning and close 0£

the school year appear in Table VII.

'"
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Table VII
Grade Scores and Stand.a.rd Deviation Derived :t:rma the st.an.ford Achievement
Test in Reading, Intermediate II, tor the Control and Experimental Classes in
the FUtb Grade Mathematica '.l'el.n:l.aion .:~t, 1967-68

ME'l'IDDS SCORES

TEST

Ci
Form

w

M 9-67

Ki

Form Fom

Form

w

I

6-68

Fom Form

Fom Fom

x

Gain N

w
x
6-68
9-67

6-68

Gain

2.oi; 27

5.07 6.54 l.47 81 4.96 6.$4

l.58

x

Gain N 9-67 6-68

Total Group

E.z

w

Gain N 9-67

WOrd
Meaning

Mean

27 5'.26 6.49

l.23 27

4.55 6.60

Median

>.o

6.50

4.60 6.50

SD

l.16 1.53

o.85 l.J5

$.16 6.21
.99

l.b4

Paragraph

Meaning
Mean

27

5.21 6.49

l.28 27 4.90 6.16 1.26 27 4.96 6.LJ 1.47 81 5.02 6.)6

Median

5.18 6.40

4.70 5.70

4.88 6.)8

SD

1.08 l.66

1.22 l • .30

1.56 l •.39

l.34

'8.
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At tho beginning of the school year, the niean grade level scores in trord

meaning for the

CJ., BJ., and E2 groups were 5•.3, 4.6, and 5.l, respectively. A

the close of tba yea:r, the mean grade level scores in word meaning tor these
three groups irore
gain (2.05 years).

6.5, 6.6,

and 6.5.

The

E:J.

group had made the greatest meax1

Thu group was tho hOJ!Broom group of the teacher

responsible tor the reading p:rogn.va tor the three groups.

Bi

She instructed the

group in all subjects but. arithmetic and writing.

The mean grade level scores in paragraph meaning tor the
groups in September, 19671 were 5.2,

4.9, and

o£ these three groups wre, reapactivel.T,

s.o.

6.S, 6.2,

Ci,

E1 , and E2
In June ot 1968 the scores
and

6.4. Table VII

indicates that the E2 group appeared to have ma.de tbe greatest gain in

paragraph meaning, although dirterenaes were
l)ir.lng

maau.

the school year, according to the teat results, the group as a.

whole made a ~t greater gain in word meaning (l• .58 years) than in paragraph meaning (l.34 years).

Table VIII 8WJlll.\rises the results ot the stantoro. Achievement Tests in
Arithmetic admin1.stered. at the beginning and close of the 1967-68 school year.

\

Table VIII
Grade Scores and Standard .llnia.tian Derived from the Stani'ord ;'Chievatlent

Test in Arithmetic, Intermediate II,, tor the Control and Experiment.al Classes in
the Fifth Grade Ma.thematics Tel.eviaion E:q>eriment• 1967-66

TEST

ME'l'!lOOS SCORES

cl

BJ.

Fom Form
ir

x

Fonn

w

Total Group

B2
J:,

t'~

9•.61 6...68 Gain u 9-61

6_66

Gain ll

4.67

6.<Yl 1.40 27 4.Ll

5.59

l.18 27 4.26

4.$4
0.84

$.64

4.)0 6.19

1.04

o.78

27 5.27 6.54 l.27 27 4.94

6.60

N

Form
l1

Form Form
TT
I

Form

9-67 6-68 Gain

!~

Forra

x

9-67 6-68

Computa.timi

Mean

27

Median

4.70 6.30

SD

o.81. o.98

6.~

l.60 8l

4.4

5.59

1.5

6.6

1.4

6.3

0.9

l.l.8

Concepts
Mean

l.66 27 5.41 6.58 l.ll 81 5.2

Medi.an

5.40 6.10

4.80

6.56

5.20 6.78

SD

l.2J l.26

l.24

l.$5

0.97 l.26

27 5.W. 6.Lh l.OJ 27 5.28

6.10

Applications

Mean

5.17 6.60

$.18

6.oo

5.42 6.31 o.89 81 5.4
5.40 5.89

l.69 l.68

l.43

1.38

l.20 1.)6

0.82 27

99

sepai"ato teats measure arithmetic computation, concepts, and applications.
1~an grade scores in arithmetic coorpitation at. the beginning of the school year

h.7, 4.h,

~re

and

4.3 tor

tbe

31,

CJ_,

32

and

Hean grade scores in

groups.

a.ritlll!letic cQT!i>Utation at the end of the school year for the

groups irere respectively, 6.1,
by

this test was for tho

5.6,

~ group

and 6.1.

CJ., :S1,

and E2

1'be greatest man ga.in indicated

(1.6 years) as compaed to 1.4 and 1.2 years

for the C1 and E1 groups.

Mean grade scores tor the Ci,,

J3i 1

uero 5•.3, 4.9, and 5.5

in September,

aco1"Ca on this portion

ot the

and

E2 grmipa in a.ritllnetic concepto

1967.

In June,

1968, the mean

Stanford Aehi.eYmJllmt Tost tor the

groups wre 6.5, 6.6, and 6.6, reapectivel.TJ the
compared to l. 3 years and l.l yea.rs tor the

Ei

Ci and

grade

<Ji, Eii

and

:s2

group gained 1.7 years as

~

groups.

Mean grade scores in a.r:f.tbmetio applicaticnu, as measured by the St.an.ford

Achievomant Test, were

5.4, 5.3,

5.4

for the

ei, Bi'

and E2 groups in
September, 1967. Eni-of'-the-year mean grade scores .f'or the three groups in
and

arithmetic applications were 6.4, 6.1, and 6.J tor the respective groups.
Group diff'eroncoo in mean gain in grade score in a.r:tthmet1c applications were
slight.

According to the test results, the greatest mean gain for the total. group
was made in arithmetic cmpu.tat1on (l.S years) as compared to l.4 ;;-oars in

I arithmetic concepts and • 9 years in arithmetic applications.
i grade

score for tlle entire group in June,

~

J aa ooq>ared to

i

\

The highest momi

1968, was 6.6 (arithmetic concepts)

5.9 (arithmetic computation) and 6.J (arithmetic applications).

Table IX sunll1W."'izea the results obtained on the two .forms of the Sta.n.f'ord

~~,~---~-~-=~·"·---------------~---------------

?..aw Scores a.:n.d standard Deviation Derived £rom the .l;anford Modem Ma.thematics
Concepts Test, Intemediate II, for the Control and Eltperimental Clasaes in the
Fifth Grade 11.athematica Television ~rlment, 1967-681

HE'l'IIODS SC0t1ES

TESr

~

~

Total Group

Form Fom

Form Form

Form Form

?

Ci
Hodem

Form

w

Form

x

w x
u 9-67 6-68

Ma.thematic3
Coneept,s

N

Hean

27 l6.1a u-.04 1.66 27 l.5.67

9-67 6-68 Gain

11.62 2s.o

Median

w

x

u 9-67 6-68

Gain

x

u 9-67 6-68

Gain

2S.48 9.81 27 15.74 24.59 8.85 81

15.67 22.;

4.70 7.37

SD

w

Gain

).90 6.0J

15.33 25.0
s.22 6.60

l:rruman L. Kelley et al, authors of the stantord AclWm:nent Test, Intermediate II, Modem Ha.thematics Concepts Test,, 1n t1ii directions for admtniisterlng the test, note the following raw- scores,
corresponc:H:ng stanines, and classifications 1
2neginning or Grade 5 ( september through December)
.lEnd of Grade , o~ through June)
Scores
Stanim
Scores
sta :.nc

l-13

l4-2J
24-38-1-

l, 2, 3

4, 5, 6
1, 8, 9

Belm1 Average
Average

Hell Above
Average

l-16

17-27
28-41-1

l, 2, J

4, 5,

6
7, 8, 9

Below Avera&re

Average
Well Above
Average

....
8

The I:!odcm

~1athamat,:tcs

Concepts Test waa designed a.a a measure

Qbjectj:vcs of r:1od.ere1 Illt'l-theraatics progrwas.
~c.>t1t

:3pooial.

~hn.sia

ot

the cur1--ent,

·was placed an tho

of cmoepts essential to au understanding and application ot
Raw scores on the test may be translated into peroent:.iles

aodern :matruwJatics.

and stanines. Grade scores or grade eq\rl.vaJ..enta were not developed 11!:>ecause it
18 believed that the present &,'Tadatioa:i of the modem math€llllatics curriculum is

L

not auf'fioiently standardized to i·m.rran;c use of such a score scale. 11
Tho moon rm-1 scores

for the

ics Concepts Toat in September,
Percentile ranka o£

42, 38,

and

CJ., ;_:1 ,

and ~ groups Cll the Hod.em Hath.em.a.t-

1967, wre 1.6.2, 15. 11 and 15. 7, respectively.

.38

are. given

tr.r the authors of

the test for the

above scores lmm1 the test is administered at the beginning oi' Grade

The

llle£1l1

rm: scores tor the CJ.,

BJ.,

5.

and ~ groups on the aecand. f 01"'t1 of

the test, administered at the close of the year, were 24.0, 2$.5 and 24.6J the
correspond.in[:

percentil<~

at the close of Grade

ranks trn: the scofta, ·whoo tile ·teat is administered

5, were 62, 68,

the three groups in stanine

5 at the

at.anine 6 at the close of the

and 6li.

'l'be raw scores placed each. 0£

beginning of the yearJ each grou.1> uas in

year. A pupil in stanine 4, 5, or 6 is con-

As a second step 1u the analysis of achievement test data, mean di.t"terlllCee

in achieTement between the C11

iatt tests administered at the close

E>J.,
ot

and ~ groups cm ea.oh 0£ the ach:i.ave-

the scl100l year

was

determined.

___ ______________________________
Anal;ysis of var.ta.nee of the scores on each test
,

waa undertaken to determine

_,

102
whether or not. sigaU1oant difteraucea ax:l.ated between the three methoda
gl."CRlP'•

*8n and

1186\11

41.tterencu betWMn the ttu. groups in achie'VllllMmt aoorea

on the 1'98dlng subtuta,

Table X.

~

Mt'lling and

~

lteaning, are ab.own in

~~-'""·~

TlillI,.:~

~

'.~:

Grade S:ore t»ans and Mean DU'fereneas on Stanford ~1aading Teat (June, 1968)
Amc1lg Cmt:rol. and Elq»ri:mental Glasses 1n tbe l"i!'th Grade liat.hematies 'l'eleTiaion ~:dment

TEST

!Eian Differences in Grade Scores

Grade Score Means

~

1~2-01

,,...,_

i:.2-''l

B1-C1

.<Xi

-1- .u

.,....~

Ci

Bi

11emting

6.49

6.60

6.$4

-1-

.os

-

~
Meaning

6.49

6.16

6.43

-

.06

+.21

Word

-

.33

...,
8

.--------------------1
104

The Word Meaning subtest of the stantord Rea<Ung Test administered 1n

June, 1968, indicated the :mean grade scores

6.49, 6.60,
of

one

and 6.$4.

or the Ci• E.J.•

to be

two groups ws

Tbs greatest difference found between

.u

1

score.

grade

The Paragraph ?iMni;na subtest indicated the

be

and~ gf'OUps

6.h9, 6.16,

an.cl

6.43.

The greatest

c1 ,

Ei•

and E2 grade scores to

mean ditterence found between two

.J) ot one grade soon.

groups was

Table XI gives the results

or

the unaJ<lld..s ot grade scores on the

Stanford Reading Teat in Word Jieamng adJD1niet.ered in Jun.e, J,968.

In this

table the columns frtlll left to l":lght g.t:n the sources ot variance, the smn of
squares, the mnber ot degreee

o.t b'eedcm.1

the variances, and the F ratio.

An~s o.f variance .tor the subtest on Wcml Meantag sbolled a lack of signifi•

I

I

Si.nee F is leas than l.O, the null :tvPotbesis ill accepted.
Table II
t~s

i
I

of Variance of Grade Scores on Stanf'ord

Reading
Test in W'om }1eaning (June, 1968) Aaong Ex:per:baltal and. Control

CJ.asses in the Filib Grade Mathmatica Televiaion

Components
Between groups
Within groups

Total

Sum ot

Squares

dt

.1647

2

JS6.04J.9

78

1$6.2066

60

~t

Variance

.0823S

I

-

F

-

---

The analysis of variance for the subtest on Paragraph Meaning ia given ill
Table XII.

The data is arranged in the same form as that in Table XI.

A

I

I

.0412

2.0005

I

I

I

!

10$

I

comparison ot the between-group variance with that within the groups, .83$ and
2.129, gives an F of .392, (dt 2 and 76).

Again, since F is less than 1.0 the

null l>Jpothesis is accepted.
Table XII
AnaJ.7ais of Variance of Gr3de Scores on Stantord Reading
Test in Paragraph Meaning (June, 1968) Among Experimental. and Control
Classes in the Fitth Grade Mathematics Television Experlment

Between groups
Within groups
Total

SUm ot Squares

df'

Variance

l.67

2

.8)$

166.09

78

2.129

167.76

BO

Means and mean differences of the three methods groups,

cl, BJ.,

F

.392

and E2,

in the three subtests ot the Stanford Arithmetic Teat are given in Table XIII.
The three subtests are in the areas ot arithmetic comptltation, concepts, and
applications.
the C1, Ei,,

Scores on this test, administered in June, 1968, indicate that

and~

groups reoeiftd grade scores of 6.07, $.59, and 6.06 in

arithmetic compitation.

The greatest dif'terence in scores between the three

groups, that of the E;J_ and C:i, groups, was .48 of a grade score, fawrirlg the

Ci

group.
The teat in arithmetic concepts gave scores of 6.54, 6.60, and 6.S6 for

the Ci,

BJ.,

and ~ gr :1\lpS.

Differences between the three grwps ran.pd from

.02 to .06 of' a grade score.
In arJ.thlletic applications, the three groups receiwd scores of

6.44,

106

6.10, and 6• .31, respectivaly.
and

Ci

The greatest difference, that between the

groups, was .34 of a grade score, favoring the

Ci

group.

Ei

~

Table llII
Grade Score ?Jeans and Mean DU'terences on stantord Arithmetic Test. (June, 1968) Among
Control and Exper1menta.l. Cl.uaes in the FUth Grade Mathematics Television Experiment

TEST

Mean DU'terencea in

Grade Score Means

Grade

Scores

c,_

Ei

E2

Erl

ErEi

Ei-C1

Caapitati '.Jl'l

6.(jf

5.;9

6.~

-.01

+.47

-.48

CODCepts

6.S4
6.44

6.60

6.S8

+.04

-.02

+.06

6.10

6.Jl

-.13

+.21

-.34

Applications

....

S3

100
~is

or

variance ot scores of the three groups on the stanford

Arithmetic Teat, administered in June,

1968, appear

in Table XIV.

The four

estimates 0£ popul.atiou variance-parts of test (computation, concepts, and
applications), •tboda ot teaching interact.ion, within aets-appear in this
table. Each of the first three estimates or population variance, which
represent possible special contr:Lbutiona Nsulting trm varied exper.f.men tal
conditions, is caupared with the fourth, "within sets" variance.

given in the table.

F ratios a.re

,

~----·

Table XIV
Allalyais of Variance ot Grade Scores on stantol"d Aritl'Dlletie Test (June, 1968)
Anong ExperiJlental. and Control Cl.uses in the fifth Grade Mathematics television Experiment
"ti'...+ .•

Sou.rce ot Variance

Parts of Test (i.e.,
Computation,

Sam of
Squares

18.12404

ot

Reof!red
fatio
• pt
.01 pt

dt

Variance

F Ratio

2

9.GS202

S.167

).03660

4.62)0

i.Sl4689

.87)

J.0,3660

4.62)0

.J72

2.4cu

J.40915

Concepts,
Appl.1cat10ll8 )

Methods of Teaching

).069376

2

Interaction

2.614822

4

Within Sets
Total

.6S370SS

hl.0.40Ll

2.lh

l.7SJ8

llX

XU:

IXI

4.lh.212340

242

Ill

XIX

xxx

Ill

I-'

~

uo
In determining the significance o! dit.f'erences 1n mean differences, the

critical difference was calculated at the S percent and l percent levels

or

signi.i'icance. The critical. differences were ).0.)6 (5 percent level) and

u.625) l percent level).

Table XIV indicates a lack of significance of mean

differences between the three 111ethods groups in teat results on
arithmetic subtest• (F •

.s1s,

tit 2 and 234).

~

of the th

All ditterencee between methods

of instruction are considered. to be d'1e to chance Tariations and, there.tore,
lacking in statistical aipiticance. SimUar]Jr, the F tor interaction was
found to be decidedly insignificant (F • .372, dt

4 and

234).

However, Table XIV indicates that a significant difference occurred wit
tbe three groups in performance on the aa.rithmetic computation, arithmetic

concepts, and arithmetic applications subteata ot the Stantord Arithmetic Test
(F

= 5.1637,

df 2 and 2.34).

It was necessary, therefore, to test for

significance of subtest d.U'.terencea within each group. The results of t tests
indicated

one difference to be signifi.cant-that of the E1 group, whose
mean grade scores in arithaetic computation (5.59) and arithmetic concepts
~

(6.60) a difference ot l.OJ. years, gave a t ratio of 2. 797.

ratio at the S percent

and

l percent. levels are 2.056 and 2.779.

It wUl be recalled that the

the onlJr di:::icussian relatiw

t\:i

Ei group Viewed the telecast we&kll'J

bowewr

the series arose tram pupil-initiated ques-

tions answered by the clue or teacher through discussion.

indicated that the

The required

Bi group made the greatest

Table VIII

gain during the school ,.ear, as

measured by the Stanford Arithmetic Teat, in the area of arithmetic concepts,
and the

least gain in arithmetic CClll'IPltation. As has been stated, however,

none or the end-ot-the-,-ear dif'ferences in grade scores in arithmetic

lll

acbieVelllGnt between the '1_ 1 El' and E2 groups were statistically significant.
Mean and mean differences in raw scores of the three methods groups on
the stanford Modem Mathematics Concepts Teat (June, 1968) a.re given in

2u.>9

Raw scores for the

The greatest difference, that

group.

Cii

E1 , and E2 groups were 24.04, 2$.46, and
items correct out of a possible total ot $4 items contained in the test.

Ttble XV.

or 1.44

items, favored the

Ei

group over the

cl

'

Table XV
Raw Score Means and Mean Ditterences on the st.anf'ord Modem Mathematica Concepts Test
(June, 1968) AmaDg Control aDd Experimental. Cl.aaaes in the Fifth Grade Mathematics
Televtsion Experiment

Modem

Mathematics

Mean Dtt.ferenees ill Raw Scores

Haw' Score Meaas

TES'?

Ci

Ei

E2

24.04

2S.h8

24.59

ErC1

+.54

Ez-E1

-.89

Ei-ci
+1.w.

Concepts

~

ll3
Table XVI giws the results of the a:aal¥sis of raw scores on the three

groups en the Stanford !blem Mathematics '?eat giftn in June, 1968. In this

table, again, the source ot vmance, the sum of squuea, the number ot
degrees

ot freedom, the variance,

].eft to right.

A compa:·1.son

and the F ratio appear in the oolU'llllS from

ot the "between groups" and "within groups"

estimates ot population variance was made.

Results ot the comparisona

indicated a lack of aignif'ioance of ditterencea between the three groups 1n
understanding of modem m.r.thematica conoG!'ts (F • •)OS, dt 2 and 78).

F is lees than l.O, the null }Vpotheais is accepted.

Since

All differences between

methods ot instruction are considered t.o be due to chance variations and,
therefore, lack statistical sipit1cance.
f abl.e XVI

Ana.lJ'sis of Variance ot Raw Scores on stanrord Modem
Mathematics Concepts 'l'est. (June, 1968) Allong Experiaental and

Control Classes in the Fifth Grade Mathematica Television Experiment

Components

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

sua of Squares

F

28.$147

2

.3876.2227

78

3904.737h

80

Su!!&l7
Pretestips in September, 1967,

or

all pupils iD the tests 1.ndicated,

ytelded the following Wormation tor the

numbered 27 students. Grouping or pupils,

Cii Bi,

and E2 groups.

Each group

by a randomized procedure, preceded

testing.

(l) Mean scores tor the three groups on the otia QJ.ick-Sooring Mental
Ability Test, Beta Test, Form Ia were u tollows 1

C:a.

109.Sl

Ei

109.ll

~

i~.ss

The average IQ for ti. total group vu 109.06.
(2) Mean acorea in word •aning and p&l"8grapb msantng, as measured by the

st.anfol'd Reading Test, Intermdiate II, Fol'll W, tor the three groups, were as

follows•
Word MeanSng

Paragraph Meaning

C:a.

s.26

Ci

5.21

Ei

4.ss
s.01

El

4.90

E

4.96

E2

2

The mean total P'0'1P score 1n vo:ftl meaD1ng was 4.96 and in paragraph meaning,

5.02,

1n September,

1967.

(3) Haan scores 1n arithmetic c01llpltat1on, al"ithatic concepts, and

arithmetic applications, u aeuured b7 the Stanford Arithemtic Test,
Intermediate II, Form

w,

were u followat

us
Concepts

Computation

Applications

Ci

4.67

01

s.21

Ci

~

4.lil

Ei

4.94

Bi

s.u
s.2a

~

4.26

~

5.47

E2

5.42

Total ll"OUP means in COllpltation, coccepts, and applications were, respectively,

,.2,

4.4,

and

s.4.

(4} The stantord Teat in 1".oderu. Mathematics Concepts, Inten.diate II,

w,

Form

Tielded the following •au raw acorea tor the three groupsa
C:a.

16.18

Ei

lS.67

~

lS.74

The anrage score tor the total group vu

52 points.

Grade

S.

the Otis

Scores of

15.86, out

or

a possible total of

14 to 23 were considered "a.wrage •1 at

the beginning of

Thus, it can be aeen that companbility of groups was achieved on
~ck

Scorlng Mental Abilit7 '.rest, stantord Reading Test,

~anf'ord

Arithmetic Tut, and stantord Test in Modem Mathauatics Concepts.

Poatteatt91 of all plpila in June, 1968, ou Font I ot the three a.chine•
ment tests uaed at the

begi.nrd.Dg of

the aohool year indicated the following1

(1} Mean tor each gmup on the Stanford Reading Teet, Intermediate II,
Form

x.
Word Meaning

~Meaning

6.4'

6.60

Ci
Bi

6.54

~

6.43

"'l

6.49

Ei
~

6.16

-

U6

The c , E , and E2 groups gained 1.2), 2.os, and 1.47 school years in
1 1
word meaning and 1.281 1.26, and 1.47 school years in pangraph maning, as

measured by the test. '!'be total group gained l.SS years in word meaning and
i.34 years in paragraph meaning.
Analysis of variance ot grade score gain tor each of the su.btests on word
meaning and paragt"aph meaning shoved a lack of signiticance of differences be-

tween the three group averages.

'?here.tore, the mlll bn>othesis was accepted.

(2) Mean for each group on the st.anf'ord Arithmetic Teat, Intermediate II,
Form

x.
Concepts

Computation

Applications

cl

6.07

cl

6.54

cl

6.114

Ei

s.59

Ei

6.6o

El

6.10

~

6.06

~

6.$8

~

6.)1

The

°i' ~·

and E2 groups grew 1.40, l.18,, and 1.80 yeara in arithmetic

CJlllPlt&tion, 1.271 1.66, and l.ll yean in arithmetic cmcepte1 and i.03,
0.82, and o.89 79ars in applications a.a measured by the teat.
The total group gained

l.S, 1.4,

and o. 7 yea.rs

tn arithmetic computation,

concepts, and applications aa measured by the teat.

AnalTais of va.r.lance of grade score

or mean difterencea

between

gain

indicated a lack of signU"icance

the three methods grmpa on &IV' of the three

subt.ests. One dUi'enmce, signU'1cant at the l$ lnel, occurred in the
performance ot the

(5.59)

and

Ei group,

whose mean scores in arithmetic computation

ar:l.thmetic cmoepta (6.60) repreaented a ditferen.ce of l.OJ. years.

(3) Raw score means for each group

on the st,anford Modem Mathematics

117
eoncepts rest, Intermediate II, Form X, were as fr)Uows:

cl

24.04

Bi

"5 ,1.

....

~

24.59

,"

1"2

c

, \• and E groupa gained 7.86, 9.81, and 8.65 points, respective2
1
lY on the test.
The

The total group gained

6.84 pointsJ its

24. 70 out of a possible 52 points.
school year are considered

Analysis

or

11

raw score in June,

1968, was

Scores of 17 to 27 1n June or the Grade 5

~rage. "

variance of raw score gain ind.ica.ted a la.ck

or

significance

of differences between the three groups in understanding of modem ma.thematics

concepts.

CHAPrER V

SUMMARY AND COMCWSIONS

The

purpose of this study' was to determine the effect of a series of

thi rt;y-one television lessons designed to enrich and supplement pupils' leaming

experiences on a.chievment in fifth grade mathematics.
One of the Chicago Area School TeleVision, Inc. {CAST) offerings tor the

1967-68 school year, Modem Math V, a. wee1¢1, twenty-l'd.mlte program produced
by the Denver Pu.blic Schools,

was selected as suitable for purposes o.f this

study.
The

5 in the

data population consisted ot the eighty-one pupils enrolled in Jirode
~Tiitt,

Clinton School in ::Spt. ember, 1967, who remn.ined at the school

t.h:i."Ough June, 1968.

By

a. rand.omized procadu1"e, these pupils were divided into

the following classes required tor the study:

This elo.ss was a control class, taught
by' the teacher serring the ~ and E2
classes. This group did not vi.ow
the telecasts.
Class 2 (!\)

This class was an experimental class,
taught partially by television and
partially by the classroom teacher.
The teacher did not prepare tm class
tor the telecasts. Following the
telecast, when the class met, any
questims regarding tbs progJ. w uere
discussed and answered.

ua

ll9
Class 3 (T:n )

'·

Thia class tfaa an experimental. class,
taught partially by television and
pa.rt,ially by the classroom teacher.
The teacher prepared the class for
each telecast. After the telertsion
lesson, the teacher !ollwed up with di.a·
eu5sion, review, and evaluat.1on1 taking

into account the wgeationa of the
teleV'iaion teacher and the suggestions
for each lesson in the Teachers Guide:
Mathematics
prepared 'tor ttie teliiis1on
aei"les.

z,

The

~ and E

2

groups, then, receivad twenty minutes of televised.

i.DStru.ction weekl1' in addition t.o the usual daily .tortty-nd.mlte period of
:1.nStru.ction which tollowed the course of study as outlined in mathematics
teachiDg

~

for the Chicago Public 3::hools.

The cooperating teacher, who taught the tlu'ee ol.asses, baa ae"9d the

Chicago Public School system tor JIWV' yea.rs.
Teaching ot Mathematics.

Her Master• s degree is in

~he

3Je has canducted tn-nmce tra.irrl.ng w0rksbopa in

modem mathmatics for Chicago echool teachen.

teleT1fd.on instrw::tion in mathematics u part.

~

In the past, she has used

her classroom work.

The eval.us.tiw instruments used included the tollowtng1

INTELLIGENCE

'l'ESJ.'

otia Qu.ick:-SCor!.ng Mental Ability, Beta Tut, RaViaed.1

Form Em

Stanford Intermediate II £leading 'l'&at, Fom W
stantord Inter.mediate II Reading Teat, Form X

ARITHMETIC TESI'S
st;anford Intermediete II Ar:l.thmet.ic Test, Form W
Stanford Intermediate II Arithmetic Teat, Form X
;:

i

tfl...,,,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ .
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sta.ni'ord llaiem I1ath.ematics Concepts Teat, Intermediate II,
Form~·~·

stanford Mcxlem Ha.thematics Concepts Test, I:ntennediate II,
Form X
Tll.6 int.elligenae test and achievement tests were a.dm!nistered at the beginning

o! the school year.

The second f'om of each achi~nt test was administered

at the cloae of the school 19ar.
The l\fpotbsaea to be tested were:

(l) 'l'bere is no d:.lfference in mean achiewmnt

ot

the three groups in

ar:tthtootic computation, knowledge of concepts 1 and. applications as measured by
the Stanford Intermediate II Arithmetic Test, Fom I.
( 2) There is n;) interaction variance between the three methods of

teaching and arithmetic compu.taticm, knowledge of concepts, and &R>lications
as me8Sl.l.red by the stantord Intennediate II Arithmetic Teat, Fon

x.

(.3) 'l'heN is no ditterence in mean achievement ot the three groups as
measured by the stanto:d Mod.em Ha.thematics Concepts Test, Intenl1ediate II,

The F ratio, with a

significant results.

.as level of s1gui.tioance, vu used to detemd..ne

teftla of .01 was so reported.

Among the tables aet up

(l)

to compare the three groups were those

IQ Soore derived f'rGn the Ot.is Qm.ck-Soortog Mental .Ab1lity

(2) Grade Scores and Standard Dev:Lation derived i'rcm the
sta.nford Achievement Test in Beading, Forsu w and X
(J)

giTing1

Grade ,~ores and standard Deviation der!.wd from the
Stantom JWhi~t Test 1n Aritbmetie, Forms wand X

(4) Rav Scores and Sta.ndard De'V'iatian derived fl'Ql1 the
Stanford Modem Mathtaatics Concepts Test 1 Forms W and X
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(5) Analysis oi: Variance 0£ Grade Scores on the Stanford
:teading Test, Fom

Moaning

x,

in Word Meaning and Paragraph

(6) Analysis of Variance of' Grade Scoma an the Stanford
.ti..rithmatic Teat, Form X, in computation, concepts,
and applicati )ns

(7) AnaJ.7sia of Variance of i.taw Scores on the Stanford
Modem Hathematics Concepts Test, Form x.

Results of the study indicated. that tw: of the I>nx>theses to be tested

(1) There is no different e in mean ach.ievStlent of the three groups in

arithmetic cooq>utation, knowledge of concepts, and applications as measured
by

the stanf'ord Intermediate II Arithmetic Test, Form

x.

(2) There is no difference in mean achievement 0£ the three groups a.a
measured by the Stanf':1rd Modem ?.ZS.thematics Concepts Test, Iutermod:ia.te II,
Form

x.
The third

~basis

to be tested was stated as followsa

'l'b.ere is no interaction var.la.nee bet'W\8ell the three methods ct teaching
and arithmetic cmnpu.tat1on, knowledge of concepts, and application.a as
rooasu.red by the sta.nrord Intel'WKliate II Ar:tthmetic Teat 1 Form
the F. ratio, with a

x.

Here again,

.05 level or significance, was used to determine

signi:f'icant reaults.

In one instance, a comparison of mean achievement in a.r:Lthmetic

COID?ltatian and arithmetic concepts :tor the
found to be statistically significant.

£i

group, the difference vas

Inasntch as

only one of three possible

.. differences was atatisticaJ.l.y' signU'icant,, this eypothesis is accepted, also.

·-------------------------------.
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It is apparent, from Table VIII, that the san grade score of the E:t_
group in arithmetic concepts, when tested at the beginning of the school year,

was

salle'tma:t lotfer (4.9) than that of either the c1 ($.3) or~ (5.5) group.

At the end or the school year, group difterences in mean grade scores in
arithmetic concepts were negligible.

Fu.rt.her, the mean grade ecore in

Bi group {5.6) at the close ot the school Y'8a:t' was still
irell below that of the Ci (6.1) and E2 (6.1) >"'OUP8• It mq be that emphasis
computation for the

on understanding of' arithmetic concepts in both telecasts and regular classroom work helped the \

group reach the lEmil

at

to be noted, too, that teat results indicate the

the two other groups.

c;_

It is

group, which did not view

the telecasts, gained l.l years 1n understanding of arithmetic concepts (as
measured by the teat), aa cc:apared to a g:rowth of 1.1 years for the E group,
2
which was prepared for telecast vicnd.ng and engaged in follow-up di9Q'llsaion
o! the telecaata.
On the basis of olasar,m performance in discuslion, practice, and unit

tests, the teaemir of the three airtbmetic groups anticipated. no significant
differences in achievement would be found.

She noted that the \

group was

the most difficult to reach and expected that group to peri'om less well than

the other tw en end-ot-the-7ear tests.
found easiest to reach.

The E group, her homeroom, she

2

It is probable that bet.tor rapport was established

I! with the homeroom group because

the greater part of the school dq was spent

j with that group.

l

A number 0£ other factors t!Je¥ have contributed t.:· the failure of the 11_

. and ~ groups to achieve results ouperior to those of the

c1

group.

the classes wore given fort;y minutes of arithmetic instruction

Each of

da.UT· Tb.e

•W'·~·-----------------------------
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pupils tmo viewed the telecasts received an additional twenty minutes of
arithmetic inatructi m

we~.

It is apparent that the pc.>Wer of the telev:i.sed

instruction vould haw to be great in order to be reflected in significant
differences in achievement test scores. The teacher of the three groups felt

that the number of concepts introduced in a 81.ngle leuon was, at time:>, too
great for t.he three groupe she taughtJ the pttpils were unable to ask meaning•
fUl questions because they understood too little

ot what

had been presented in

a single telecast.
Further, it is possible that pupil achievement vu not reflected in the
cr.Lter:ton tests used.

The tests ma, not be sufticientl.T refined to detect

ditferenaes between the three groups.
ScNrces

ot

in.formation ava.Uable to students, other than the telecasts

and class1"'00ll1 presentations 1 poaaibJT reduced the probability or obtaining
significant differences.

There vu no way to evaluate help pupils received

from other students or their parents.
On the

basis or the test scores obtained and anal;rzed b,y' the anal;rsis or

variance, the folloldng conoluaions seem. to be valid within the limits 0£ thia

stu.d3•
l.

Viewing televised arithmetic instruction (i.e. 1 a twenty M1nute

weekly telecast throughout a Bingle acbool year) as a supplement to the

conventional. ins&rw:rt.ional pr>gl'811 at the titth grade level tailed to produce

significant differences in achievement test scores f&'f'Oring either group or
pupils who viewed the telecast over the group vhieh bad conventional

instruction

onq.

No ldgnU'icant differences were found 1n the performance

o.f the three groups in ari.tbnatic cOJOpU.ta.tion, a.rltbmetic concepts,
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arithmetic applications, or modem ma.thematics concepts teets.
2.

?rupaJ:*iug t.be class for a ·weekl;y matb.eii'.lar.ics telecast and follmr...ng

the telocaat

vievr.1.nJ

w'ith discussion and rolated ac'..;iVitiea to enrich u."1Je1"•

atandins of chlilCept.B presented waa no

t10l.'\il

effective than vimr.1.ng the telecast

aud f ollowiug the Vi6'.fi.ng With oJ.aasroom d.i.OO"J.SSiOU of' pupil queatiiOUU roc<lJ."d-

:lng the telecast.

i.fo .srigui.ficant d1.ffereo.ces were i'CAUld in the pe1".f'ornim100

ot

the two groups vimd.1-ig the telecasts on test.a of arit.ilmat,ic comput.ati011g
a.rilihmetic conc.-epts, arithmetic applicatior:a.s, or mod.em ma.themat.ica concepts.

J. A number o.f studies
:r.ieasure understanding

haw auggeated that available tests .failed to

ot Jlll.)d.ern

mathlli1uatics concept.a presented in mat.~ica

telecaw:-Ms tor elementary school pupils.
Hod.em Mathematics Concepts Teet, Fom

Hesults obtained on the Sta.nf'ord

x,

.f'ai.led to indicate l:1n:f significant

di.f.:Lerence in the achievement o! the two expei""llilen.tal. groups who suppla.ietll;ed

classroom. iuatruction by Viewing Hodem Halib V and the control group ·wt.dch

received conventional. instruction onl1'·

Reaults 0£ the p1>esent study suggeat tlle followl.nga

(l) Fa.11.ure to d:LJcover aignUicant d:f.i'ferenaes ~ be due t.o the nat:.ure
aml scope oi' t.he evalua.tion.
deed.gned

I iJ is

like~

t.liat c1 evaluative instl"'Ul.ili.lUt

to rreaaw.oe pupil growth in terma of tlie concepts and understandings

developed :1.n Modern l4Ai;;h V WO"..lld moN adequataJ.1· measure pu.pil achievemoot.

Ju1ot.bex· atu.O.y, using a t.elooourse for

enriohta1~

purposes, might well include

such on w.alua:&ive inatrument t.o measure results of instruction.
(2)

Ini'on.tJat.iou-gru.u,, necessarily,

t'148

so.-newha.t na.n"atrly conoeived in
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present stu(lv i.'11 tho sense that the tests men.sured per£ormance
and-pencil tests.

0.."1

paper-

Possibly, information-gain needs to be broad.l¥ co11oeived "

future studies and concerned with the learner's recognition of the interrelationship of facts.

to new situations is

or

Further, the student's ability to appl1' his lea.mi.ng
tundamental tmportn.nce.

It :mq well be that a study

of a year•s duration is inadequate to detennine pupil growt#ll, especi.al.ly if
the amount :;f time devoted

to 'V'iewing_ telecast.a

is

so limited.

{3) Possibly, £allure to discover any signiticant differences in
information gain

&q

have resulted fna a ccnbinat.iml of tvo .tactonJ i.e.,

(l) the lilllited t:ime devoted to preparation for, YiEM.ing1 azld follow-up ot
the telecasts and (2} the thcrougb instruction all three grQips received from

the classroom tea-Ober.

It m.ey be that the presentation o£ modem me.thematics

coo.cepta, as a part of the instNCtional program tor all three groups, waa as
et£eot1w as the ff/ presentation tor the

(4)

~

and E grnups.

2
It would appear, also, that much m re time must be devoted to

television presentations f )r claasrocn T.LM.ng, U .tindinga of statistically
significant d:Lff'enmces are to Nsult.

One may- question, then, whether the

additional time which would be dewted. to TV viewing during &IV' one school
year might not better be spent with a capable teacher, whose understanding of
the pupils t strengths and weaknesses in mathematics enables him to adapt the
instructional. program to the capabilities and needs 0£ the boys and girls.

·.~·····-------------------------------.

The Suwlement to Teaoh!gg Guide tor Mathematics,, Grades ~-.?::§, indicates
that, the following 1'E:a.sential Mathematical E.xperiences" be taught at the f'i.fth

grade level.

l

Guidelines for Mathematica, Intermediate !::!?!l,s,, offers

su&,'"'Ostions £or implementing, enriching and mtpanding the mathematics program
2
at three levels, L, M, and lf.
Level U prov.i.dea enrichment for those wo
complete Levels 1,., and M.
~!athematics

'l'opica and obJectiftS added in Guidelines f'or

are indioa:ted b7 an ut.er:J.sk in the outline below.

£l\:unber Conc!Pt!
Developing the meaning ot symbols

including United st.ates currencyExtending concept
•~end

ot

tor numbers to 1,000,000,,

place value

place Talus con.oepta to include larger numbers

<Jt!ntrodnce base five

*Understand and appreciate the decimal system by eamparl.son
'id.th base five

!

1

Ij Grades

cbi~~o Board ot Education, ~aaent. to Teac~ Guide tor Mathematics
4-5-6 (Chicago: Board of Educ an, t9l>C5), PP• ' -~n.

1

2Cbicago Board of Education, Guidelines for Mathematics:
I Levels (Chiaag~a Board of Education, l§O~j, PP• ~J. •'

l
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Intennediate

'

,---------------------------------------------------~-------
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Rea.din& and Writ:ipj Numbers
Reading and writing numbers to 1,,000,000 including United
states currieney

fread.ing and writing common tractions and mixed numbers
aounding o£t lthole numbers to nearest 10, 100;
need.61.

bc~;rond

as

Ad.diution ot Inteers
Adding

4 three-place, 3 four-place, 2 five-plaes numbers (to

maintain skill)

&U>traction of Inteers
Subtraotillg six-PJ,ace numbers,

includin~

all dif'ticultiea

*'.C:xtend subtraction to include large nud>(U:''S

lhltipUcation of Inteers
HU.ti.plying two.place multipliers With mul.t.ipl.1oands bavtng as
~

as .tour figures

*Extend multiplication al.gorlma to include three-d.igit factors
Using O and 1 in multiplier (with two-:tigure JllQltipliers)

Division

~

Integers

Dividing by two-figure diY.LaorsJ one- and two-figure quotients;
UPIJtU>en.~ quotient is the true quo!,iant; 1:1.th remainders

'Hhen

Writing remainders to the right of the quotient or aa the
traat.ional. part of the quotient

*Develop short di.Vision algorism
*Uee eatimati.m for findtng one-d:igi:t. quotients with two-

L,_____

di_gi_t_di_vi
__s_o_ra_____________________________

~
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*DiVide larger div:i.dends by one- and two-digit div:i.sors

Common Fractions
•Introduce numerator and denominator
Changing tems of a fraction; reducing to lowest

erms;

multiplying the terms of a fraction by the same number

*Represent equivalent fractions
*Introduce higher and lower tenns in tractions
*Introduce addition of rational numbers

*Introduce subtraction of rational numbers
*Change whole numbers to fractional form

Adding fractions and mixed numbers with like denominators;
changing sums to whole or mixed numbers
Adding fractions and mixed numbers with unlike denominators
in which the common denominator is one or the fractions;
changing sums to who1e or mixed numbers

Checking by adding in the opposite direction

•Introduce subtraction

or

rational numbers with regrouping

SUbtracting fractions with like denomina.torsJ without and with
remainders reducible to lower terms

Subtracting mixed numbers with like denominators; without borrowing) with borrowintU without and With remainders reducible
to lowr terms

Subtracting fractions with unlike denominators in which the
camnon denominator is the denominator of one of the fractions;
without and with remainders reducible to lower terms
Subtracting mixed numbers with unlike denominators in which
the cotlD'IJOll denominator is the denominator of one of the
tractionsJ without borrowing; with borrowing; without and
With remainders reducible to lower tenrus
Checking by addition
Using column and equation form
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*Apply commutative and associative properties for addition of
rational Nu.l!lbers

Measurement
Making change from $10.00
Extending use of measure) weight-ton; counting--score, ream,

grossJ time--decade, centuey
Using abbreviations c

t.,

A.D., B. c.

*Extend ability to use standard and nonstandard units of
mea.surec timeJ temperatureJ liquid measureJ charts and
graphs

Geometry
•Discover ad.di tional properties about quadrilaterals
*Extend the concept of anglesJ i.e., right angle
*Extend the concept of line

*Introduce perpendicular lines
*Introduce intersecting lines
*Introduce parallel lines
*Extend the concept of angles to include congruence of angles
*Determine some ot the properties of a square

•Determine some of the properties

or

a rectangle

Problem Soly:Lns
Using dollars and cents in problems

Analyzing one- and two-step problems J estimating answers J
stating oral solutions, written solutions
Solving problems which require the use of facts from the table
of measurement, problems involving averages
SolYing problems containing unnecessary data, problems which

must be solved by reasoning instead of manipulation of numbers
Comparing answers with problem to see it answer is reasonable
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Grade 5A (Supplemented by Level M)
Humber Conce,eta
Developing the meaning

or

symbols for numbers to l,000,000,000,

including United States currency
Extending concept of place value
Reac."ip.j and Writing Numbers
Reading and writing numbers to 1,000,000,000, including
United States currency
Reading and

writing Roman numeral.a to CJ beyond as needed

Rounding off Whole numbers to nearest 10, 100, lOOOJ beyond
as needed

Addition or Inteers
Extending column addition to include 7 one-place, 6 two-place,
6 three-place, 5 tour-place, 4 five-place numbers
Subtraction of Inteprs
subtracting .four-, five-, and six-place numbers, including all
difficulties (to maintain skill)
Developing sld.ll in using higher-decade subtraction tacts
requiring bridging (tor short division)
l'illtiplication of Inteers
Mll.tip.lyiug three-place multiplicands by three-place multipliers

Division of Intesera
Dividing by two-figure divisors; one- and two-figure quotients;
appa..,"'ellt quotient not the true quotient; without and with

remainders

Estimating quotient figures
Using short division process tor examples having one-figure
diViaors and requ:i.ring carrying

Comm.on Fractions

Finding a fractional. part of a numberJ e.g., 2/5 of 10

......~·-------------------------------
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.Recognizing common fractional partsJ e.g., 5 is l/2 of 10
Finding what fractional part one number is of another
*Introduce addition of rational numbers With unlike denominators
*Introduce subtraction of rational numbers with unlike d84.1®>.-

inators

Adding unlike tractions and mixed numbers in which the common
denominator is not the denominator of any of the tractions

*Extend addition and subtraction of rational numbers using
mixed numeral.s

•Introduce subtraction of rational numbers using regrouping
Subtracting unlike tractions in which the common denominator
is not the denominator of any of the fractions
subtracting mixed numbers in which the common denominator is
not the denominator of arr:/' of the fractions
SUbtraoting mixed numbers in whiah the common denominator is
not the denominator of a:rry of the :fractions; without borrowing;
with borrowing

Heasu.1-e.ment and Construction

Graphs and Saale Drawing
P.eading maps and other scale drawings; making simple soale
dra.w1ngs

Developing the ability to interpret and construct simple
bar, line, and picture graphs
Finding the perimeters of rectangles, squares, tr:: angles

Using denominate numbers in exaxnplea and problems involving
the .four .f'Undament&l processes
E.!ctending use of ruler to

•Square measure
*Compare areas

l/l.6 of an inch
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*Discover the formula. for the area of a rectangle

*Develop t.he concept

or

a circle intuitively

*Present some properties of a. circle; i.e., diameter, radius,
arc, chord, semicircle
Problelll Soly!.gs

Using dollars and cents in problems
Estimating answers to problems
Solving one• and two-step problenis involving simple sea.le
drawings, table of measurements, data .from graphsJ using whole

numbers,

CClllm.OU

tractions

Oompa.r.l.ng answer with problem to see i.f' answer is reasonable

Level N (I:nrichment for Those Pupils Who Complete Levels L and M)

Rational Numbers
*Ext.end ad.di ti.on of rational numbers to include more
than two addends

*Introduce prime and composite numbers
*Extend understanding of pr.i.Jne numbers to .find the least
common multip;e
*Use leut common multiple (L.C.M.) for addition and ::.ubtrac·

tion of fractional numbers
Decimals

*Raad and write decimals

iHJnderstand decimal notation
*Extend concept of decimals to thousandths

*Relate common fractions to decllllal fractions
*Observe sim.1lar1ties in addition and subtraction of common
fractions and decimal fractions
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*1Jse number line to graphically illustrate the sum

deciinal tractions
*Apply

or

two

cCXQlllUt.ative property to addition of deoim41.s

*.Al>PlT associative

p:ropert#y to addition of decimal.a

*Md and subtract decimals

Percent
•Introduce percent uotation (optional)
,'>iea~t

*Graphs and Charts

*Denalt1inate lfumben
*Square 1l&UUN

*.Angl• .......
*Introduce degr.e aa used in angle meUUN
*Mealure a st.nd.ght angle (18<>°)
ttlfeaaN angle uatq a pl"Otract.or

ae..igr
*S11lple oonstmoUona

*Cow an angle

~5

atmgle

*Oona't.ftat

a 1'18ht

alg1e

i>1-0'se a Mlicd.N1e to ccm.nnct a right tl"iansle (a
hari.Dg a l'ight angle)

•Oonstl'Uot

a

8qWU'9

(tuol"ibed in

a oil'Cl•)

tr:langle

,r~""-·~------------------------------

APPENDIX B
l

The Table of Contents of Arithmetic 5 gives the following titles for
the chapters of the text:

Chapter
l

Meaning of ll:lmbers

2

Addition of w'hole Numbers

.3

subtraction of Whole Numbers

4

Multiplication of Whole Numbers

5

Division with One-Digit Divisors

6

Division with Two-Digit Divisors

7

Measures

8

Problem SolVing

9

Division with Two-Digit DiViaors and Four-Digit Dividends
Midyear ReView
Midyear Tests

10

Division with Two-Digit Divisors and Five- and Six-Digit
Dividends

ll

Fractional l'lumbera

12

Addition of Fractional Numbers

lJ

subtraction of Fractional Numbers

14

Geometric Figures

1E. T. McSwain et a.1., Arithmetic? (River Forest, Ill.1 Laidlaw
Brothers, l96J ), PP• ~:..j. •
134
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15

Perimeter and Areo.

16

Graphs and Scale Drawings

17

Additi.on and SU.btraction with Decimals

18

Reviewing This

Year's V.Ork

Diagnostic Self-Tests
Handbook

Table of Measure
Index

________________________________
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APPSNDIX C
~lement!17

Mathelnatics

4:

~richment

provides a Wide variety of e::ercise

for pupils who have acquired, in their regular mathematical work, a mastery of
basic mathematical concepts and skills. 1 \vi:J.ile the extension is horizontal in
nature, uni ts of work that challenge pupils to discover new ma.thematic al ideas
are included.

Emphases is given to discovering patterns and determining their

significance in certain mathematical situations.

Pupils are challenged to

apply what they have learned through observation to new mathematical situation
The exercises explore the following mathematical topics:

Addition

Coordinate plane

Ancient tractions

Cross-number puzzles

Ancient numerals

Cryptograms

Associative property
addition

or

Divisibility

Associatiw property or
multiplication

Diviaion

Base fOllr nur.neration

Egyptian fractions

Calendar numbers

Equations

COllllllltative property of

Geometric construction

Composite numbers

Geometric patterns

1
tola J. Hay, Element'§; Mathematics ij:
Brace and Forld, l96b;, p.
•
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Enrichment (New York:

Harcourt,

'"'"'·'""~
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Gnomen numbers

Odd and evens

Goldba.ch 1 s conjecture

Prime numbers

Graphing

Probability

Greek numerals

.Random walk

Lea.st oamnon multiple

Ratio

Logic-

Rectangle numbers

Magic squares

Roman tractions

Map reading

Scale drawing

Modular arithmetic

Sequences

Mll.tipllcation

Square numbers

Negative numbers

&ibtraction

Nwaber names

Synnetry

Number pairs

Thermometer

Number pattems

Triangle numbers

Number shapes

Venn diagrams

APPENDIX D

l

LESSON 5- THE NU:HBER LINB

l.
2.

J.

4.

5.

For every number there is a corresponding point on the

number line.

The relative size of a number can be shown by its position
on the number line.
Numbers are infinite.
The number line is a graphic aid tor computation.
Any given point on the number line can have an infinite

number or names ..
6. The set of integers is made up of both the positive and
negative whole numbers and zero.
7. For every integer there exists another such that the sum
of the intege1..s is zero.

VOCABUI.A.Rl'

increase

point

directed numbers

decrease

negative

line segment

infinity

positiw

integers

l.

A ruler can be used as a number line, but we cannot aJ.wqs
use a number line as a ruler. Wt~?

2.

Use the number line to explain computations.

J. Why must all the units on a number line be equal in size?

4.

Stress the importance of direction.

1Denver Board of Education, Teachers Guide:
Boa.rd of Education, 1965), p. ;;.
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l.

2.
3.

4.

!•'actors a.re numbers which wi&en mult.iplled together produce
another numberi.
The factors of a numbe1" a.re the ex.a.ct d1Visors.
A camposit.e number is any- whole number which can be expressed
as tho product. or two or more whole numbers, other than
itself and one.
When reducing fractions to their lowest;, terms, the largest
factor common to both numerator and denominator is used as the
divisor.

S. A composite number L'lo!lV' have

many factor p2.irs.

fa.ct ore

divisible

componite nW'Jber

multiple

lowest terms

l.

List a set or composite numbers and find all possible factors.
Use only two factors a.t a ti.mo. ~le:

l2

l x 12, 2 x 6. 3 x 4

2.

Determine which numbers between one and tifty are composite.

J.

In the division problem ~ 4 is the divisor, J6 is the
dividend, 9 is the quotient. What a.re new names which could be
applied to each?

4. Can two numbers ever have the same factors. (Yes, J6 and 24
both have factors of 6, 4, 12, and 2 ). Can two numbers be the
product of the same pair of

1

-

Ibid., P•

15.

fa~ors?

(No.)

_,_,,_"

__________________________________
l.40

1
I.ESSON 25 - IUTRODUCTION TO DECD1ALS

l. A decimal fraction is another wa,y to express part of a whole.
2. The decimal point separates the 1i'hole and the fractional
3.

4.

parts of the number expressed.
In a decimal fraction we deal only with the numerator term
of a fraction. The denominator is an understood power of 10.
Decimals have a place value in powers of the base, tenths,

hundredths, thousandths, etc.

5. \Jhen reading decimals, name the place value position of the

digit

at the right.
VOCAIDLA.llY

decimal fractions

place value

decimal point

SUOOES'l'ED AGmmEs
l.

Use a place value chart to extend the meaning of place value
to the right of the units place. Point out, that as numbers
progress to the le.ft each place is ten times greater 1n value
than the place to its right, and that each place to the left
of units is l/l.O the value or ea.eh place to its le.ft.

2.

Show how decimal and common tractions are related.

J. Stress that when rea.ding a. dec:!.Ml nand" takes the place ot
the decimal point.

4. Point out

the pattern between the number of digits in each

decimal and the number of zeros in the denominat.or ot its
f'ractionaJ. equivalent.
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Test:

Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test
Beta Test, Form Em

I
II
I

I!

Dat.e:

9/67

Group:

c1

PUPIL

IQ

l

107

2

ll4

J

122

4

121:.

5

122

6

118

7

91

8

126

9

96

10

lll

ll

110

12

95

13

121

14

99

15

l<>i

16

90

17

ll4

18

105

19

124

20

115

PUPIL

I Ct

21

102

22

107

23

90

24

123

25

123

26

97

27

96

Mean IQ

109.51

Headian IQ

110.0

SD

11.32

.,,u,.,,.,..,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....

APPENDIX :
Tost: Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Teat
Beta Test, Form

Date:

9/67

Group:

S

art

PUPIL

I\,l

l

105

2

107

3

106

4

U6

5

102

6

100

7

105

8

102

9

ll.5

10

100

ll

122

12

117

13

107

l!i

98

15

107

16

129

17

126
lti.3

144
PUPIL

IQ

18

105

19

lo<)

20

96

21

119

22

122

2J

92

24

97

25

115

26

112

27

llh

Mean IQ

109.ll

Median IQ

107.625

SD

9.560

F'l.
9/67

'ft'"'''~·----------------------------

1

l
i

I

lL5
Test:

Ot,is (Juj.ck-Scoring Mental Abillt,y Test

Beta Test, Fom Em
Dll:te:

9/67

PUPIL

IQ

l

ll5

2

120

3

lQS

4

106

5

107

6

107

·1

113

8

U6

9

us

10

101

ll

109

l2

12$

13

91

14

10)

15

118

16

105

17

98

18

98

19

104

20

98

""'"'''

_____________________________ ___
'"'

21

lll

23

lOl

26

lOJ.

lOJ

Hean IQ

6.227

...,

:

Stanford Achievement ;_,;E;at in Heading

Intermediate II, Form ?.r
Date: 9/6'1
Groups~

PUPIL

UORD NEA.N!UG

l

3.9

2

4.2

3

6.2

4.6
5.3
5.7

4

6.8

6.6

r•

7.1

6.6

4.7
5.0

8

4.b
4.7
4.9

9

7.5

7.3

10

4.a
6.1

12

4.7
5.6
;;.5

13

3.9

3.2

lh

1.5

6.J

15
16

4.7
5.l

5.0
5.6

1'/

L..l

18

4.2

4.9
4.8

19

6.9

4.4

20

6. 7

6.6

~)

/

t:;

1

ll

PAtlAGRAPiI ?{BiANDID

4.4

6.4

PUPIL

21

2'
.,
2
.. l

2L

2.6

J.6

27

PARAGRAPH MF..A'l:IDro

liean

5.259

Mean

$.207

Ifedian

5.0

Median

5.175

l.49
Test: Stanford Achievement '?est in
Intermediate

II~

Form

Rea.ding

~·I

Date a 9/67
Groups ~

PUPIL

WORD MF..AlmID

PARAGRAPH MEANING

4.7

4

h.7
4.6
3.5
4.9

$

J.2

6
1

4.l
4.6

8

).;}

9

6.4

10

4.7
5.4

ll

6.o

1.6

12

4.4
4.6

14

4.4
4.7
J.5

lS

3.8

5.6

16

s.1

6.6

17

6.o
l.S
$.4
4.9

5.3
4.9

l

2

3

13

18
19
20

4.4

4.4
4.6

J.4
4.8
J.2

s.1
3.2

,;.6

s.2
4.4

lSO
WORD MEANIMG

PARAGRAPH MEANING

4.2

2.3

4.1
4.2
4.2

24

2.7

2.8

25

5.6

6.J

26

5.S
$.4

6.4

21

22

27
WORD MEANING

5.4
3.4

6.6
PARAGRAPH MEANING

Mean

4.S4B

Mean

4.9

Median

4.60

Median

h.7

SD

0.8$1

SD

l.219

E
l

9/67

151
Test: Stanf'ord Achievanent Test in Reading
Intermediate II, Form
Date:

w.

9/67

Group: E2
WO RD ME.A..t."ll:NG

l

4.2

4.9

2

6.6

6.9

3

4.4

2.h

,

6.0

6.)

3.3

).6

6

5.2

1

5.$

8
9

5.4
4.9

4.6
5.J
2.4

10

3.6

J.O

11

6.o

6.1

12

5.6

8.2

13

).0

2.9

lL
15

4.6
6.h
6.4
5.1

4.6

4

I
I

PARAGRAPH MEANING

PUPIL

16

1

6.2

6.8

6.8

1
;1

17

~

18

~~

19

'·'SS

4.3

20

4.l

2.8

:l
!
I

4.6
3.6

;~

"'!II).;

j

152

PUPIL

WORD l r:;AMING

21

5.7

6.4

22

4.2

23

6.6

4.9
5.3

24
25

5.6

5.4

5.9

26

4.4
4.6

27

4.2

6.5

WORD MEANING

Mean

5.066

Median

5.175

so

.9920

PARA.GRAPH MEANING

3.2

PARAGRAPH MEA.i.'iING

4.959
Median 4.875
SD
1.557

Mean

E
2

9/67

153
Test: Stanford Achievement Test in A.ritbuatic
Intermediate II, Form W

Date:

9/67

Group:

Ci

PUPIL

,
~

,.~

CONCEPl'S

APPLICATIONS

1

4.6

3.1

J.4

2

6.)

7.4

J

5.4
4.8

$.9

6.5

4

4.8

5.9

6.l

s

).8

5.6

6

.c'

7

3.7

5.9
4.6

4.9
4.9
4.0

8

4.8

3.1

J.8

9

6.0

6.6

1.1

10

4.6

5.4

4.9

ll

5.2

6.1

12

3.7

5.4
5.4

13

3.3

).6

3.1

l4

5.6

a.o

15

4.1

5.4

u.1
J.6

16

J.7

6.1

6.6

17

5.4

18

3.$

4.2
4.9

19

5.o
5.2

4.9
4.3
4.6

2.9

1.0

6.1

~

I1:

COMPUTATION

20

.4

4.4

154

PUPIL

CO?IFUTATIOlJ

CO?fCEP:'S

A..uPLICATIONS

5.4
4.3
5.9

5.4

21

$.6

22

24

4.6
5.6
4.l

25

J.7

h.9

26

4.1

6.3

4.0
7.4
S.6

27

5.9

).2

s.1

23

Comput.ation

s.1
6.8

3.1

Applications

Concepts

Mean

4.674

Mean

5.274

Mean

5.407

Med:i.an

4. 70

Median

$.hO

Median

5.167

SD

i.225

SD

1.689

SD

.8133

cl
9/67

.,,..
.'

I
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!.

~

Testa

S!;anford Achievement Test in Arithmetic
Intermediate II, Form W

Date:

9/67

Group:~

PUPIL

OOMro'TATION

CONCEPl'S

APPLICATIOl~S

l

J.8

4.3

4.4

2

4.8

4.3

4.4

3

3.7

4.0

4
5

s.2

6.1

4.4
7.4

3.S

4.0

).8

6

s.2

4.0

7

4.6

5.4

8

$.O

4.3

9

4.8

4.6

10

3.S

2.2

4.4
4.2
4.2
5.9
J.l

11

6.2

6.;;

6.6

12

4.l

6.5

4.6

13

4.4

7.1

14
15

4.8
2.9

5.6
4.0
5.4

16

6.o

6.8

7.4

17

s.o

18

2.9

5.4
S.4

19

s.2

20

J.8

5.9
5.4
5.4
4.0

5.1

4.6

6.8

5.4

J.56
C<lmJTA'l'ION

PUPD..

CONCEPl'S

APP.LI CATIONS

21

).8

4.3

5.4

22

5.0

6.6

8.3

23

4.6

4.0

3.8

24

2.9

2.6

2.)

25

).8

6.6

26

4.4
5.2

5.9
4.9
6.5

6.6

27
Computation

Mean

4.hll

Median 4.538
SD

o.837

Applications

Concepts

Mean

4.94h

Median 4.80
SD

5.1

l.21.U

Mean

5.282

Median

5.115

SD

l.h27

Bi
9/67
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'l'es1;:

Stanford Achievement 1'.\'H.Jt. in Ai"ithmetic
!nt.erriediate II, l!"onn H

Dace:

9/67

Group: D.,,_

1

3.7

cmmzns
5.9

2

4.4

7.6

1.1

3

5.. 4

4.9

4.9

,

4.l
3.5

6.3

5.9

5.2

J.8

4.6

5.4
$.. 2

4.4

5.. 6

$.7

10

4.6
4.6
5.0
4.4

4.6
5.1
;;.6

4.9

4.4

11

3.8

o.,,'

$.6

12

5.. o

a. o

8 .. 3

13

3.. 7

4.,9

4.. 9

11+

5.....r,

5.. L.

5.. 6

l5

!),.O

6 .. 1

6.6

16

4.6

5.6

17

3.3

5.4
4.0

18

6.0

$.6

19

4.1

6.1

20

J.3

5.2

$.4
4.9
4.4

PUP'IJ,

h
,,.
0

7

8
9

COMPfJI'A'rION

,,

APPLICA'fI01IS

6.J

3 •'-'t!,

,--

~

I

158

'
li

roPit

COMPUTATIOll

COJ:lCEPrS

APPLICATIONS

21

J.7

5.2

5.9

22

3.3

5.2

2J

4.6
6.5

e.o

25

3.5
4.6
5.0

4.2
4.4

4.9

26

2.9

4.6

5.1
J.6

21

4.1

4.0

5.6

2L

Compu.tation

Applications

Concepts

Mean

4.259

Mean

5.474

Mean

5.41.8

Hedian

4.3

Median

s.20

Median

5.40

Stf

0.9704

SD

l.197

SD

.7763

E2

9/67

159

I

Test:

Stanford Achievement Tests
Intermediate II, Form W

Dates

9/67

Group:

cl

PUPIL

RAW SCORE

1

7

2

15

J

23

4

19

5

19

6

18

7

19

8

lJ

9

21

10

12

ll

20

12

10

13

15

14

26

15

9

16

18

17

19

18

9

19

14

20

19

Modem Mathematics Concepts 'fest

160
PUPTI,

RA1! 3GORE

21

10

;;.<..

15

23

21

24

19

25

14

26

20

27

13

ryr~,

Mean

16.185

Median

17.625

SU

4.691

Test r Stanford Achievement Teat 1
Intem.ediate II, Fom W
Date1

9/67

Groups E
1

PUPIL

RAW SCORE

l

lS

2

1$

J

10

4

17

s

17

6

ll

7

16

8

19

9

19

10

lS

ll

17

12

lJ

lJ

l.6

l.4

l.4

lS

17

16

21

17

8

18

lS

19

18

20

u

Mode1"!l

Mathematics Concept.a fest

162

PUPIL

!W! SCORE

21

17

22

25

23

12

2h

7

2;;

18

26

1$

27

23

Mean

lS.667

Median lS.667
SD

3.90

E

l

9/67
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Test:

Stanford Achievement Test:
Intermediate II, Form W

Date:

9/67

Groupe ·

')
....

PUPIL

RAW SCORE

l

19

2

23

J

21

4

17

5

l2

6

10

7

14

8

18

9

17

10

4

ll

14
27

13

ll

14

12

15

27

16

14

17

ll

18

19

19

22

20

is

Hodem Mathematica Goncepts Test

l'UPil..

21
22

7

~;q

__

,

lh

24

16

25

14

26

ll

27

16

Mean

15.741

Median

15.JJJ

SD

5.224

E

2

9/67

v:

;:)t,anford

Achiaver:cil~~

:iest in :teadin::;

Int.e!'ITu-'.)diato !!, Form X

Dat.c:

6/68

Gro\:q'): f'

'l
?A,~GRAP"rl

fiSA!iD'iG

PTTP-h

liORD 1fil.t\l,ffiJG

l

s.1

2

$.2

4.3
5.7

J

7.5

1.a

4

a.o

9.2

$

8.8

10.6

6

4.6

9

S.6
5.7
4.2
8.5

10

6.0

6.6

ll

1.s

7.0

6.4
4.4

6.2

14
15

a.o

7.3

5.9

5.3

16

a.o

1.2

17

J.9

18

4.7
6.4

6.6

19

6.2

6.o

20

10.0

a.o

7

8

12

13

6.6

5.3
7.8

4.6

~ 4
........

21

6.7

25

4.7
6.7
1.5
4.7

26

9.6

2'/

b.7

22

23

7.l

24

6.2

·woRD

ME~'ING

PARAGRAPH ME:AlilNG

Hean

6.489

Meai."1

Medie.n

6.So

Median 6.40

SD

l.527

SD

6.488

l.6,7

'\
6/68
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?estt

Stanford. Achi~nt Test in Reading
Intennediate n, Form X

Da;te1

6/68

Groups

r:1

PUl'IL

WORD MEAlUliG

PA.1.\AGRAPH M&ANING

l

7.2

2

5.1
7.6

3

S.4

4

6.7

s
6

4.7
5.4

7

6.6

6

6.7

4.6
5.3
5.9
5.3
5.4
5.7

9

6.6

6.1

10

a.o

4.a

ll

9.0

9.6

12

7.3

a.o

13

6.o

$.O

14
15

3.6

5.2

a.o

6.l

16

7.6

7.8

17

8.8

1.2

18

5.4

5.2

19

6.2

6.6

20

1.1

4.8

5.1

168
PUPIL

WORD MEA.NmG

PARA.GRAPH MEANING

21

5.4

5.0

22

6.9

6.5

23

5.4

24

).2

4.7
5.2

25

7.3

1.1

26

6.7

a.o

27

8.8

1.a

WORD ME.AfiING

PARAGRAPH MEAllING

Mean
Medisn

SD

6.50

6.162

Median s.100
SD

~
6/68

Teat: Stn.nford Achievement Test in Reading
Intel"'!'llediat.e II, Form X
Date: 6/60
Group: E2
PUP'1L

WORD

ME.rumm

PARAGRAPH MEA!UNG

l

5.4

2

9.0

3

S.9

6.4
8.4
6.4

4

8.J

1.3

s

s.L.

4.1

6

5.6

6.6

7

6.4

6.5

8

7.1

6.6

9

1.r;

6.6

10

5.4

5.7

ll

a.o

1.s

12

9.J

9.6

1.3

L..l

s.o

l.)4

5.9

15

5.7
8.5

16

4.7

17

6.6

18

;;.9

4.9
6.4
6.o

19

6.7

6.2

20

6.7

6.0

a.1

170
PU PIT..

UOiID HEAHD1G

B.J

'f ,.8

2~!

s. 2

23

6.2

4.J
5.6
1.8

5.. 2

7.5

27
PARAGRAPH MEANING

SD

1.)38
E

2

6/68
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Test 1

st&n.ford Achicmnent Teat in Arithmetic
Intermediate II, Form .X

Date:

6/68

Group:

c1

PUPIL

COlWTAl'ION

COUCZPI'S

APPLICATIOllS

l

5.8

4.0

4.0

2

1.1

1.0

3

6.J

4

1.1

1.a
1.a

a.o
a.3
a.o

s

6.5

1.3

6.6

6

6.6

6.1

S.4

7

6.5

8.5

6.J

8

6.2

5.6

5.1

9

6.o

7.3

B.6

10

6.J

6 •.3

5.6

ll

6.8

6.)

9.1

12

6.5

6.8

lJ

5.9
8.5

1.1

4.6

4.9

16

4.8
6.o
5.0
5.6

S.6
4.2

6.$

1.1

17

J.8

6.l

18

7.4

7.J

19

4.6

S.6

4.6
7.4
5.6

20

6.2

8.2

8.6

14
l5

172
GOMRJTATION

PUPIL

CO!iCEP'l'S

APPLICATIOMS

21

6.6

6.6

6.6

22

4.6

4.3

23

1.9

7.3

3.4
7.3

24

6.6

1.0

9.1

2:5

5.4

4.6

$.1

26

s.o

8.2

a.o

21

6.2

4.9

4.4

Coimputation•

Mean

6.074

Median 6 • .30
SD

0.9769

Applications

Concepts

Mean

6.541

Mean

Median

6.10

Median 6.60

SD

1.256

SD

6.44lt
l.679

cl
6/68

v

Page

Chapter
Summary

III.

IV.

V.

73
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Test:

St;.a.nforo Achievement Test in Arithmetic

Intermediate II, Form X
Date:

,. }''Q

0 00

Groups E

l

PUPIL

CO!WTA.TION

COllCEPl'S

APPLICATIONS

l

6.6

6.5

s.1

2

6.8

6.1

3

5.9
4.6

5.4

4

1.1

5

4.1

6

5.o

5.6
6.5
4.9
4.9

7

4.6

6.8

6.3

8

S.9

5.6

5.4

9

6.$

6.$

10

5.2
4.4

6.1

ll

1.9

9.5

l2

s.a

6.8

13

1.li.

6.8

14

5.6

15

4.4
5.8

1.8

4.6
7.4
5.9
7.4
4.9
5.9

16

6.8

8.5

8.3

17

4.9
5.6

4.4
5.1

19

5.6
4.8
6.5

8.5

6.6

20

4.8

4.6

4.6

16

a.o
4.9

4.9
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PUPIL

COMPUTATION

OONCEPI'S

APPLICATIONS

21

5.6

6.6

6.6

22

$.8

10.J

9.1

23

4.9
4.0

4.6

24

4.6
4.6

J.8

25

6.J

8.2

8.6

26

4-l

7.3

6• .5

27

6.5

8.2

6.S

Coq>uta.tion

Concepts

Applications

Mean

!).$89

Mean

Median

S.64

Median 6.$62

SD

l.035

SD

6.604

l.Sh.9

Mean

6.096

Median

6.00

SD

l.)76
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Stanford Achievement Test in Arithmetic
Intermediate II, Form X

Date: 6/68
Groups E
2

PUPIL

COMRTTATION
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APP.LICA:n.ONS

l

6.0

6.l

6.l

2

6.)

7.6

7.6

J

6.8

).7

7.3

6.6

5

7.4
5.9
$.4

4.0

6

6.3

6.8

S.6
5.1

7

6.o

S.9

6.l

8

6.o

1.0

9

1.1

7.6

5.7
7.4

10

4.4

6.5

$.6

ll

6.2

1.0

1.1

12

7.4

8.8

9.6

13

6.2

4.9

6.1

14

7.9

7.8

6.8

15

a.2

s.o

l.6

6.8

6.5

17

4.a

4.6

18

6.5

$.2

19

4.4
5.2

1.0

7.4
5.4
4.9
4.0
7.4

6.1

s.4

4

20
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PUPI.l.

AFPLICATIOWS

GONCBPl'S

G.8

21

'1. 7

{)

f}()

(..L

!).4

).2

23

h.l

6.6

t'
;i.

2L..

6 •r'/

B.5

8.,0

25

$.L

h.J

26

J.3

6.1

h.2
$.4

27

6.8

7.3

5.9

Computation

.cr•

~
,
,).0

7

.Applications

Concepts

!Jean

6.059

Mean

l~edia.'1

6.J.86

Median 6.78

l.J.79

SD

6.'81

1.261

Y.ies.n

6• .311

Median S.888
SD
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Test:

Achievement Test:
Intermediate II, Fom X

Data:

6/68

Groop1

c1

2Ul?IL

l

RAW

sco~~

17

.3

2s
2s

4

24

5

28

6

20

7

24

8

lJ

9

32

10

19

ll

29

12

22

lJ

21

111

39

15

17

16

24

17

18

18

32

19

14

20

36

2

Modern ~fachematics <bncepts Test
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PUPIL

RAW SCORE

21

16

22

26

2J

16

24

25

25

37

26

15

27

33

Mean

24.04

l1ed.:ta.n

2).0

SD

1.368
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TE~sl;:

Sta. t.'ord Achievement 'rest:

n.odem Mathematics Concepts Test

Intel"mediate II, Form X
Date~

6/68

Group1 ~

:ro:m
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2
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3

20

4
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5

2)

6

22

7
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8

14

9
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10

19

ll

)7

12

)0

lJ

27

14
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15

29

16

.lh

17

23

18

18

19

26

20

23
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41
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17
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21
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26
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39
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SD

6.827
E
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